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./920:5+.2/ÿ.+ÿ10-3-/+3ÿ54420?./6324HK4ÿ
ÿ4ÿP42++ÿw0.?<-33ÿc_op]`ÿFq_]ÿdcpFgÿÿ $RSR%L "#&ÿLNÿO LO!&Q#Rÿ
#$NL!W&7#L$ÿPR#$R ÿ9kÿ9ykÿJh50-/ÿh4ÿh-:1ÿ-?4ÿ K=ÿZ`]`Vÿs]^[]fÿc_ÿ
F_ÿpqÿO2263-ÿW52ÿ 6ÿ,++138jj<<<4+,./I<.+,62263-442:j5?@-0+.3./6B4,5//-33j3-504,jÿ
,2<B5?@-0+.3-03B45/B-l+-/?B+,-.0B0-3-@5/4-B<.+,B3-504,B?2</325?jÿJ353+ÿ@.3.+-?ÿW52ÿkÿ KÿJG6ÿ./ÿ
7ÿ42/3A:-03ÿA3-ÿ3-504,ÿ-/6./-3ÿ+2ÿ9./?ÿ32453ÿ./920:5+.2/4HK4ÿ
ÿ4ÿFÿW50IÿO05,5:ÿzVuÿY^V[`ÿaVb]ÿÿC$" !P7&$"#$OÿP&7#&%ÿW "#&ÿ
66ÿ7ÿJ!2;ÿh.+4,./ÿ7054-2ÿ4ÿ%5A0.5A3+ÿXÿW5++,-<ÿ'4ÿ'.332/ÿ-?34ÿ kKÿJG0&/ÿ./40-53./6ÿ5:2A/+ÿ
29ÿ-@-02?52ÿ6-26051,.4ÿ3.9-ÿ;-42:-3ÿ5A6:-/+-?ÿ5/?ÿ+-4,/2326.45332ÿ:-?.5+-?4HK=ÿ!.4,50?ÿw50/-3ÿ
i5:-3ÿ'./+-0;2++2:ÿXÿW50+./ÿ"5<32/ÿÿa_ÿ`ÿc_op]`ÿFq_]ÿ# ÿ
RLWWC$#R&7#L$ÿW&O&{#$ ÿ&104ÿ ÿ5+ÿ ÿJGWA4,ÿ29ÿ+,-ÿ602<+,ÿ./ÿ+,-ÿ#/+-0/-+ÿ+2?52ÿ.3ÿ;-./6ÿ
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,-3./0.3.12ÿ23ÿ4-2325/1.26ÿ/67ÿ4-203258.64ÿ122396ÿ42:-,6;-619ÿ9--ÿ1<-ÿ12239ÿ
/9ÿ:./03-ÿ;-/69ÿ12ÿ.;=3-;-61ÿ1-,,.12,./3ÿ,-91,.51.269ÿ26ÿ/51.:.1.-9ÿ26ÿ1<-ÿ
.61-,6-1>ÿ32,ÿ-?/;=3-ÿ42:-,6;-619ÿ1</1ÿ,-4@3/1-ÿ263.6-ÿ4/;03.64ÿ;/67/1-ÿ
1</1ÿ263.6-ÿ4/;03.64ÿ2=-,/12,9ÿ-;=322ÿ4-203258.64ÿ12ÿ-69@,-ÿ1</1ÿ2=-,/12,9ÿ
3.;.1ÿ1<-.7,ÿ4/;03.64ÿ233-,.649ÿ2632ÿ12ÿ1<-ÿ1-,,.12,.-9ÿ.6ÿA<.5<ÿ1<-2ÿ/,-ÿ
3.5-69-74ÿ
B-,,.12,./3.C/1.26ÿ23ÿ1<-ÿ.61-,6-1ÿ9--;9ÿ/61.1<-1.5/3ÿ12ÿ1<-ÿ2,.4.6/3ÿ5265-=1ÿ
23ÿ1<-ÿ.61-,6-1ÿ/9ÿ/ÿ7.91,.0@1-7ÿ6-1A2,8ÿ3/58.64ÿ/ÿ9.643-ÿ=2.61ÿ23ÿ5261,23>9ÿ1<-ÿ
/09-65-ÿ23ÿ5-61,/3.C-7ÿ5261,23ÿ.;=3.-9ÿ1</1ÿ7/1/ÿ9<2@37ÿ332Aÿ3,--32ÿ26ÿ1<-ÿ
6-1A2,8D1</1ÿ/55-99Eÿ12ÿ7/1/ÿ9<2@37ÿ621ÿ0-ÿ3.;.1-7ÿ.6ÿ/62ÿA/2ÿ0/9-7ÿ26ÿ
=<29.5/3ÿ4-24,/=<24ÿÿ#3ÿ/62ÿ7-9.46ÿ9<2@37ÿ</:-ÿ,-9.91-7ÿ1-,,.12,./3.C/1.26ÿ23ÿ
1<-ÿ.61-,6-1ÿ.1ÿA2@37ÿ0-ÿ1<-ÿ7-9.46ÿ23ÿ1<-ÿ9291-;9ÿ/67ÿ,@3-9ÿ1</1ÿA-,-ÿ5,-/1-7ÿ
9=-5.3.5/332ÿ32,ÿ520-,9=/5-ÿ/67ÿ5,-/1-7ÿ.67-=-67-6132ÿ23ÿ1<-ÿ42:-,6/65-ÿ23ÿ
1<-ÿ=<29.5/3ÿA2,3G74ÿÿB<-ÿ"$Fÿ9<2@37ÿ0-ÿ1<-ÿ33/49<.=ÿ23ÿ1<.9ÿ,-9.91/65-ÿ12ÿ
1-,,.12,./3.C/1.264ÿÿH2A-:-,ÿ3.689ÿ12ÿ=<29.5/3ÿ4-24,/=<2ÿA-,-ÿ6-:-,ÿ
52;=3-1-32ÿ32,-.46ÿ12ÿ1<-ÿ"$F>ÿ1<-ÿ"$Fÿ/67ÿ.19ÿ,@3-9ÿ</:-ÿ.61-,/51-7ÿA.1<ÿ
1<-ÿ=<29.5/3ÿA2,37ÿ3,2;ÿ1<-ÿ0-4.66.64ÿ23ÿ1<-ÿ"$Fÿ/67ÿ/9ÿ1<.9ÿ/,1.53-ÿ
7.95@99-9ÿ1<-ÿ.61-,/51.269ÿ</:-ÿ4,2A6ÿ91,264-,ÿ2:-,ÿ1<-ÿ2-/,94ÿÿB<-ÿ
.;=2,1/61ÿI@-91.26ÿ.9ÿA</1ÿ1<-ÿ1-,,.12,./3.C/1.26ÿ1,-67ÿA<.5<ÿ/==-/,9ÿ12ÿ0-ÿ
ÿ

7,.:-6ÿ02ÿ1<-ÿ.65,-/9.64ÿ@9-ÿ23ÿ5-33@3/,ÿ7-:.5-9ÿ32,ÿ#61-,6-1ÿ/55-99ÿ/67ÿ5-33@3/,ÿ6-1A2,89ÿ/,-ÿ/621<-,ÿ
=3/5-ÿA.1<ÿ/ÿ,.5<ÿ<.912,2ÿ23ÿ325/1.26J0/9-7ÿ9-,:.5-94KL4ÿ
ÿ64ÿMÿN/;-9ÿ&4ÿO@.,ÿPÿ/@3ÿQ4ÿ1/6ÿR2,95<21ÿÿSTUÿVWXÿYÿ
Z[WXÿ6ÿ&QOÿQRO\B#$]ÿF\!1 ^Fÿ68ÿ_ GLÿ_7.95@99.64ÿ4-2325/1.26ÿ/67ÿ
4-203258.64L>ÿ̀/,6-9ÿ'.61-,02112;ÿPÿ"/A926ÿX[aÿ621-ÿ ÿ/1ÿ >ÿO/,8-1/ÿB,.;03-ÿÿbÿÿ
ScTdeÿÿÿÿfeÿfYXTaÿ#"8ÿ! 1#FB&ÿ" ÿ#$B !$ Bÿ" ! QHRÿ^ÿR%gB#Q&ÿ
_ 9Lÿ<11=8hh.7=4@254-7@h/,1.53-9h/091,/51h E9h4ÿ
ÿ74ÿO.5,29231ÿQ2,=4ÿ:4ÿ\6.1-7ÿF1/1-9ÿ_ÿÿ'/,,/61ÿ12ÿF-/,5<ÿ/ÿQ-,1/.6ÿJO/.3ÿ&552@61ÿQ261,233-7ÿ
PÿO/.61/.6-7ÿ02ÿO.5,29231ÿQ2,=4LÿGÿi47ÿGEÿ ÿ_7ÿQ.,4ÿ 9LÿTjÿeYÿÿF4ÿQ14ÿ79ÿ
_ EL4ÿÿR6-ÿ9.46ÿ23ÿ1-,,.12,./3.C/1.26ÿ52@37ÿ0-ÿ/ÿN@32ÿ 9ÿ7-5.9.26ÿ.6ÿA<.5<ÿ1<-ÿ\4F4ÿQ2@,1ÿ23ÿ&==-/39ÿ
32,ÿ1<-ÿF-5267ÿQ.,5@.1ÿ621-7ÿ.6ÿ7.51/ÿ1</1ÿ7/1/ÿA-,-ÿ@67-,ÿ1<-ÿk@,.97.51.26ÿ23ÿ1<-ÿ52@61,2ÿ.6ÿA<.5<ÿ1<-ÿ
7/1/ÿA-,-ÿ325/1-7ÿ26ÿ/ÿ9-,:-,4ÿÿYjÿ
ÿ94ÿMÿ/@3ÿ`/,/6ÿlÿmXc[YÿZnn[TXUÿjÿY[TÿÿmXc[Yÿ
Znn[TXÿopdXÿ!&$"ÿQR!4ÿ_&@44ÿG96Lÿ<11=8hhAAA4,/6742,4h=@09h,-9-/,5<q;-;2,/6ÿ
7/h 9h!O 6 4=734ÿ
ÿE4ÿMÿYjÿ
ÿ4ÿMÿÿ/,1ÿ###4ÿ
ÿG4ÿMÿÿ621-9ÿErEGÿ/67ÿ/552;=/62.64ÿ1-?14ÿ
ÿ 4ÿMÿO.3126ÿ%4ÿO@-33-,ÿPÿi/,C/6-<ÿ̀/7.-.ÿSWeÿÿsUÿZtoouÿMWesÿ
ZnXuÿvasÿbeXÿYÿZ[sÿZYÿawfWÿmnXÿÿQR%\O4ÿFQ#4ÿPÿB QH4ÿ%4ÿ! 14ÿ
67ÿ69rEÿ_ EL4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿMÿÿ621-9ÿrÿ/67ÿ/552;=/62.64ÿ1-?14ÿ
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,--./.-0,13.ÿ2,33ÿ3.45ÿ62-ÿ78.ÿ"$9ÿ,5ÿ78.ÿ6:7:-.4ÿ
;8,0ÿ4-7,<3.ÿ1.=,50ÿ,5ÿ4-7ÿ##ÿ1>ÿ?,0<:00,5=ÿ?,66.-.57ÿ4@@-24<8.0ÿ72ÿ78.ÿ
-.347,2508,@ÿ1.72..5ÿ,57.-5.7ÿ0@4<.ÿ45?ÿ78.ÿ@8>0,<43ÿ22-3?Aÿ78.ÿ?,0<:00,25ÿ26ÿ
78.ÿ4@@-24<8.0ÿ,57-2?:<.0ÿ7.-3,5232=>ÿ45?ÿ4ÿ<25<.@7:43ÿ6-43.22-Bÿ7847ÿ
-.4@@.4-ÿ78-62:=82:7ÿ78.ÿ4-7,<3.4ÿÿ4-7ÿ###ÿ?,0<:00.0ÿ78.ÿ=.2=-4@8,<43ÿ
,5?,66.-.5<. C2-ÿ78.ÿ34<B7ÿ26ÿ=.2=-4@8,<43ÿ424-.5.00C2,78ÿ28,<8ÿ78.ÿ"$9ÿ
240ÿ2-,=,5433>ÿ?.0,=5.?4ÿÿ;8.ÿ=.2=-4@8,<43ÿ,5?,66.-.5<.ÿ3.?ÿ72ÿ<3408.0ÿ
1.72..5ÿ=32143ÿ-,=870ÿ72ÿ?234,5ÿ543.0ÿ25ÿ78.ÿ25.ÿ845?ÿ45?ÿ7.--,72-,433>D
3,3,7.?ÿ-,=870ÿ72ÿ43@845:3.-,<43ÿ?.0,=547,250ÿ=-457.9?ÿ2-ÿ-.<2=5,E.?ÿ1>ÿ
547,2543ÿ342ÿ45?ÿ=2/.-53.570ÿ25ÿ78.ÿ278.-ÿ845?4ÿÿ$./.-78.3.00ÿ78.ÿ
=.2=-4@8,<43ÿ,5?,66.-.5<.ÿ240ÿ5./.-ÿ41023:7.ÿ45?ÿ4-7ÿ#1ÿ,?.57,6,.0ÿ78.ÿ
.3.3.570ÿ26ÿ=.2=-4@8,<43ÿ424-.5.00ÿ,5ÿ78.ÿ"$9ÿ1>ÿ4543>E,5=ÿ78.ÿ"$9F0ÿ
,5ÿ543.ÿ?,0@:7.ÿ-.023:7,25ÿ
=.2=-4@8,<43ÿ7,.0ÿ7847ÿ4-.ÿ4@@4-.57ÿ,5ÿ?234
@4-7,<:34-3>ÿ,5ÿ78.ÿ<82,<.ÿ26ÿ4@@3,<413.ÿ3424Gÿÿ4-7ÿ1ÿ0..B0ÿ,5?,<47,250ÿ,5ÿ
-.<.57ÿ"$9ÿ8,072->ÿ45?ÿ,5ÿ<:--.57ÿ?./.32@3.570ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ,5<-.40,5=ÿ
7.--,72-,43,E47,25ÿ7847ÿ,0ÿ4@@4-.57ÿ25ÿ78.ÿ,57.-5.7Aÿ78.ÿ4-7ÿ-./,.20ÿ-:3.0ÿ62-ÿ
/4-,2:0ÿ7>@.0ÿ26ÿ72@D3./.3ÿ?234,50C-:3.0ÿ62-ÿ1278ÿ?234,5ÿ543.ÿ-.=,07-47,25ÿ
45?ÿ?,0@:7.ÿ-.023:7,254ÿÿ4-7ÿ1#ÿ<257.3@347.0ÿ78.ÿ6:7:-.ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ"$9ÿ,5ÿ3,=87ÿ
26ÿ78.ÿ7-.5?ÿ7224-?0ÿ7.--,72-,43,E47,25ÿ45?ÿ?,0<:00.0ÿ822ÿ7.--,72-,43,E47,25ÿ
3,=87ÿ400,07ÿ,5ÿ,5<-.40,5=ÿ:0.-ÿ<256,?.5<.ÿ,5ÿ78.ÿ"$94Hÿ
'8,3.ÿ7.--,72-,43,E47,25ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ,57.-5.7ÿ,0ÿ4ÿ72@,<ÿ26ÿ=-.47ÿ,3@2-745<.ÿ62-ÿ
78.ÿ6:7:-.ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ,57.-5.7ÿ45?ÿ78.ÿ?./.32@3.57ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ342ÿ62-ÿ45?ÿ25ÿ78.ÿ
,57.-5.7 ÿ78.ÿ,3@2-745<.ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ"$9ÿ62-ÿ78.ÿ6:7:-.ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ,57.-5.7ÿ34>ÿ1.ÿ
ÿ

ÿ 4ÿIÿÿ4-7ÿ1#4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿIÿÿ4-7ÿ##4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿIÿJ.2-=ÿK4<210ÿÿILMMÿNOOÿÿPÿQROÿÿÿSTÿUTÿIVOTC
WÿXMTMÿWVOOÿYOPÿÿZIÿ[\ÿG]^ÿ##_ÿ79ÿ7Gÿ] 9^ÿ]-.6.--,5=ÿ72ÿ78.ÿ̀,5?,66.-.5<.aÿ
26ÿ78.ÿ"$9ÿ40ÿ72ÿ4ÿ7-4?.34-BF0ÿ̀=.2=-4@8,<43ÿ2-ÿ@-2?:<7D-.347.?ÿ0<2@.a^4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿIÿÿ4-7ÿ###4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿb5ÿ78.ÿ,50745<.0ÿ26ÿ45ÿ.4-3>ÿ-.<2=5,7,25ÿ26ÿ78.ÿ@-213.3ÿ0..ÿc494ÿ" F;ÿbdÿ_bee !_ ÿ$&;F%ÿ
; % _bee4ÿfÿ#$db4ÿ&"e#$4ÿ$b4ÿH  9D69D ÿ9;&; e $;ÿbdÿb%#_gÿb$ÿ;h ÿ
e&$&J e $;ÿbdÿ#$; !$ ;ÿ$&e 9ÿ&$"ÿ&""! 99 9ÿ]HH^ÿ877@08ii222457,44?2<4=2/i6.?.-43D
-.=,07.-D527,<.iHHi0747.3.57D@23,<>D3454=.3.57D,57.-5.7D543.0D45?D4??-.00.0ÿ 45?ÿ 'b!%"ÿ
#$; %% _;c&%ÿ!b !;gÿb!J&$#j&;#b$ÿd#$&%ÿ! b!;ÿbdÿ;h ÿ'#bÿ#$; !$ ;ÿ"be&#$ÿ$&e ÿ
!b_ 99ÿHk9ÿ]HHH^ÿ877@8ii22242,@24,57i43<i.5i@-2<.00.0i@-2<.00i-.@2-7i6,543-.@2-748733ÿ
08.-.,5467.-ÿHHHÿ'#bÿd#$&%ÿ! b!;4ÿ
ÿ G4ÿIÿÿ4-7ÿ#14ÿ
ÿ 4ÿIÿÿ4-7ÿ14ÿ
ÿ HlÿIÿÿ4-7ÿ1#4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿIÿÿ4-7ÿ14ÿÿ;8.ÿ342ÿ`62-aÿ78.ÿ,57.-5.7ÿ,0ÿ78.ÿ342ÿ7847ÿ=2/.-50ÿ78.ÿ,57.-5.7ÿ,70.36ÿ40ÿ4ÿ
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,-./0-,4ÿÿ'102ÿ324-ÿ56-46ÿ4-37189ÿ28ÿ6-/4:2ÿ-8918-6ÿ02ÿ32:/0-ÿ/8,ÿ/::-66ÿ
;-.610-6ÿ,23/18ÿ8/3-6ÿ6--3ÿ02ÿ.-ÿ.-:23189ÿ3-66ÿ13<240/80ÿ1=ÿ820ÿ
18:286->5-801/34ÿÿ'2/0ÿ02-ÿ423-ÿ/8,ÿ02-ÿ?/35-ÿ2=ÿ,23/18ÿ8/3-6ÿ;133ÿ.-ÿ18ÿ02-ÿ
=5054-ÿ16ÿ02ÿ.-ÿ6--8@ÿ02-ÿ<-4:-80/9-ÿ2=ÿ,14-:0ÿ04/==1:ÿ/8,ÿ/392410236ÿ-3<327-,ÿ
.7ÿ6-/4:2ÿ-8918-6ÿ;133ÿ18=35-8:-ÿ02-ÿ?/35-ÿ2=ÿ,23/18ÿ8/3-6ÿ18ÿ02-ÿ=5054-4ÿÿA2-ÿ
<-4:-80/9-ÿ2=ÿ56-46ÿ;22ÿ/::-66ÿ;-.610-6ÿ,14-:037ÿ.7ÿ07<189ÿ,23/18ÿ8/3-6ÿ1802ÿ
/8ÿ180-48-0ÿ.42;6-4ÿB02-ÿ<-4:-80/9-ÿ2=ÿ,14-:0ÿ04/==1:Cÿ16ÿ,1==1:530ÿ02ÿ3-/654-@ÿ
02-ÿ;1,-6<4-/,ÿ56-ÿ2=ÿ.206ÿ6D-;6ÿ02-ÿ60/01601:6ÿ02/0ÿ3-/654-ÿ,14-:0ÿ04/==1:4ÿÿ
'102ÿ6-/4:2ÿ-8918-ÿ<42?1,-46ÿD--<189ÿ02-14ÿ6-/4:2ÿ/392410236ÿ6-:4-0ÿ10ÿ16ÿ
,1==1:530ÿ02ÿ/66-66ÿ02-ÿ;-1920ÿ02/0ÿ02-ÿ/392410236ÿ91?-ÿ02ÿ,23/618ÿ8/3-6ÿ/8,ÿ
28-ÿ:/8ÿ2837ÿ6<-:53/0-ÿ;2/0ÿ02-ÿ;-1920ÿ31920ÿ.-ÿ18ÿ02-ÿ=5054-4ÿÿE1?-8ÿ02/0ÿ/0ÿ
3-/60ÿ28-ÿ2=ÿ02-ÿ3/F24ÿ6-/4:2ÿ-8918-ÿ<42?1,-46ÿ2/6ÿ.--8ÿ/:01?-ÿ28ÿ02-ÿ,23/18ÿ
3/4D-0ÿBE2293-ÿ2/6ÿ/<<31-,ÿ=24ÿ/ÿ,-3-9/0128ÿ2=ÿ/ÿ853.-4ÿ2=ÿ8-;ÿ,23/186C7ÿ
<-42/<6ÿ10ÿ16ÿ4-/628/.93-ÿ02ÿ/6653-ÿ02/0ÿ,23/18ÿ8/3-6ÿ;133ÿ3/180/18ÿ623-ÿ
?/35-ÿ=24ÿ623-ÿ013-4ÿÿG192H<42=13-ÿ,16<50-6ÿ-?1,-8:-ÿ02-ÿ=/:0ÿ02/0ÿ,23/186ÿ
ÿ

8-0;24D@ÿ02-ÿ"$Iÿ453-6ÿ/4-ÿ3/;6ÿ=24ÿ02-ÿ180-48-04ÿÿJÿÿ/40ÿ#14ÿÿA2-ÿ3/;ÿK28Lÿ02-ÿ180-48-0ÿ16ÿ02-ÿ
8/0128/3ÿ3/;ÿ02/0ÿ/<<31-6ÿ02ÿ/:01?101-6ÿ02/0ÿ2::54ÿ28ÿ02-ÿ180-48-04ÿÿJÿÿI-:0128ÿ#14&4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿI:200ÿM4ÿI2/:D-3=24,ÿ-0ÿ/34ÿNOPQÿÿRSSÿÿTSUJVWÿÿXOU
PÿÿÿYVÿÿÿZ[[ÿ\P][ÿJNÿ6ÿ$4^4ÿM4ÿ#$A_%ÿ%4ÿ ÿ6`7ÿB aC4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿM/:>5-318-ÿ"4ÿ%1<028ÿZÿYNÿJSÿÿbSScÿWÿdSceÿfg[WNÿWU
hVgÿWÿihÿjhÿJNÿÿG&!14ÿM4ÿ%4ÿkÿA ^G4ÿ7lÿ7ÿB CÿBK"23/18ÿ8/3-6ÿ3/7ÿ.-ÿ
18:4-/618937ÿ5813<240/80ÿ18ÿ02-ÿ/9-ÿ2=ÿ:23<3-mÿ#80-48-0ÿ6-/4:2ÿ-8918-6ÿ.-:/56-ÿ#80-48-0ÿ56-46ÿ:/8ÿ
-==-:01?-37ÿ=18,ÿ;2/0ÿ02-7ÿ/4-ÿ322D189ÿ=24ÿ.7ÿ56189ÿ/ÿ6-/4:2ÿ-8918-ÿ65:2ÿ/6ÿE2293-ÿ4/02-4ÿ02/8ÿ.7ÿ
3/85/337ÿ-80-4189ÿ02-ÿ,23/18ÿ8/3-4LC4ÿÿn5402-4324-ÿ02-ÿ/?/13/.13107ÿ2=ÿ610-H6<-:1=1:ÿ/<<31:/01286ÿ:/8ÿ
2.?1/0-ÿ02-ÿ8--,ÿ02ÿ/::-66ÿ:280-80ÿ0242592ÿ02-ÿ;-.610-6ÿ;2-4-ÿ02-ÿ:280-80ÿ16ÿ2260-,4ÿÿA2-ÿ/50224ÿ02/8D6ÿ
41:ÿE23,3/8ÿ=24ÿ0216ÿ2.6-4?/01284ÿ3/13ÿ=423ÿ41:ÿE23,3/8ÿB"-:4ÿ7ÿ aCÿB28ÿ=13-ÿ;102ÿ02-ÿ/50224C4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿJÿ!#ÿop#o ÿkÿIG#$Hq&ÿ$#IG#r&o#ÿIpnA'&! ÿ&$&%qI#Iÿpnÿ#$A !$ AÿspAIÿtI#$Eÿ&ÿ
up" %ÿ^G ^o !ÿ 6ÿB Cÿ200<8vv1---m<324-41---4249v/.604/:0v,2:53-80v9la7llvw4-32/,x045-ÿ
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ÿ74ÿPÿQRÿ#.ÿ,440,18ÿ./,.ÿ0B0-ÿ79ÿ,ÿL4M4ÿ22A1.ÿ:010ÿ.2ÿ10B70:ÿ./0ÿ2,80ÿA-;01ÿ./0ÿ,-.7S25C018rA,..7-6ÿ
412B7872-8ÿ29ÿ./0ÿ%,-/,3ÿ&2.ÿ./0ÿ22343,7-,-.ÿ:2A3;ÿ3280ÿ7-ÿ./0ÿ22A1.ÿ,8ÿ:033ÿ79ÿ./0ÿ22A1.ÿ,2204.0;ÿ
./0ÿ4,-03O8ÿ97-;7-6E21ÿ,6100;ÿ:7./ÿ./0ÿ4,-03E2-ÿ./0ÿ3,2<ÿ29ÿ10842-;0-.O8ÿC,;ÿ9,7./4ÿÿPÿ7ÿL4M4?4ÿ
sÿ7F;GFGF&GÿF G4ÿÿL-;01ÿ./0ÿ%,-/,3ÿ&2.ÿ./0ÿ2:-01ÿ29ÿ,ÿ3,1<ÿ3A8.ÿ8/2:ÿC2./ÿ./,.ÿ./0ÿ;23,7-ÿ
-,30ÿ78ÿ22-9A87-635ÿ87373,1ÿ.2ÿ./0ÿ;78.7-2.7B0ÿ3,1<ÿ29ÿ./0ÿ.1,;03,1<ÿ2:-01ÿF21ÿ7;0-.72,3ÿ22-9A87-635ÿ
87373,1ÿ21ÿ;73A.7B0ÿ29ÿ,ÿ9,32A8ÿ3,1<Gÿ,-;ÿ./,.ÿ./0ÿ10842-;0-.ÿ/,;ÿ=,ÿC,;ÿ9,7./ÿ7-.0-.ÿ.2ÿ41297.ÿ9123ÿ
./,.ÿ3,1<4>ÿÿQRZÿHÿÿM02.72-ÿ#14&4ÿF;782A887-6ÿ./0ÿ42887C737.5ÿ29ÿ9737-6ÿ,ÿ8A7.ÿ7-ÿ,ÿ22A1.ÿ,9.01ÿ,ÿ
L"!ÿ412200;7-6G4ÿÿ$2.ÿ,33ÿL"!ÿ4,-038ÿ:2A3;ÿ-02088,1735ÿ;027;0ÿ./0ÿ:,5ÿ./0ÿ4,-03ÿ;027;0;ÿ7-ÿ
0474/2-0,34842234ÿÿPÿtC17;60ÿ%.;4ÿB4ÿu,12/0fÿM,308ÿ#-24ÿ'#iÿ?,80ÿ$24ÿ" S 9@ÿFu,14ÿÿ
Gÿ/..48__:::4:74247-._,32_0-_;23,7-8_80,12/_.0f.4J84v2,80w; S 9@ÿFN/0ÿ4,-03ÿ10226-7x0;ÿ
./,.ÿ4,1,61,4/ÿÿ29ÿ./0ÿL"!ÿ=22A3;ÿC0ÿ106,1;0;ÿ,8ÿ210,.7-6ÿ21ÿ107-92127-6ÿ,-ÿ2C376,.72-ÿ2-ÿ,ÿ
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",-./01-ÿ2213ÿ4256,7ÿ7651-ÿ8270,7/1ÿ02ÿ288/39ÿ7209,0:-0674,7;ÿ0:1ÿ
<680ÿ0:60ÿ567=ÿ5231ÿ4256,7-ÿ631ÿ626,36>31ÿ0:67ÿ0:1ÿ<19ÿ0:60ÿ9131ÿ626,36>31ÿ
23,;,7633=4ÿÿ?:1ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ182-=-01@5ÿ:6-ÿ>117ÿ31.317,-:14ÿ>=ÿ0:1ÿ644,0,27ÿ
2<ÿ719ÿ4256,7-ÿ,783/4,7;ÿ88?%"- ÿ719ÿ;?%"- ÿ674ÿ,7013760,2763,A14ÿ
4256,7ÿ7651-ÿB#"$-C4DÿÿE/0ÿ0:1ÿ23,;,763ÿ;171363ÿ./3.2-1ÿ4256,7-ÿ:621ÿ
/-/633=ÿ>117ÿ263/14ÿ5231ÿ:,;:3=ÿ0:67ÿ0:1ÿ4256,7-ÿ0:60ÿ9131ÿ64414ÿ36013 ÿ-2ÿ
1217ÿ0:2/;:ÿ0:131ÿ729ÿ1F,-0ÿ5231ÿ4256,7-ÿ0:67ÿ0:131ÿ631ÿG/3,-4,80,27-ÿ0:60ÿ
;3670ÿ03641563Hÿ3,;:0-ÿ0:1ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ-.681ÿ27ÿ0:1ÿ:,;:3=I263/14ÿ4256,7-ÿ
B.630,8/3633=ÿ27ÿ0:1ÿ4825ÿ4256,7Cÿ8270,7/1-ÿ02ÿ6..163ÿ8329414ÿ>186/-1ÿ
03641563Hÿ29713-ÿ674ÿ20:13ÿ.32-.180,21ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ31;,-03670-ÿ-0,33ÿ0/37ÿ02ÿ
ÿ

31;,-03670ÿ02ÿ8274/80ÿ-251ÿ<235ÿ2<ÿ4/1ÿ4,3,;1781ÿ,7ÿ23413ÿ02ÿ410135,71ÿ9:10:13ÿ0:1ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ60ÿ
,--/1ÿ,7<3,7;1-ÿ67=ÿ0:,34ÿ.630=ÿ3,;:0-JC4ÿÿ?:1ÿK"!ÿ31L/,31-ÿ0:60ÿ6ÿ31;,-03670ÿM410135,71ÿ9:10:13ÿ00:1ÿ
31;,-03670N-ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ31;,-0360,27ÿ,7<3,7;1-ÿ23ÿ2,23601-ÿ067=ÿ0:,34ÿ.630=ÿ3,;:0-4JÿÿOPQRÿSTUÿ
7201ÿ9ÿ60ÿVÿ4ÿÿWTÿXYÿ&72563=ÿ&80,27ÿZ.230-ÿZ4!4%4ÿ[27ÿZ,;36ÿ&&ZÿZ43434ÿ24ÿ\3/-1ÿ'#]ÿ[6-1ÿ$24ÿ
" I @9ÿB^634ÿ7ÿ Cÿ:00.8__99949,.24,70_658_17_4256,7-_-1638:_01F04G-.`86-1a" I
@9ÿB.2,70,7;ÿ2/0ÿ0:60ÿM0:1ÿ42803,71ÿ2<ÿ827-03/80,21ÿH729314;1ÿ,-ÿ271ÿ0:60ÿ729ÿ52-0ÿK"!ÿ.6713-ÿ
:621ÿ4183,714ÿ02ÿ3182;7,-1ÿ6-ÿ<235,7;ÿ.630ÿ2<ÿ0:1ÿK"!JC4ÿ
ÿ94ÿbÿÿcTdeÿÿfSSÿUÿgÿ'#]ÿ:00.8__99949,.24,70_658_17_4256,7-_-060,-0,8-_ÿ
86-1-4G-.ÿB36-0ÿ2,-,014ÿ&.34ÿ ÿ C4ÿÿZ,781ÿ  ÿ5231ÿ0:67ÿ7 ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ4,-./01-ÿ:621ÿ>117ÿ
<,314ÿ9,0:ÿ'#]ÿ168:ÿ=1634ÿÿhYiÿSÿSÿjTdÿPdÿcdÿjkSÿlhÿbhmÿnÿRÿ
ÿRhTXSÿopUhSÿOhÿOUhhÿWhÿ&"!ÿq]!K^ÿBZ1.04ÿÿ 7Cÿ:00.8__9994643<23/54825_719-iÿ
STUÿ7201ÿ9ÿ674ÿ68825.67=,7;ÿ01F0ÿB4,-8/--,7;ÿ0:1ÿ7/5>13ÿ2<ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ4,-./01-C4ÿ
ÿ@4ÿbÿkmÿr/ÿSTUÿ7201ÿ@ÿB4,-8/--,7;ÿ0:1ÿ:,-023=ÿ2<ÿ88?%"-C4ÿÿM?:1ÿ<,3-0ÿ88?%"ÿ4/-ÿ96-ÿ
8316014ÿ674ÿ4131;6014ÿ,7ÿ^638:ÿD7ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ0?:1ÿ20:13ÿ4131;60,27-s4/HÿB<23ÿ0:1ÿK7,014ÿ\,7;425Cÿ674ÿ
4,3ÿB<23ÿ#-3613Cs<2332914ÿ0:1ÿ-651ÿ=1634JÿÿhYÿÿM?:1ÿ7/5>13ÿ2<ÿ88?%"ÿ4131;60,27-ÿ9170ÿ<325ÿ69ÿ,7ÿ
DDÿ02ÿÿ,7ÿDD4ÿÿE=ÿ0:1ÿ5,4IDD-ÿ#&$&ÿ:64ÿ4131;6014ÿ2,30/633=ÿ633ÿ0:1ÿ88?%"-ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4JÿÿhYÿ60ÿ64ÿÿ
&-ÿ2<ÿ&.3,3ÿ 9ÿ0:131ÿ9131ÿ67ÿ88?%"-4ÿÿbÿÿ\&!#$ ÿ !Z ?ÿtÿ"#^#?!#ÿrZ#%&$?#ÿ]!u4ÿq]!ÿ
[]$4ÿ[]I] !&?#]$ÿtÿ" 14ÿ1]%K?#]$ÿ#$ÿ?v ÿ^&$&u ^ $?ÿ]qÿ[]K$?!rÿ[]" ÿ?]I% 1 %ÿ
"]^&#$ÿ$&^ ZÿB[[?%"ZCÿ9ÿB 9Cÿ:00.-8__99942184423;_-0,_,182725=_@@ 9D4.4<ÿ0:131,76<013ÿ
9ÿ] ["ÿ! ]!?4ÿ
ÿ4ÿbÿkmÿPkhÿbkSÿ#[&$$ÿ:00.-8__719;034-4,8677423;_17_.32;365I-060/-_4131;6014I
-03,7;-ÿB36-0ÿ2,-,014ÿ&.34ÿ ÿ CÿB./>3,-:,7;ÿ4131;60,27ÿ2<ÿ719ÿ;?%"-C4ÿÿÿ?:1ÿ<,3-0ÿ719ÿ;?%"ÿ96-ÿ
4131;6014ÿ,7ÿ 4ÿÿhYÿÿ?:1ÿ<,3-0ÿ719ÿ;?%"ÿ>18651ÿ626,36>31ÿ<23ÿ4256,7ÿ7651ÿ31;,-0360,27-ÿ,7ÿ 64ÿÿ
PdÿcdÿQkSSÿ#[&$$ÿ:00.-8__9994,8677423;_31-2/381-_.6;1-_880I5103,8-I4256,7I
7651I31;,-0360,27I 9I9I@I17ÿB36-0ÿ2,-,014ÿ&.34ÿ ÿ C4ÿÿ&-ÿ2<ÿw/3=ÿDÿ 9ÿ6ÿ02063ÿ2<ÿDÿ
719ÿ;?%"-ÿ9131ÿ4131;60144ÿÿbÿRkdÿbSXSÿ#[&$$ÿ:00.-8__719;034-4,8677423;_17_.32;365I
-060/-_-060,-0,8-ÿB36-0ÿ2,-,014ÿ&.34ÿ ÿ C4ÿ
ÿD4ÿbÿhÿPdÿcdSÿ#[&$$ÿ:00.-8__719;034-4,8677423;_17_6>2/0_,47-ÿB36-0ÿ
2,-,014ÿ&.34ÿ ÿ C4ÿÿM#7013760,2763,A14ÿ"256,7ÿ$651-ÿB#"$-Cÿ631ÿ4256,7ÿ7651-ÿ31.31-17014ÿ>=ÿ
8:6368013-ÿ20:13ÿ0:67ÿ0:1ÿ0364,0,2763ÿ&Z[##ÿ8:6368013-ÿB6ÿ0:32/;:ÿAC4ÿÿZ/8:ÿ4256,7ÿ7651-ÿ82/34ÿ82706,7ÿ
310013-ÿ23ÿ8:6368013-ÿ<325ÿ727I%60,7ÿ-83,.0-ÿB<23ÿ1F65.31ÿ&36>,8ÿ23ÿ[:,71-1C4JÿÿhYÿÿ?:1ÿ<,3-0ÿ#"$ÿ
88?%"-ÿ9131ÿ5641ÿ626,36>31ÿ,7ÿ 4ÿÿbÿjSÿPcÿXXxPSÿyzeÿ#[&$$ÿB^6=ÿ7ÿ Cÿ
:00.-8__9994,8677423;_719-_6772/7815170I I7I7I174ÿ
ÿ4ÿbÿhYÿ
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,-.ÿ/.0.123ÿ341325.ÿ6272805ÿ921ÿ,-.ÿ725,ÿ:2;.,.6ÿ627280ÿ027.54ÿ
<-.ÿ"$=ÿ:27318580/ÿ2ÿ3878,.6ÿ047>.1ÿ29ÿ31.9.11.6ÿ6272805ÿ?2436ÿ
5..7ÿ,2ÿ>.ÿ2ÿ45.943ÿ02,4123ÿ:2,23@5,A2ÿ32,.0,8233@ÿ;82>3.ÿ7.:-20857ÿ921ÿ
1.64:80/ÿ,-.ÿ047>.1ÿ29ÿ86.0,8:23ÿ,126.721B5ÿC2,ÿ3.25,ÿ?216ÿ,126.721B5Dÿ
/32>233@4 ÿÿ'8,-ÿ2ÿ3878,.6ÿ047>.1ÿ29ÿ86.0,8:23ÿ233-2047.18:23ÿ6.58/02,8205ÿ
2;2832>3.ÿ25ÿ627280ÿ027.5ÿ20ÿ,-.ÿ-8/-3@E;234.6ÿ6272805 ÿ64338:2,8;.ÿ
,126.721B5ÿ78/-,ÿ532?3@ÿ685233.21ÿ>.:245.ÿ31253.:,8;.ÿ,126.721Bÿ2?0.15ÿ
5-2436ÿ31.9.1ÿ,2ÿ2623,ÿ408F4.ÿ,126.721B5ÿ>.:245.ÿ29ÿ,-.ÿ3878,.6ÿ2;2832>838,@6ÿ
29ÿ627280ÿ027.5ÿ321,8:43213@ÿ627280ÿ027.5ÿ20ÿ,-.ÿ-8/-3@E;234.6ÿ/<%"54 ÿÿ
G2?.;.1ÿ02,ÿ233ÿ,126.721B5ÿ21.ÿ>210ÿ80ÿ5,.183.ÿ32>212,21@ÿ:2068,8205Hÿ721.ÿ
:20586.12,8205ÿ299.:,ÿ,-.ÿ5.3.:,820ÿ206ÿ2623,820ÿ29ÿ2ÿ721Bÿ,-20ÿ2ÿ12,82023ÿ
:23:432,820ÿ>25.6ÿ20ÿ2ÿ6838/.0,ÿ.IE20,.ÿ5.21:-ÿ206ÿ:3.2180/ÿ29ÿ2ÿ721B4ÿÿ&ÿ
:-20/.ÿ80ÿ,-.ÿ?2@ÿ5.21:-ÿ.0/80.5ÿ,1.2,ÿ627280ÿ027.5ÿ:2436ÿ1.38.;.ÿ
2;.1:12?680/ÿ29ÿ,-.ÿ:2;.,.6ÿ627280ÿ532:.Hÿ89ÿ7,-.ÿ45.ÿ29ÿ5.21:-ÿ.0/80.5ÿ85ÿ,-.ÿ
31.6278020,ÿ7.,-26ÿ29ÿ1.2:-80/ÿ?.>58,.5 ÿ31.5541.ÿ,2ÿ2>,280ÿ2ÿ:2;.,.6ÿ
627280ÿ027.ÿ:2436ÿ6.:1.25.ÿ89ÿ5.21:-ÿ.0/80.ÿ23/218,-75ÿ/8;.ÿ0./38/8>3.ÿ
?.8/-,ÿ,2ÿ627280ÿ027.5ÿ21ÿ89ÿ5.21:-ÿ.0/80.5ÿ312;86.ÿ31.9.1.0,823ÿ,1.2,7.0,ÿ,2ÿ
627280ÿ027.5ÿ20ÿ,-.ÿ,23E3.;.3ÿ6272805ÿ2,-.1ÿ,-20ÿ,-.ÿ/<%"5ÿ,-2,ÿ21.ÿ725,ÿ
-8/-3@ÿ;234.6ÿ2,ÿ31.5.0,49ÿ
ÿ

ÿ4ÿJÿ18:ÿK236720ÿLMNMÿOPQRÿÿÿSTUÿVWÿ76ÿXY!Zÿ%4[4ÿ7\ÿ
76]67ÿC 7DÿC312;8680/ÿ.I2733.5ÿ29ÿ-2?ÿ-8/-3@E;234.6ÿ6272805ÿ-2;.ÿ>.:27.ÿ2;.1:12?6.6D4ÿÿ&5ÿ
29ÿ[20421@ÿ ÿ ÿ,-.1.ÿ?.1.ÿ721.ÿ,-20ÿ ÿ7833820ÿ627280ÿ027.5ÿ1./85,.1.6ÿ20ÿ4:27ÿ2::240,80/ÿ
921ÿ23725,ÿ-239ÿ29ÿ233ÿ627280ÿ027.5Hÿ,-.ÿ5.:206ÿ725,ÿ323432,.6ÿ627280ÿC4,BDÿ-26ÿ203@ÿ ÿ7833820ÿ
627280ÿ027.54ÿÿJÿLTÿ^NÿJ_Q_ÿÿVL_ÿ"YX&#$<YY%=ÿ-,,358̀1̀.5.21:-4627280,22354ÿ
:275̀,2,85,8:5,̀36E:240,5`ÿC325,ÿ;858,.6ÿ&314ÿ ÿ D4ÿ<-.ÿ725,ÿ323432,.6ÿ0.?ÿC020E80,.102,820238a.6Dÿ
/<%"ÿC4I@aDÿ-26ÿ721.ÿ,-20ÿÿ7833820ÿ627280ÿ027.54ÿÿSbHÿ_ÿ_ÿX21/21.,ÿ[20.ÿ!2680ÿcÿ!4ÿ23Bÿ
'2/0.1ÿÿdRÿÿePÿfSMgÿOS_QPMÿVMÿO_Tÿÿ^Rh_iQÿ\ÿjG#4Ek $<ÿ
%4ÿ! 14ÿl7ÿ ]ÿCllD4ÿ
ÿ4ÿJÿMRÿ%8,720ÿ_Niÿ02,.ÿl\ÿ2,ÿ7l]94ÿÿ<-.ÿ.99.:,ÿ29ÿ,-.ÿ7.:-20857ÿ:2436ÿ.I,.06ÿ,2ÿ
,126.721B5ÿ2,-.1ÿ,-20ÿ?216ÿ721B5ÿ25ÿ?.33Hÿ2,-.1ÿ721B5ÿ921ÿ.I2733.ÿ:20585,80/ÿ29ÿ:23215ÿ21ÿ38:,41.5ÿ
:2436ÿ>.ÿ6.5:18>.6ÿ>@ÿ233-2047.18:23ÿ6.58/02,8205ÿ,-2,ÿ:2436ÿ2352ÿ>.:27.ÿ627280ÿ027.54ÿÿJÿÿ
21,ÿ#14ÿ
ÿ4ÿJÿ_Niÿ02,.ÿ4ÿ
ÿ64ÿJÿ_Niÿ02,.5ÿ\mÿ206ÿ2::27320@80/ÿ,.I,4ÿ
ÿ74ÿJÿ_Niÿ02,.5ÿ ÿ9ÿ206ÿ2::27320@80/ÿ,.I,4ÿ
ÿ94ÿJÿMRÿn.0o2780ÿn2124/-9ÿÿpWÿLÿ^qgÿrWÿÿdMÿSTUÿ
^Q_ÿÿ^sppt_ÿpWÿMVeÿeMTÿÿ#=[%ÿ7ÿ ] ÿC 6DÿC:20586.180/ÿ-2?ÿ
6..73-258a80/ÿ,-.ÿ1.3.;20:.ÿ29ÿ627280ÿ027.5ÿ72@ÿ3.26ÿ,2ÿ9.?.1ÿ1./85,12,8205ÿ29ÿ5878321ÿ627280ÿ
027.5ÿ20ÿ3234321ÿ6272805DHÿ[46.ÿ&4ÿ<-2725ÿuÿv_ÿÿuTgÿÿLQMÿOPQÿÿ
LTÿpT_ÿÿÿwSNMÿ^QÿxWÿSTUÿSÿuÿJiQÿOM_ÿÿ[4ÿ
X&!=G&%%ÿ! 14ÿ#$< %%4ÿ!Y4ÿ%bÿÿ77]79ÿC DÿC6.5:18>80/ÿ,-.ÿ.99.:,5ÿ29ÿ6..73-258a80/ÿ,-.ÿ;234.ÿ
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#,ÿ-../0/2,ÿ02ÿ01-.23-14ÿ1/5607ÿ20621ÿ0211/021/-3389.23/,2-02.ÿ1/5607ÿ02ÿ
-3:6-,;321/<-3ÿ.27/5,-0/2,7ÿ:272ÿ<6-332,527ÿ/,ÿ.23-/,ÿ,-32ÿ./7:;0278ÿ,-327ÿ
2=ÿ:3-<27ÿ21ÿ52251-:6/<-3ÿ-12-7ÿ3/560ÿ>2ÿ:1202<02.ÿ-7ÿ52251-:6/<-3ÿ/,./<-0/2,7ÿ
?62,ÿ062ÿ,-327ÿ-12ÿ3/,42.ÿ02ÿ:-10/<;3-1ÿ522.7ÿ-,.ÿ062ÿ.23-/,ÿ,-327ÿ;@7/,5ÿ
06272ÿ52251-:6/<-3ÿ,-327ÿ3-8ÿ<3-76ÿ?/06ÿ062ÿ52251-:6/<-3ÿ/,./<-0/2,74 ÿÿA21ÿ
2B-3:32ÿCD6-3:-5,2Eÿ-7ÿ-,ÿ-::233-0/2,ÿ2=ÿ21/5/,ÿ=21ÿ?/,2ÿ=123ÿ-ÿ125/2,ÿ/,ÿ
A1-,<2ÿ/7ÿ:1202<02.ÿ-7ÿ-ÿ52251-:6/<-3ÿ/,./<-0/2,ÿ/,ÿA1-,<2ÿ0612;56ÿA12,<6ÿ
3-? ÿ/,ÿAI1-,<2ÿ-,.ÿ0612;562;0ÿ062ÿ1270ÿ2=ÿ062ÿ;12:2-,ÿF,/2,ÿGFHÿ0612;56ÿ
Fÿ3-? ÿ-,.ÿ/,ÿ7232ÿ-../0/2,-3ÿ<2;,01/27ÿ>2<-;72ÿ2=ÿ/,021,-0/2,-3ÿ
-512232,074 ÿÿJ2?2K21ÿ-ÿ52251-:6/<-3ÿ/,./<-0/2,ÿ?620621ÿ/0ÿ/7ÿ:1202<02.ÿ/,ÿ
ÿ
2,2ÿ21ÿ/,ÿ3;30/:32ÿ<2;,01/27ÿ/7ÿ,20ÿ-32,5ÿ062ÿ1/5607ÿ06-0ÿ2,0/032ÿ-ÿF"!


<23:3-/,-,0ÿ02ÿ<6-332,52ÿ-ÿ.23-/,ÿ,-32ÿ125/701-0/2,ÿ;7/,5ÿ062ÿ7-32ÿ,-324 ÿÿ
ÿ

2=ÿ.23-/,ÿ,-327HLÿMNOÿ,202ÿ9ÿG./7<;77/,5ÿ062ÿ/,<12-7/,5ÿ,;3>21ÿ2=ÿ.23-/,ÿ,-32ÿ./7:;027H4ÿ
ÿ@4ÿPÿÿ,202ÿÿ-,.ÿ-<<23:-,8/,5ÿ02B04ÿ
ÿ4ÿ"2<122ÿ2=ÿ&;5;70ÿ9ÿI9Lÿ"2<122ÿ2=ÿQ;,2ÿ@ÿILÿ%-?ÿ2=ÿA2>1;-18ÿÿI74ÿÿ%2/ÿ.;ÿ9ÿ3-/ÿ
IIÿ123-0/K2ÿRÿ3-ÿ:1202<0/2,ÿ.27ÿ-::233-0/2,7ÿ.Sÿ21/5/,2ÿ0%-?ÿ2=ÿT-8ÿ9ÿIIÿ123-0/,5ÿ02ÿ062ÿ1202<0/2,ÿ
2=ÿ&::233-0/2,7ÿ2=ÿU1/5/,ÿQUF!$&%ÿUAA#D#%ÿ" ÿ%&ÿ!VFW%#XF ÿA!&$Y&#Z ÿ0Q4U4ÿ0U==/</-3ÿ[-\2002ÿ
2=ÿA1-,<2ÿT-84ÿÿIIÿ:4ÿ6@@Lÿ%2/ÿ.;ÿ ÿ];/3320ÿI@ÿ02,.-,0ÿRÿ<23:3^021ÿ3-ÿ32/ÿ.;ÿ9ÿ3-/ÿIIÿ
123-0/K2ÿRÿ3-ÿ:1202<0/2,ÿ.27ÿ-::233-0/2,7ÿ.S21/5/,2ÿ0%-?ÿ2=ÿQ;38ÿ ÿI@ÿ02ÿ7;::3232,0ÿ062ÿ%-?ÿ2=ÿT-8ÿ
9ÿIIÿ2,ÿ062ÿ1202<0/2,ÿ2=ÿ&::233-0/2,7ÿ2=ÿU1/5/,ÿQUF!$&%ÿUAA#D#%ÿ" ÿ%&ÿ!VFW%#XF ÿ
A!&$Y&#Z ÿ0Q4U4ÿ0U==/</-3ÿ[-\2002ÿ2=ÿA1-,<2ÿQ;38ÿ@ÿÿI@ÿ:4@@9_9Lÿ"^<120ÿ.;ÿÿ72:023>12ÿ
I7ÿ123-0/=ÿRÿ3̀-::3/<-0/2,ÿ.;ÿ.^<120ÿ.;ÿ ÿ];/3320ÿI7ÿ123-0/=ÿRÿ3-ÿ.^=2,72ÿ.;ÿ3-1<6^ÿ.27ÿK/,7ÿ20ÿ-;ÿ
1^5/32ÿ^<2,23/a;2ÿ.2ÿ3S-3<223ÿ0"2<122ÿ2=ÿÿZ2:023>21ÿI7ÿ2,ÿ062ÿ-::3/<-0/2,ÿ2=ÿ062ÿ"2<122ÿ2=ÿ ÿ
Q;38ÿI7ÿ2,ÿ062ÿ.2=2,72ÿ2=ÿ062ÿ?/,2ÿ3-1420ÿ-,.ÿ062ÿ2<2,23/<ÿ125/32ÿ=21ÿ-3<2623ÿQUF!$&%ÿUAA#D#%ÿ
" ÿ%&ÿ!VFW%#XF ÿA!&$Y&#Z ÿ0Q4U4ÿ0U==/</-3ÿ[-\2002ÿ2=ÿA1-,<2ÿZ2:04ÿIÿI7ÿ:4ÿ7 Lÿ"^<120ÿ
.;ÿIÿ];/,ÿI9ÿ:210-,0ÿ.^=/,/0/2,ÿ.2ÿ3S-::233-0/2,ÿ<2,01b3^2ÿCD6-3:-5,2Eÿ0"2<122ÿ2=ÿIÿQ;,2ÿI9ÿ
.2=/,/,5ÿ062ÿD6-3:-5,2ÿ-::233-0/2,ÿ<2,012322ÿÿQUF!$&%ÿUAA#D#%ÿ" ÿ%&ÿ!VFW%#XF ÿA!&$Y&#Z ÿ
0Q4U4ÿ0U==/</-3ÿ[-\2002ÿ2=ÿA1-,<2ÿQ;38ÿ6ÿI9ÿ:4ÿ@ _Lÿ"^<120ÿ@Ic@79ÿ.;ÿ6ÿ72:023>12ÿI@Iÿ
=/B-,0ÿ327ÿ<2,./0/2,7ÿ.2ÿ:12.;<0/2,ÿ.27ÿK/,7ÿ.2ÿ:-87ÿGK217/2,ÿ<2,723/.^2ÿ-;ÿÿ72:023>12ÿ Hÿ0"2<122ÿ
@Ic@79ÿ2=ÿZ2:023>21ÿ6ÿI@Iÿ3-8/,5ÿ.2?,ÿ062ÿ<2,./0/2,7ÿ=21ÿ062ÿ:12.;<0/2,ÿ2=ÿD2;,018ÿ?/,27ÿ
G<2,723/.-02.ÿK217/2,ÿ-7ÿ2=ÿZ2:023>21ÿÿ H4ÿ
ÿI4ÿPÿD2;,</3ÿ!25;3-0/2,ÿ d ÿ2=ÿ062ÿ;12:2-,ÿ-13/-32,0ÿ-,.ÿ2=ÿ062ÿD2;,</3ÿ2=ÿ@ÿ
"2<23>21ÿ ÿ270->3/76/,5ÿ-ÿ<2332,ÿ215-,/7-0/2,ÿ2=ÿ062ÿ3-14207ÿ/,ÿ-51/<;30;1-3ÿ:12.;<07ÿ-104ÿ@ÿ
ÿU4Q4ÿG%ÿ6@Hÿ9@ÿ9@7c@LÿefgÿhiÿÿjkMÿF!U &$ÿDUTT#ZZ#U$8ÿ"#! DlU!&l 9
[ $ !&%ÿ AU!ÿ &[!#DF%lF! ÿ &$"ÿ !F!&%ÿ " 1 %UT $lÿ GZ2:04ÿ ÿ I@Hÿ
600:8dd2<42;12:-42;d-51/<;30;12d3-14207d?/,2d29>-<<6;7d/,.2B4<=3m2K2,0n:.=<<5/o3-,5;-52n $oÿ
2<<5/#.n@4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿPÿIÿF4Z4D4ÿpÿ6 ÿG HLÿ'213.ÿ#,02332<0;-3ÿ12:2108ÿU15-,/\-0/2,ÿ0'#UÿqMrÿ
skiÿÿÿtgÿÿsOOMÿÿukÿvÿÿÿjkMÿ-104ÿ7ÿ
'#UÿGU<04ÿ ÿI7Hÿ600:8dd???4?/:24/,0d3/7>2,d2,d325-3w02B07d3/7>2,w-512232,046033Lÿxyz{|ÿ
}iOkÿ'#Uÿ600:8dd???4?/:24/,0d<5/93/7d/=20<67m $[~%#ZWU$~@9 ~ 797999 ~ 7ÿ
9~ ~ ~A9$[~~~~ 7~Z 9dJ#l$FT $U&9$[~<6-3:-5,2~ÿG3-70ÿK/7/02.ÿ&:14ÿ ÿ
HLÿl!#Zÿ&512232,0ÿMNOÿ,202ÿI7ÿ-0ÿ-104ÿ c 74ÿ
ÿ4ÿPÿD23/0^ÿ#,021:12=277/2,,23ÿ.;ÿK/,ÿ.2ÿD6-3:-5,2ÿK4ÿ1/<4217ÿ'#UÿD-72ÿ$24ÿ"DU 9
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,-.ÿ ÿ!./201ÿ22ÿ1-.ÿ3.4256ÿ'#7ÿ#51.05.1ÿ"289:5ÿ$98.ÿ024.;; ÿ
94<52=3.6>.6ÿ1-.ÿ/02?3.8ÿ22ÿ439;-.;ÿ?.1=..5ÿ6289:5ÿ598.;ÿ956ÿ
>.2>09/-:493ÿ:56:491:25;ÿ?@1ÿ0.4288.56.6ÿ=9:1:5>ÿ@51:3ÿ:51.0591:2593ÿ39=ÿ
6.A.32/.6ÿ2@01-.0ÿ?.220.ÿ:1ÿ=2@36ÿ?.ÿ6.4:6.6ÿ-2=ÿ1-.;.ÿ439;-.;ÿ=2@36ÿ?.ÿ
0.;23A.64 ÿ
,-.ÿ ÿ!./201ÿ93;2ÿ94<52=3.6>.6ÿ439;-.;ÿ?.1=..5ÿ6289:5ÿ598.;ÿ956ÿ
>.2>09/-:493ÿ598.;ÿ1-91ÿ90.ÿ521ÿ>.2>09/-:493ÿ:56:491:25;46ÿÿ903Bÿ25ÿ1-.ÿ
C@.;1:25ÿ902;.ÿ=-.1-.0ÿ968:5:;1091:A.ÿ9>.54:.;ÿ9;;24:91.6ÿ=:1-ÿ9ÿ/394.ÿ20ÿ
1.00:120Bÿ;-2@36ÿ-9A.ÿ/0.2.0.51:93ÿ0:>-1;ÿ12ÿ6289:5ÿ598.;ÿ1-91ÿ425;:;1ÿ22ÿ1-.ÿ
>.2>09/-:493ÿ598.;ÿ22ÿ1-.ÿ/394.ÿ20ÿ1.00:120B47ÿÿD20ÿ.E98/3.ÿ:5ÿ1-.ÿ
/20122-.3;:5<:4428ÿ49;.ÿ1-.ÿ/95.3ÿ0.F.41.6ÿ1-.ÿ521:25ÿ1-91ÿ1-.ÿ968:5:;1091:A.ÿ
9>.54BÿG201ÿ22ÿH.3;ÿ:59<ÿ:ÿIÿ-96ÿ;28.ÿ1B/.ÿ22ÿ/0.8:@8ÿ0:>-1ÿ12ÿ1-.ÿ6289:5ÿ598.ÿ
/20122-.3;:5<:44284 ,-.ÿ/95.3ÿ0.F.41.6ÿ1-.ÿ4251.51:25ÿJ1-91ÿ9ÿ@5:C@.ÿ
>.2>09/-:493ÿ598.ÿ;-2@36ÿ?.ÿ425;:6.0.6ÿ9;ÿ?.325>:5>Lÿ12ÿ1-.ÿ3.>93ÿ9@1-20:1Bÿ22ÿ
1-.ÿ>.2>09/-:493ÿ90.9ÿ:5ÿC@.;1:25ÿ@56.0ÿ1-.ÿ23:4B4K ÿÿ&;ÿ1-.ÿ?904.32594428ÿ
ÿ

9ÿGM@5.ÿÿ Iÿ-11/8NN===4=:/24:51N984N.5N6289:5;N;.904-N1.E14F;/O49;.P"Q7 R 94ÿÿ&;ÿ
22ÿ".4.8?.0ÿ ÿ 9ÿ4-98/9>5.4428ÿ0.6:0.41.6ÿ12ÿ4-98/9>5.420S9ÿ=.?;:1.ÿ22ÿ1-.ÿQ28:1Tÿ
Q-98/9>5.ÿ1-.ÿ1096.ÿ9;;24:91:25ÿ22ÿQ-98/9>5.ÿ/026@4.0;Uÿ4-98/9:>54428ÿ3.6ÿ12ÿ1-.ÿ=.?;:1.ÿ
===4:5.014428ÿ=-:4-ÿ222.0.6ÿ1-.ÿ6289:5ÿ598.ÿ220ÿ;93.4ÿÿVWÿÿD20ÿ9ÿ6:22.0.51ÿ9//0294-ÿ12ÿ>.2>09/-:493ÿ
:56:491:25;ÿ@56.0ÿ21-.0ÿ6:;/@1.ÿ0.;23@1:25ÿ/23:4:.;ÿ220ÿ;/.4:2:4ÿ6289:5;ÿ;..ÿÿ3.41:25ÿ#14X4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿÿYZ[ÿÿY[\ÿVÿÿ]\ÿÿ^_\ÿÿÿÿ̀_ÿ^_ÿab\_cÿYdÿ
ÿÿaZVÿefgÿÿ̀_ÿ^_ÿfZ\\ÿ'#7ÿG3./14ÿÿ Iÿ-11/8NN===4=:/24:51N984Nÿ
.5N/024.;;.;N/024.;;N0./201N-183N0./2014-183ÿ0-.0.:5921.0ÿ ÿ'#7ÿ!./2014ÿ
ÿ 4ÿVWÿÿ,-.ÿ!./201ÿJ;@>>.;1.6ÿ1-91ÿ1-.ÿ:51.0591:2593ÿ2098.=20<ÿ:5ÿ1-:;ÿ90.9ÿ5..6;ÿ12ÿ?.ÿ2@01-.0ÿ
96A954.6ÿ?.220.ÿ95ÿ96.C@91.ÿ;23@1:25ÿ:;ÿ9A9:39?3.ÿ12ÿ1-.ÿ8:;@;.ÿ22ÿ>.2>09/-:493ÿ:56:491:25;ÿ:5ÿ1-.ÿ
"$34ÿÿ&;ÿ290ÿ9;ÿ21-.0ÿ>.2>09/-:493ÿ1.08;ÿ90.ÿ4254.05.6ÿ1-.ÿ!./201ÿ/026@4.;ÿ425;:6.09?3.ÿ.A:6.54.ÿ
22ÿ1-.ÿ=:6.;/0.96ÿ0.>:;1091:25ÿ22ÿ1-.ÿ598.;ÿ22ÿ42@510:.;ÿ/394.;ÿ=:1-:5ÿ42@510:.;ÿ956ÿ:56:>.52@;ÿ
/.2/3.;ÿ9;ÿ6289:5ÿ598.;ÿ?Bÿ/.0;25;ÿ@59;;24:91.6ÿ=:1-ÿ1-.ÿ42@510:.;ÿ/394.;ÿ20ÿ/.2/3.;4ÿÿH2=.A.0ÿ
1-.;.ÿ90.9;ÿ90.ÿ521ÿ42A.0.6ÿ?Bÿ.E:;1:5>ÿ:51.0591:2593ÿ39=;ÿ956ÿ9ÿ6.4:;:25ÿ5..6;ÿ12ÿ?.ÿ19<.5ÿ9;ÿ12ÿ=-.1-.0ÿ
;@4-ÿ39=;ÿ2@>-1ÿ12ÿ?.ÿ6.A.32/.64KÿÿVWÿ91ÿhÿ:A4ÿ
ÿ64ÿVWÿ91ÿhÿL4ÿ
ÿ74ÿVWÿÿaÿH.91-.0ÿ&55ÿD200.;1ÿ̀_ÿ^_ÿiZÿVÿjk_ÿaldmfcÿ
n\\\ÿnVÿ_ÿÿ]`Yfÿodÿpi^^ÿglÿÿÿql\\\ÿÿ`ZV[ÿeÿ\ÿÿ\ÿ^ÿÿ
plbÿÿ1&$"4ÿM4ÿ $,4ÿrÿ, QH4ÿ%4ÿÿs 7ÿG 7IÿG9593Bt:5>ÿ49;.;ÿ:5A23A:5>ÿ968:5:;1091:A.ÿ
9>.54:.;I4ÿ
ÿ94ÿ201ÿ22ÿH.3;:5<:ÿA4ÿ909>25ÿ#51u3ÿ02F.41;ÿ%164ÿ'#7ÿQ9;.ÿ$24ÿ" R ÿGD.?4ÿ ÿ Iÿ
-11/8NN===4=:/24:51N984N.5N6289:5;N6.4:;:25;N-183N N6 R 4-1834ÿ
ÿL4ÿVWUÿ\ÿ\ÿX0:;?95.ÿQ:1BÿQ2@54:3ÿA4ÿ'900.5ÿX23125ÿQ25;@31:5>ÿ1B4ÿ%164ÿ'#7ÿQ9;.ÿ$24ÿ
" R 6LÿGv9BÿLÿ Iÿ-11/8NN===4=:/24:51N984N.5N6289:5;N6.4:;:25;N-183N N6 R
6L4-1834ÿÿJw53.;;ÿ1-.ÿ.A:6.54.ÿ6.825;1091.;ÿ1-91ÿ1-.ÿ598.ÿ22ÿ9ÿ>.2>09/-:493ÿ32491:25ÿ:;ÿ:5ÿ2941ÿ
/.02208:5>ÿ1-.ÿ2@541:25ÿ22ÿ9ÿ1096.890<ÿ;@4-ÿ9ÿ598.ÿ;-2@36ÿ521ÿ?.ÿ425;:6.0.6ÿ9ÿ1096.890<ÿ220ÿ1-.ÿ
/@0/2;.;ÿ22ÿ1-.ÿw5:2208ÿ23:4B4KÿÿVWUÿ\ÿ\ÿD200.;1ÿ\ldÿ521.ÿ7ÿ91ÿLs UÿefgÿgkkxÿyWzÿ
\ldÿ521.ÿ ÿ91ÿ{ÿ494ÿÿJ0#1ÿ-9;ÿ>.5.0933Bÿ/02A.5ÿ6:22:4@31ÿ220ÿ95ÿ.51:1Bÿ922:3:91.6ÿ=:1-ÿ20ÿ0.;/25;:?3.ÿ
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,-./ÿ012.,3../1ÿ4/3256ÿ.725/1ÿ/8/9ÿ57/9ÿ-1:292.;<-;28/ÿ-=/9,2/.ÿ7231ÿ
;<-1/:-<>.ÿ;2ÿ;7/2<ÿ=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ9-:/.ÿ-9ÿ-=/9,@A.ÿ;<-1/:-<>ÿ259/<.72?ÿ
-329/ÿ12C/.ÿ92;ÿ9/,/..-<23@ÿ.3BB2,/ÿB2<ÿ;7/ÿ-=/9,@ÿ;2ÿ=-29ÿ<2=7;.ÿ29ÿ-ÿ12:-29ÿ
9-:/4 ÿÿ8/9ÿB2<ÿ;7/./ÿ;@?/.ÿ2Bÿ,-./.ÿ;7/ÿ ÿ!/?2<;ÿ</,2::/91/1ÿ5-2;29=ÿ
4/B2</ÿ-9@ÿ,7-9=/.ÿ-</ÿ:-1/ÿ;2ÿ;7/ÿD"!4 ÿ
#14ÿEF ÿ"GH&#$ÿ$&H ÿIJIE Hÿ&$"ÿ#EIÿK GK!&F#L&%ÿ&'&! $ IIÿ
$2;52;7.;-9129=ÿ2;.ÿ=/2=<-?72,-33@M2912BB/</9;ÿ1/.2=9ÿ-91ÿ2;.ÿ,</-;2<.Aÿ
-:428-3/9,/ÿ;25-<1ÿ?</B/</9;2-3ÿ;</-;:/9;ÿB2<ÿ=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ2912,-;229.ÿ-91ÿ
=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ9-:/.ÿ;7/ÿ"$Iÿ7-.ÿ92;ÿ4//9ÿ,2:?3/;/3@ÿ1/;-,7/1ÿB<2:ÿ=/2M
=<-?7@ÿ;/<<2;2<2-3ÿ42391-<2/.ÿ-91ÿ9-;229-3ÿ3-5.4ÿÿE7/ÿ"$Iÿ7-.ÿ;->/9ÿ
9-;229-3ÿ<2=7;.ÿ29;2ÿ-,,239;NB2<.;ÿ;7<23=7ÿ;7/ÿD"!ÿ572,7ÿ=28/.ÿ?</B/</9,/ÿ
;2ÿ;<-1/:-<>ÿ259/<.ÿ;2ÿ.2:/ÿ/O;/9; ÿ-91ÿ3-;/<ÿ-112;229-33@ÿ;7<23=7ÿ
</=2.;<-;229ÿ<33/.ÿ;7-;ÿ4/=-9ÿ;2ÿ2BB/<ÿ;<-1/:-<>ÿ259/<.ÿ?</B/</9;2-3ÿ/-<3@ÿ
12:-29ÿ9-:/ÿ</=2.;<-;229.4 ÿÿ!/,/9;3@ÿ#L&$$ÿ4/=-9ÿ;2ÿ</P32</ÿ;7-;ÿ,/<;-29ÿ
=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ;/<:.ÿ4/ÿ</./<8/1N:/-929=6ÿ;7-;ÿ;7/ÿ;/<:.ÿ92;ÿ4/ÿ:-1/ÿ
-8-23-43/ÿB2<ÿ</=2.;<-;229ÿ-.ÿ12:-29ÿ9-:/.4 ÿ
Q/B2</ÿ-<;ÿ#1ÿ12.,3../.ÿ</,/9;ÿ1/8/32?:/9;.ÿ;72.ÿ-<;ÿB2,3./.ÿ29ÿ;7/ÿ
=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ-5-</9/..ÿ;77-;ÿ;7/ÿ"$Iÿ7-.ÿ/O7242;/1ÿ29ÿ;7/ÿD"!ÿB<2:ÿ;7/ÿ
4/=29929=.ÿ2Bÿ;7/ÿ9"$IR ÿ;7/ÿD"!ÿ/9-43/.ÿ-ÿ7231/<ÿ2Bÿ<2=7;.ÿ29ÿ-ÿ;<-1/:-<>ÿ
2<ÿ./<82,/ÿ:-<> ÿ;2ÿ4<29=ÿ-ÿD"!ÿ,2:?3-29;ÿ57/9ÿ-ÿ12:-29ÿ9-:/ÿ-;ÿ2..3/ÿ
ÿ
B2<ÿ-ÿ=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ-</-ÿ0572,7ÿ7-.ÿ92;ÿ2;7/<52./ÿ24;-29/1ÿ-ÿ</3/8-9;ÿ;<-1/:-<>ÿ</=2.;<-;2296ÿ;2ÿ.725ÿ
39</=2.;/</1ÿ;<-1/:-<>ÿ<2=7;.ÿ29ÿ;7-;ÿ=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ;/<:ÿ29ÿ;7/ÿ4-.2.ÿ2Bÿ./,291-<@ÿ:/-929=4SÿÿTUÿÿ#9ÿ
V-93-<@ÿ 9ÿ;7/ÿ9/5ÿE%"ÿ47/3.29>2ÿ5-.ÿ1/3/=-;/1ÿ;2ÿ;7/ÿL2;@ÿ2BÿF/3.29>24ÿÿWÿXYÿZ[Tÿ
ÿU\]^W_`ÿ#$E !$ Eÿ&II#K$ "ÿ$DHQ !Iÿ&DEFG!#EJÿ7;;?.8aa55542-9-42<=a12:-29.a<22;a14aÿ
7/3.29>247;:3ÿ03-.;ÿ82.2;/1ÿ&?<4ÿ ÿ 6RÿbÿbÿÿI/,;229ÿ14&4ÿ0</=-<129=ÿ#L&$$A.ÿ?232,@ÿ29ÿ
=/2=<-?72,-3ÿ;/<:.ÿ-91ÿ;7/ÿ9/5ÿ=E%".64ÿ
ÿ4ÿWÿÿ-<;ÿ#14ÿ
ÿC4ÿWÿc2<</.;ÿbdeÿ92;/ÿ7ÿ-;ÿ6f gÿ6Rÿbÿbÿÿ92;/.ÿ7f79ÿ-91ÿ-,,2:?-9@29=ÿ;/O;4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿWÿ ÿ'#Gÿ!/?2<;ÿbdeÿ92;/ÿ ÿ-;ÿgf4ÿ
ÿ4ÿWÿÿI/,;229ÿ#14&4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿWÿ&91</5ÿH-29ÿhÿÿÿWÿei^jÿXklÿ$ E'G!mÿ'G!m#$KÿK!4ÿG,;4ÿ ÿ
-;ÿ9fgÿ7;;?.8aa55542/;B42<=a-<,728/a21a1<-B;M:-29M.-9/M;31M 4;O;4ÿÿ'723/ÿ;7/ÿD"!ÿ12/.ÿ,29.21/<ÿ
9-;229-3ÿ<2=7;.ÿ;2ÿ.2:/ÿ/O;/9;ÿ92;ÿ/8/<@29/ÿ7-.ÿ4//9ÿ.-;2.B2/1ÿ52;7ÿD"!ÿ<33/.4ÿÿWÿTUÿ
ÿ 4ÿWÿÿ92;/ÿ6 ÿ-91ÿ-,,2:?-9@29=ÿ;/O;ÿ012.,3..29=ÿ-112;229-3ÿ12:-29ÿ</=2.;<-;229ÿ?<2;/,M
;22964ÿ
ÿ64ÿWÿnodÿZbjTÿ_kbÿTÿ_kÿpbÿq[[d[ÿrYkÿ#
L&$$ÿ
7;;?.8aa55542,-9942<=a</.23<,/.a?-=/.a</./<8/1M M9MM/9ÿ03-.;ÿ82.2;/1ÿ&?<4ÿ ÿ 64ÿ
ÿ74ÿWÿÿ92;/.ÿgCs 7ÿ-91ÿ-,,2:?-9@29=ÿ;/O;4ÿ
ÿ94ÿc2<ÿ;7/ÿ</:-291/<ÿ2Bÿ;72.ÿ12.,3..229ÿt;<-1/:-<>Sÿ</B/<.ÿ;2ÿ42;7ÿ-ÿ;<-1/:-<>ÿ-91ÿ-ÿ./<82,/ÿ
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+,ÿ+-./0+123ÿ23ÿ12/45,+/637ÿ,+8+323ÿ02ÿ09.ÿ032-.823:4;ÿÿ<9.ÿ032-.823:ÿ827ÿ=.ÿ
2ÿ/20+2/2337>3.6+,0.3.-ÿ032-.823:ÿ,519ÿ2,ÿ2ÿ?4@4ÿ032-.823:ÿ3.6+,0.3.-ÿ=7ÿ09.ÿ
?4@4ÿ20./0ÿ2/-ÿ<32-.823:ÿA44+1.ÿ23ÿ+0ÿ827ÿ=.ÿ2ÿ3.6+2/2337>3.6+,0.3.-ÿ
032-.823:ÿ,519ÿ2,ÿ2ÿ 532B.2/ÿC2885/+07ÿ032-.823:ÿ3.6+,0.3.-ÿ=7ÿ09.ÿ
532B.2/ÿ?/+2/ÿ#/0.33.10523ÿ32B.307ÿA44+1.4 ÿÿ#0ÿ827ÿ23,2ÿ=.ÿF2ÿ032-.823:ÿ
3.6+,0.3.-ÿD+09ÿ2ÿ?4
@4ÿ,020.ÿ,519ÿ2,ÿ2ÿE.236+2ÿ,020.ÿ032-.823: ÿ23ÿ.G./ÿ2/ÿ
5/3.6+,0.3.-ÿ823:46ÿ
HIÿÿJKLMÿNÿÿHOOPQRÿÿSÿTUÿ
'9.09.3ÿ/20+2/23ÿ32Dÿ,9253-ÿ2BB37ÿ+/ÿ?"!ÿ12,.,ÿ92,ÿ=../ÿ-+,B50.-V6ÿ
09.ÿ?"!
ÿ+,ÿ,+3./0ÿ2/ÿD920ÿ125/037W,ÿ32Dÿ+4ÿ2/7ÿ,9253-ÿ2BB37ÿ+/ÿ?"!ÿ
12,.,46ÿÿ<9.ÿ2=,./1.ÿ24ÿ2ÿ192+1.>24>32DÿB32G+,+2/ÿ+,ÿ,53B3+,+/6ÿ6+G./ÿ0920ÿ
21123-+/6ÿ02ÿ2ÿ ÿ'#Aÿ3.B230ÿ09.ÿ2+8ÿ24ÿ09.ÿ?"!ÿ-3240.3,ÿD2,ÿ/20ÿX02ÿ
3.65320.ÿ09.ÿD923.ÿ5/+G.3,.ÿ24ÿ09.ÿ+/0.3421.ÿ=.0D../ÿ032-.823:,ÿ2/-ÿ-282+/ÿ
/28.,ÿ=50ÿ2/37ÿ02ÿ+8B3.8./0ÿ09.ÿ32D.,0ÿ12882/ÿ-./28+/2023ÿ24ÿ
+/0.3/20+2/23376ÿ263..-ÿ2/-ÿ211.B0.-ÿB3+/1+B3.,ÿ12/1.3/+/6ÿ09.ÿ2=5,.ÿ24ÿ
032-.823:,4Y ÿÿ<9+,ÿ32/6526.ÿ,..8,ÿ02ÿ21:/2D3.-6.ÿ0920ÿ09.ÿ?"!ÿ-+-ÿ/20ÿ
2--3.,,ÿ,28.ÿ24ÿ09.ÿ823.ÿ128B3.Zÿ23ÿ12/032G.3,+236ÿ6+,,5.,ÿ3.2G+/6ÿ09.8ÿ02ÿ=.ÿ
3.,23G.-ÿ21123-+/6ÿ02ÿ32Dÿ/20ÿ425/-ÿ+/ÿ09.ÿ?"!4 ÿÿ<9.ÿ3.B230ÿ/20.-ÿ45309.3ÿ
0920ÿ09.ÿ-3240+/6ÿ24ÿ09.ÿ?"!ÿXD2,ÿ3.,,ÿ2=250ÿ3.6+,320+2/ÿ092/ÿ2=250ÿ09.ÿ
.44+1+./0ÿ2BB3+120+627/ÿ24ÿ.Z+,0+/6ÿ32Dÿ+/ÿ2ÿ8530+[53+,-+10+2/23ÿ2/-ÿ132,,>
0.33+023+23ÿ,B21.4Y ÿ
ÿ

823:4ÿ
ÿ;4ÿ\ÿJKLMÿ]^Oÿ/20.ÿ9ÿ20ÿ_ÿ6`2a4ÿ
ÿ4ÿ\ÿ]^Oÿ0.Z0ÿ21128B2/7+/6ÿ/20.,ÿFbFF4ÿ
ÿF4ÿ\ÿ1.3+19.1:ÿ#/14ÿG4ÿ&-8+/ÿc2/26.3ÿ$20W3ÿ&3=4ÿd2358ÿC32+8ÿ$28ÿd& 99 ;6;FFÿ
`&564ÿ ÿ 9aÿ900B8eeDDD42-3423584128e-282+/-.1+,+2/,e;6;FF4908Vÿ]ÿ]ÿ%2920+ÿG4ÿ
1.3+19.1:ÿ#/14ÿ79ÿd4-ÿF ÿFÿ̀F09ÿC+34ÿ Faÿ̀2--3.,,+/6ÿ09.ÿ,28.ÿ032-.823:ÿ12/45,+2/ÿ+,,5.ÿ
5/-.3ÿ7ÿ?4@4C4ÿfÿ7`-aa4ÿ
ÿ64ÿ\ÿÿ/20.ÿ7ÿ2/-ÿ21128B2/7+/6ÿ0.Z04ÿ
ÿ64ÿ\gÿIhIÿ%253./1.ÿ!4ÿi.34.3ÿjÿÿJKLMkÿH^l^]gÿHlPNgÿÿ
m]lOnÿÿC&!"AoAÿp4ÿ#$<W%ÿqÿCAc4ÿ%4ÿ6F ÿ6F7ÿ` 6a4ÿÿXC.302+/ÿ3.4238,ÿ24ÿ09.ÿ?"!ÿ
D253-ÿ./92/1.ÿ+0,ÿ,0205,ÿ2,ÿ2ÿ-+,0+/10ÿ=2-7ÿ24ÿ32Dÿ2/-ÿ45309.3ÿ-+,02/1.ÿ+0ÿ4328ÿ/20+2/23ÿ3.623ÿ,7,0.8,4Yÿÿ
NIÿ
ÿ64ÿ\ÿhRÿ?"!ÿ]^Oÿ/20.ÿ94ÿ
ÿ64ÿ ÿ'#Aÿ!.B230ÿ]^Oÿ/20.ÿ ÿ20ÿr 4ÿ
ÿ664ÿ\ÿNIVÿi.34.3ÿ]^Oÿ/20.ÿ6ÿ20ÿ6F6ÿ̀/20+/6ÿ0920ÿ09.ÿ?"!ÿD2,ÿ-.,+6/.-ÿ02ÿ,5BB3.8./0ÿ=50ÿ
/20ÿ,5BB32/0ÿ-28.,0+1ÿ17=.3,s5200+/6ÿ3+0+620+2/a4ÿ
ÿ674ÿNIÿ
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$2,-.,/0,123.24ÿ,/5ÿ6"!70ÿ0.35285ÿ954193.24ÿ,/5ÿ8/2.85ÿ2:ÿ31-ÿ,/1,ÿ
0/2;33ÿ1<<3=ÿ.2ÿ32>1.2ÿ21>5ÿ3.06<9;,50ÿ8/2.85?2:?31-ÿ@;50,.220ÿ/1A5ÿB552ÿ
.><29,12,ÿ.2ÿ32>1.2ÿ21>5ÿ810504 ÿÿ&<<3.81B35ÿ31-ÿ812ÿ>1C5ÿ1ÿ0.42.:.812,ÿ
3.::595285ÿ.2ÿ,/5ÿ2;,82>5ÿ2:ÿ1ÿ32>1.2ÿ21>5ÿ8105ÿ10ÿ5A.352853ÿB=ÿ,/5ÿ-533?
C22-2ÿB19853221482>ÿ8105ÿ-/.8/ÿ-10ÿ358.3536EÿB=ÿ1ÿ6"!ÿ<1253ÿ.2ÿ ÿ123ÿ
141.2ÿ31,59ÿB=ÿ64D4ÿ82;9,0ÿ.2ÿ ÿ123ÿ 4 ÿÿF/5ÿ8105ÿ.2A23A53ÿ1ÿ3.0<;,5ÿ
B5,-552ÿ1ÿD<12.0/ÿ,9135>19Cÿ2-259ÿ123ÿ1ÿ64D4ÿ,9135>19Cÿ2-259Gÿ.,ÿ-10ÿ,/5ÿ
64D4ÿ,9135>19Cÿ2-259ÿ,/1,ÿ954.0,5953ÿB19853221482>ÿ123ÿ,/5ÿD<12.0/ÿ
,9135>19Cÿ2-259H,/5ÿI19853221ÿJ.,=ÿJ2;28.3H,/1,ÿ822,50,53ÿ,/5ÿ
ÿ<928553.24ÿ
954.0,91,.2246ÿÿF/5ÿI19853221ÿJ.,=ÿJ2;28.3ÿ.2.,.1,53ÿ1ÿ6"!
B5:295ÿ1ÿ'#Kÿ<1253ÿ-/.8/ÿ358.353ÿ.2ÿ:1A29ÿ2:ÿ,/5ÿJ2;28.36Lÿ1:,59ÿ,/5ÿ<1253ÿ
.2ÿ,/5ÿ1B05285ÿ2:ÿ12=ÿ.20,9;8,.22ÿ.2ÿ,/5ÿ6"!ÿ10ÿ,2ÿ-/1,ÿ82;2,9=70ÿ,9135>19Cÿ
31-ÿ0/2;33ÿ42A592ÿ950<58,53ÿ,/5ÿJ2;28.370ÿD<12.0/ÿ954.0,91,.22ÿ2:ÿ,/5ÿ
,9135>19C47ÿ
F/5ÿ3.001,.0:.53ÿ64D4ÿ,9135>19Cÿ2-259ÿ0;B05@;52,3=ÿ:.353ÿ1ÿ31-0;.,ÿ.2ÿ1ÿ
64D4ÿ82;9,7H22,ÿ,2ÿ2A59,;92ÿ,/5ÿ<1253ÿ358.0.22ÿ;2359ÿ,/5ÿ6"!ÿB;,ÿ,2ÿ
3583195ÿ,/1,ÿ;2359ÿ64D4ÿ31-ÿ/.0ÿ954.0,91,.22ÿ2:ÿB19853221482>ÿ-10ÿ22,ÿ
ÿ

ÿ694ÿMNÿOPOÿÿ22,50ÿ6EQ79ÿ123ÿ1882><12=.24ÿ,5R,ÿS3.08;00.24ÿ,/5ÿB19853221482>ÿ8105T4ÿ
ÿ6E4ÿMÿ R85352,.0.>2ÿ&=;2,1>.52,2ÿ35ÿI19853221ÿA4ÿI19853221482>ÿ#284ÿ'#KÿJ105ÿ$24ÿ
" ?77ÿS&;44ÿ6ÿ Tÿ/,,<8UU---4-.<24.2,U1>8U52U32>1.20U358.0.220U/,>3U U3 ?
774/,>3GÿI19853221482>ÿ#284ÿA4ÿR85352,.0.>2ÿ&=;2,1>.52,2ÿ35ÿI19853221ÿLÿV4ÿD;<<4ÿ3ÿ9Eÿ
S4"4ÿ114ÿ TÿWXYÿYÿWZYÿ ÿV43ÿ9EÿS6,/ÿJ.94ÿ T4ÿÿF/5ÿB19853221482>ÿ8105ÿ/10ÿB552ÿ
3.08;0053ÿB=ÿ2;>592;0ÿ82>>52,1,2904ÿÿMNÿOPOÿ[915>5ÿI4ÿ".2-223.5ÿY\]^ÿYÿ_`ÿ
aZPÿY\]ÿbcÿ\ÿÿdeMÿ6ÿfK6D4ÿ%4ÿ! 14ÿ7ÿLLQ6ÿS 6TÿS22,.24ÿ,/1,ÿ
,/5ÿ3.0,9.8,ÿ82;9,ÿ358.0.22ÿ-2;33ÿ/1A5ÿg<59>.,,53ÿ1ÿ64D4ÿ82;9,ÿ,2ÿ<92,58,ÿ1ÿD<12.0/ÿ>19Cÿ141.20,ÿ18,0ÿ
.2ÿ,/5ÿ62.,53ÿD,1,50ÿ;2359ÿ64D4ÿ31-hÿB;,ÿ,/1,ÿ,/5ÿ64D4ÿJ2;9,ÿ2:ÿ&<<5130ÿ:29ÿ,/5ÿV2;9,/ÿJ.98;.,ÿ95A59053ÿ
,/5ÿ3.0,9.8,ÿ82;9,ÿg951::.9>.24ÿ,/1,ÿ64D4ÿ,9135>19Cÿ31-ÿ2::590ÿ<92,58,.22ÿ223=ÿ,2ÿ64D4ÿ,9135>19Cÿ
9.4/,0hTGÿ1;3ÿD8/.::ÿI59>12ÿijYP^ÿ^ÿk^\lÿ^ÿmZ^ÿÿF6%D&ÿn4ÿJKo4ÿpÿ
#$F7%ÿ%4ÿLÿÿS 6TÿS22,.24ÿ,/1,ÿ,/5ÿV2;9,/ÿJ.98;.,ÿ82;9,ÿ9;353ÿ141.20,ÿ,/5ÿ8.,=ÿ123ÿ1<<3.53ÿ64D4ÿ
,9135>19Cÿ31-TGÿf53:59ÿ^jlÿ22,5ÿ6ÿ1,ÿ6LEQLLGÿ^ÿP_ÿq2/19ÿ:922.ÿmÿrZOZ\ÿ
m_^^`ÿcYÿÿrÿsYÿÿmYtjYZÿÿÿa\ÿd\ÿa^lj^ÿ6ÿ
VK!"f&oÿ#$F %%4ÿ!K4ÿo "#&ÿpÿ$F4ÿ%4n4ÿLÿS TGÿq2/19ÿ:922.ÿmÿujYv]ÿÿk_v^wjPÿ
bP`ÿÿxZZÿmllZÿÿÿx^erZOZ\ÿyYÿ ÿ64ÿ#%%4ÿn4%4ÿF Jf4ÿpÿK%7zÿ
67EÿS T4ÿ
ÿ64ÿMÿrZOZ\NÿZOÿ ÿV43ÿ1,ÿ9L4ÿ
ÿ6L4ÿMÿ{|Z^\ÿm_j\ÿYÿrZÿ'# ÿJ105ÿ$24ÿ" ?774ÿ
ÿ74ÿMÿYOÿ
ÿ74ÿMÿrZOZ\NÿZOÿLÿV4ÿD;<<4ÿ3ÿ9E4ÿÿF/5ÿ6"!ÿ1302ÿ822,5><31,50ÿ,/5ÿ<200.B.3.,=ÿ
,/1,ÿ5.,/59ÿ1ÿ82><31.212,ÿ29ÿ950<22352,ÿ>1=ÿg0;B>.,ÿ04ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,/5ÿ3.0<;,5ÿ,2ÿ1ÿ82;9,ÿ2:ÿ82><5,52,ÿ
};9.03.8,.22ÿ:29ÿ.235<52352,ÿ95023;,.22ÿB5:295ÿ0,/5ÿ6"!ÿ>1231,29=ÿ13>.2.0,91,.A5ÿ<928553.24ÿ.0ÿ
82>>52853ÿ29ÿ1:,59ÿ0;8/ÿ<928553.24ÿ.0ÿ82283;3534hÿÿ~axÿ^jlÿ22,5ÿ9ÿ1,ÿÿ6SCT4ÿ
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+,3-./+347ÿÿ012ÿ34567486ÿ82+76ÿ/2332.23ÿ612ÿ'#9ÿ:-,23;5ÿ-::772-81ÿ-,3ÿ
-::3423ÿ<:-,451ÿ67-32=-7>ÿ3-.ÿ?+6ÿ612ÿ-::233-62ÿ82+76ÿ345-@72234 ÿÿA28-+52ÿ
612ÿ83-4=ÿ4,ÿ612ÿB4<4ÿ82+765ÿ.-5ÿ?-523ÿ2,ÿB4<4ÿ3-.C612ÿ72D2752ÿ32=-4,ÿ,-=2ÿ
14E-8>4,@ÿ:72D4542,ÿ2/ÿ612ÿ%-,1-=ÿ&8676C612ÿ-::233-62ÿ82+76ÿ-::3423ÿB4<4ÿ
3-.ÿ,264,@ÿ61-6ÿFB,4623ÿ<6-625ÿ82+765ÿ32ÿ,26ÿ2,6276-4,ÿ-864ÿ2,5ÿ522>4,@ÿ62ÿ
2,/2782ÿ67-32=-7>ÿ74@165ÿ61-6ÿ2G456ÿ2,3Hÿ+,327ÿ/2724@,ÿ3-.4Iÿ012ÿ-::233-62ÿ
82+76ÿ4,ÿJKÿ32,423ÿ612ÿA-78232,-ÿL46HÿL2+,843ÿ465ÿ67-32=-7>ÿ74@16757ÿ
+,327ÿB4<4ÿ3-.ÿ-,3ÿ61272/272ÿ-,Hÿ74@165ÿ4,ÿ612ÿ32=-4,ÿ,-=2ÿ?-78232,-482=4 ÿ
012ÿB4<4ÿ-::233-62ÿ82+76ÿ4,ÿJKÿ72/27723ÿ62ÿ612ÿB"!;5ÿF32252ÿ7+325ÿ
72@-734,@ÿ-::348-?32ÿ3-.I79ÿ?+6ÿ671M2ÿB"!ÿ1-5ÿ4,ÿ/-86ÿ,2ÿ7+325ÿ-6ÿ-33ÿ
72@-734,@ÿ8127482ÿ2/ÿ-::348-?32ÿ3-.4 ÿÿ012ÿ3-8>ÿ2/ÿ812482N2/N3-.ÿ7+325ÿ8-,ÿ?2ÿ
:72?32=-648O ÿ.1432ÿ612ÿB"!ÿ3225ÿ82,6-4,ÿ465ÿ2.,ÿ5+?56-,64D2ÿ7+325ÿ612ÿ
7+325ÿ32ÿ,26ÿ-337255ÿ-33ÿ455+25ÿ-,3ÿ+,3255ÿB"!ÿ:-,235ÿ5+::32=2,6ÿ612ÿ7+325ÿ
.461ÿ61247ÿ2.,ÿB"!N5:284/48ÿE+3@2N=-32ÿ7+325ÿ52=2ÿ-7P::348-642,ÿ2/ÿ,-642,-3ÿ
3-.ÿ=-Hÿ?2ÿ,28255-7Hÿ62ÿ72523D2ÿ+,-33725523ÿ455+254 ÿÿD2,ÿ.12,ÿB"!ÿ
:-,234565ÿ32D452ÿ61247ÿ2.,ÿB"!N5:284/48ÿ5+?56-,64D2ÿ7+325ÿ46ÿ45ÿ34>23Hÿ61-6ÿ
612ÿ5:284/48ÿ7+325ÿ.433ÿ?2ÿ4,/3+2,823ÿ?Hÿ-ÿ,-642,-3ÿ3-.ÿ4=:27623ÿD4-ÿ612ÿ
:-,234565;ÿ?-8>@72+,3ÿ-,3ÿ23+8-642,ÿ-,3ÿ61247ÿ2G:2742,825ÿ4,ÿ61247ÿ2.,ÿ
,-642,-3ÿ32@-3ÿ5H562=549ÿÿB,-33725523ÿ455+25ÿ-72ÿ,26ÿ34=4623ÿ62ÿ612ÿD-34346Hÿ
ÿ
ÿ74ÿQÿJKRKSTÿKRÿPÿU4ÿ<+::4ÿ3ÿ9MOÿ<-332,ÿD4ÿL274,614-,5ÿ%482,84-=2,625ÿ%0"&ÿ
MÿU43ÿ6ÿ V PÿW56ÿL474ÿ XÿW/4,34,@ÿE+745348642,ÿ+,327ÿ7ÿB4<4L4ÿYÿ6WXW"XWDXÿ.1481ÿ
:72D4325ÿ72@4567-,65ÿ.461ÿ-ÿ8-+52ÿ2/ÿ-8642,ÿ62ÿ7282D27ÿ32=-4,ÿ,-=25ÿ3256ÿ4,ÿB"!ÿ:7282234,@5X4ÿ
ÿ74ÿQÿJKRKSTÿKRÿ ÿU43ÿ-6ÿ9MÿWF#6ÿ72Z+4725ÿ346632ÿ3458+5542,ÿ62ÿ32=2,567-62ÿ61-6ÿ6102ÿ
+52ÿ2/ÿ<:-,451ÿ3-.ÿ?Hÿ612ÿ34567486ÿ82+76ÿ.-5ÿ2772,22+5ÿ+,327ÿ612ÿ:3-4,ÿ627=5ÿ2/ÿ612ÿ56-6+624IX4ÿ
ÿ764ÿ7ÿB4<4L4ÿY6WXW"XWDXÿW X4ÿ
ÿ774ÿQÿJKRKSTÿKRÿ ÿU43ÿ-6ÿ9Rÿÿ012ÿL46Hÿ2/ÿA-78232,-ÿ1-5ÿ?22,ÿ+54,@ÿ?-78232,-42+ÿ
-,3ÿ4,ÿ 7ÿ612ÿ,2.ÿ0%"ÿ4?-78232,-ÿ.-5ÿ3232@-623ÿ62ÿ612ÿL46Hÿ2/ÿA-78232,-4ÿÿ[\ÿ]K^ÿ
RJ_]`abcd_ÿ#$0 !$ 0ÿ&<<#e$ "ÿ$94ÿ&B0f4ÿ166:58gg...44-,-427@g32=-4,5g7226g3?g?-78232,-ÿ
416=3ÿW3-56ÿD454623ÿ&:74ÿ ÿ X4ÿ
ÿ794ÿJKRKSTÿKRÿ ÿU43ÿ-6ÿ964ÿ
ÿ7M4ÿQÿÿ,262ÿ9ÿ-,3ÿ-882=:-,H4,@ÿ62G64ÿ
ÿ74ÿQÿf23/27ÿhÿ"4,.22342ÿijkÿ,262ÿMÿ-6ÿ9l9 ÿ,4ÿ94ÿÿ<2=2ÿ-7@+2ÿ61-6ÿF612ÿ8+772,6ÿ!+32ÿ
7ÿ?Hÿ/-434,@ÿ4,ÿ-,Hÿ72-3ÿ.-Hÿ62ÿ-337255ÿ812482ÿ2/ÿ3-.ÿ/-435ÿ62ÿ2,5+72ÿ61-6ÿ,-642,-3ÿ4,627256ÿ.433ÿ
-::72:74-623Hÿ?2ÿ7282@,4m23ÿ?Hÿ:-,235ÿ27ÿ62ÿ:72D432ÿ:-,235ÿ.461ÿ@+43-,82ÿ2,ÿ.1272ÿ5+81ÿ7282@,4642,ÿ
512+33ÿ288+74Iÿÿ^Rÿ
ÿ7P4ÿQÿ^ROÿiÿiÿnocÿcppqÿrRsÿijkÿ,262ÿ ÿ-6ÿYÿ47ÿWF#,ÿ52=2ÿ34=4623ÿ8-525ÿ5+81ÿ
-5ÿ.1272ÿ612ÿ:-76425ÿ51-723ÿ-ÿ82==2,ÿ,-642,-346Hÿ-,3ÿ612ÿ4=:276ÿ2/ÿ-ÿ5:284/48ÿ,-642,-3ÿ3-.ÿ82,82:6ÿ45ÿ
:-7648+3-73Hÿ@27=-,2ÿ62ÿ-,ÿ455+2ÿ4,ÿ345:+62ÿ:-,235ÿ1-D2ÿ-::3423ÿ,-642,-3ÿ3-.ÿ:74,84:325ÿ4,ÿ-552554,@ÿ
612ÿB"!ÿ232=2,654IX4ÿ
ÿ94ÿQÿf23/27ÿhÿ"4,.22342ÿijkÿ,262ÿMÿ-6ÿ9ÿ,4ÿ 9ÿWF0AHÿD476+2ÿ2/ÿ61247ÿ4,1272,6ÿ
32@464=-8Hÿ32/4846ÿ,2,N,-642,-3ÿ4,5646+642,5ÿ=-Hÿ,223ÿ62ÿ?2ÿ:-7648+3-73Hÿ82@,4m-,6ÿ2/ÿ612ÿ-?4346Hÿ2/ÿ
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,-.ÿ2/-012345ÿ26ÿ,ÿ72853,4-,-9:2ÿ91,.08,1;ÿ<=9ÿ4-73=.0ÿ422=02ÿ2=73ÿ,2ÿ930ÿ
29,-.,1.ÿ621ÿ.9090184-4->ÿ930ÿ72-6=24->ÿ24843,149?ÿ<09/00-ÿ,ÿ.28,4-ÿ-,80ÿ,-.ÿ
,ÿ91,.08,1;4 ÿ
@"!ÿ5,-034292ÿ3,A0ÿ-29ÿ<00-ÿ=-46218ÿ4-ÿ93041ÿ254-42-2ÿ2-ÿ930ÿ
,55347,<4349?ÿ26ÿ-,942-,3ÿ3,/ÿ4-ÿ@"!ÿ7,20249ÿÿB30ÿ!=302ÿ621ÿ930ÿ@"!ÿ>4A90ÿ
@"!ÿ5,-032ÿ/4.0ÿ.42710942-ÿ/493ÿ10>,1.ÿ92ÿ930ÿ732470ÿ26ÿ,55347,<30ÿ3,/8 ÿ
C&ÿ,-03ÿ23,33ÿ.074.0ÿ,ÿ72853,4-9ÿ2-ÿ930ÿ<,242ÿ26ÿ930ÿ29,9080-92ÿ,-.ÿ
.27=80-92ÿ2=<84990.ÿ,-.ÿ4-ÿ,7721.,-70ÿ/493ÿ930ÿ23479?6ÿ93020ÿ!=302ÿ,-.ÿDÿ
EFÿGÿHIHFÿÿJÿÿÿGKFÿHHIL4M ÿÿB/2ÿ72880-9,9212ÿ
%,=10-70ÿ!4ÿN03601ÿ,-.ÿO1,080ÿP4ÿ"4-/22.40ÿ/,1-0.ÿ4-ÿ ÿ93,9ÿC930ÿ
.090184-,942-ÿ26ÿ422=02ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ9<7?ÿ930ÿQLÿ,55347,942-ÿ26ÿ,ÿ24->30ÿ-,942-,3ÿ
3,/ÿ/2=3.ÿ<0ÿ=-30356=34M ÿÿB30?ÿ512R0790.ÿ93,9ÿC4-ÿ930ÿ32->ÿ9018ÿ930ÿ
0@"!ÿ-2-S-,942-,3ÿ2?2908ÿ84>39ÿ=206=33?ÿ.0A0325ÿ,=92-282=2ÿ1=302ÿ93,9ÿ
,553?ÿ4-ÿ.425=902ÿ91,-270-.4->ÿ-,942-,3ÿ<21.012Mÿ<=9ÿ2=>>0290.ÿ93,9ÿC930ÿ
.0A032580-9ÿ26ÿ2=73ÿ,=92-282=2ÿ514-745302ÿ8=29ÿ<0ÿ>12=-.0.ÿ,9ÿ30,29ÿ
4-494,33?ÿ,-.ÿ,9ÿ30,29ÿ4-ÿ5,19ÿ4-ÿ930ÿ=-.013?4->ÿ-,942-,3ÿ4-9010292ÿ,-.ÿA,3=024M99ÿ
B30ÿA01?ÿ64129ÿ@"!ÿ.074242-ÿ4-ÿT,-=,1?ÿ ÿ.4.ÿ4-73=.0ÿ,ÿ<14069ÿ7U32470S
26S3,/ÿ,-,3?242ÿ,-.ÿ,ÿ72-73=242-ÿ,<2=9ÿ,55347,<30ÿ-,942-,3ÿ3,/4 ÿÿB30ÿ
72853,4-,-9ÿ,-.ÿ930ÿ10252-.0-9ÿ/010ÿ<293ÿ.2847430.ÿ4-ÿ930ÿ@-490.ÿV9,902ÿ,-.ÿ
930ÿ10>4291,1ÿ26ÿ9390ÿ.28,4-ÿ-,80ÿ/213./102934->60.01,942-4728ÿ/,2ÿ,-ÿ
&=291,34,-ÿ0-949?4 ÿÿB30ÿ5,-03ÿ.074.0.ÿ93,9ÿ@4V4ÿ3,/ÿ/2=3.ÿ,553?ÿC92ÿ930ÿ
0W90-9ÿ93,9ÿ49ÿ/2=3.ÿ,22429ÿ930ÿ5,-03Mÿ<07,=20ÿ26ÿ930ÿ@4V4ÿ.28474302ÿ26ÿ930ÿ
5,19402ÿ,-.ÿ<07,=20ÿC@-490.ÿV9,902:ÿ72=192ÿ1070-9ÿ0W50140-70ÿ/493ÿ24843,1ÿ
ÿ
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ÿ94ÿZÿG[ÿ,9ÿ76\7U]ÿFÿ^Dÿ_EFÿÿ̀KÿaKÿbKÿaFHEÿ_FEÿcIDÿ
#d&$$ÿXV0594ÿ ÿ Yÿ399528ee///447,--421>e1022=1702e5,>02e=.15S1=302S 7S SS0-ÿX-294->ÿ
93,9ÿ,ÿ72-6=24->ÿ24843,149?ÿ422=0ÿ42ÿ,-ÿ,55347,<30ÿ.425=90ÿ/4932=9ÿ3,?4->ÿ2=9ÿ,ÿ29,-.,1.ÿ621ÿ.090184-4->ÿ
2=73ÿ.425=902Yÿ030104-,6901ÿ̀a_cÿ_EF4ÿ
ÿ94ÿZÿÿ-2902ÿ9\99ÿ,-.ÿ,77285,-?4->ÿ90W94ÿ
ÿ94ÿ`a_cÿ_EFÿFEHÿ-290ÿ9]ÿFÿFÿfIQGÿ_EFÿÿ`KÿaKÿbKÿaFHEÿ
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<0ÿ4852224<30ÿ,-.ÿ=-/420ÿ92ÿ4-2=3,90ÿ728530903?ÿ930ÿ@"!ÿ6128ÿ-,942-,3ÿ3,/24MY4ÿ
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G-/980-79Hÿ79ÿ01-ÿ42?394-435;37<94425ÿ6-4787296ÿ01-ÿ;39-3780ÿF/20-ÿ0130ÿ
A038ÿ3ÿ5300-/ÿ2.ÿ;/7947;3-ÿ0178ÿ39-3ÿF2@36ÿ920ÿ13?-ÿ012@<10ÿ0130ÿ70ÿF38ÿ
3;;/2;/730-ÿ02ÿ75;
2/0ÿ@97I@-ÿ93072933ÿ3-<33ÿ;/7947;3-8ÿ7902ÿ01-ÿ790-/;/-030729ÿ
2.ÿ001-ÿ:"!4B7ÿÿ-/13;8ÿ920ÿ8@/;/7879<3Dÿ01-ÿ;39-37808ÿ79ÿ01-ÿ53=234425ÿ
396ÿ42?394-435;
37<94425ÿ42?394-435;37<94425ÿ438-8ÿF-/-ÿ920ÿ./25ÿ01-ÿ
:970-6ÿJ030-849ÿ
K3001-FÿJ4ÿL3//78ÿ01-ÿ;39-3780ÿ79ÿ53=234425ÿ396ÿG-/980-79ÿ-=41M39<-6ÿ
?7-F8ÿ29ÿ01-ÿ;20-90733ÿ3;;3743,7370Dÿ2.ÿ93072933ÿ33Fÿ3<379ÿ79ÿ 4 ÿÿ#9ÿ3ÿ
ÿ

78ÿ;/-578-6ÿ@;29ÿ01-ÿ6-?-32;5-90ÿ2.ÿ8@,803907?-ÿ929N93072933ÿ/@3-8ÿ82ÿ38ÿ02ÿ2,?730-ÿ01-ÿ;/2,3-58ÿ2.ÿ
678;3/30-ÿ93072933ÿ33F8ÿ396ÿ93072933ÿ/7<108ÿ2;-/3079<ÿ79ÿ01-ÿ4290-=0ÿ2.ÿ3ÿ@,7I@702@8ÿ29379-ÿ
-9?7/295-904BO4ÿ
ÿ4ÿK4K@3339ÿG/284ÿ%064ÿ?4ÿ'-,ÿ$35-8ÿ%064ÿ'#PÿE38-ÿ$2ÿ" 6N MÿQ&;/4ÿ9ÿ 6Oÿ
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ÿ74ÿSTÿ
ÿ94ÿUÿVWVXÿYZT[ÿ\STÿ'#PÿE38-ÿ$24ÿ" 6N MÿQ01-ÿ6-478729ÿF38ÿ/-96-/-6ÿ,Dÿ
;39-3780ÿK3001-FÿJ4ÿL3//78ÿ3ÿG/70781ÿ93072933OHÿ]^W[ÿWTÿ'#PÿE38-ÿ$24ÿ" 6N 9ÿQ01-ÿ
6-478729ÿF38ÿ/-96-/-6ÿ,Dÿ;39-3780ÿ&378037/ÿ3D9-ÿF12ÿ78ÿ3ÿ93072933ÿ2.ÿ&@80/3373ÿ$-Fÿ_-33396ÿ396ÿ
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,-./03-,ÿ1/23/45ÿ ÿ,-607022ÿ02ÿ998/4629ÿ:/4407ÿ4-0.-4/.-,ÿ807ÿ;270.022ÿ
02ÿ</=24ÿ2<ÿ/2ÿ/3.2229237ÿ02.-4;4-./.022ÿ2<ÿ.8-ÿ>"!ÿ22.02?ÿ.8/.ÿ@.8-4-ÿ07ÿ
22ÿ4-/3ÿA3E7.0<06/.022ÿ<24ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ/ÿ326/3ÿ3/B7ÿ/;;42/68ÿ-0.8-4ÿ02ÿ.8-ÿ23065ÿ24ÿ.8-ÿ
!33-7CD ÿ8-ÿ/,,-,ÿ.8/.ÿ.8-ÿ/;;42/68ÿ@78233,ÿF-ÿ/=20,-,ÿB8-4-=-4ÿ;2770F3-Cÿ
F-6/37-ÿ@E00.ÿ407G7ÿ.8-ÿ>"!ÿ<4/?9-2.02?ÿ02.2ÿ/ÿ7-40-7ÿ2<ÿ,0<<-4-2.ÿ
757.-974C ÿÿH-427.-02ÿ4-7;22,-,ÿ02ÿ/ÿ1335ÿ ÿ,-607022ÿ0
2ÿ
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B8-.8-4ÿ0.ÿ/30?27ÿB0.8ÿ;2.-2.0/335ÿ/;;306/F3-ÿ2/.022/3ÿ3/Bÿ24ÿ/;;30-E7ÿ
/3.2229237ÿ>"!ÿ3/BI729-ÿ02622707.-265ÿ9/5ÿ/3B/57ÿ4-733.4 ÿÿ
#2622707.-260-7ÿ6/2ÿ/407-ÿ-0.8-4ÿJKÿ/922?ÿ>"!ÿ,-6070227ÿ0<ÿ.8-5ÿ/4-ÿF/7-,ÿ
22ÿ,0<<-4-2.ÿ6232.40-7Lÿ3/B7ÿ24ÿJKÿF-.B--2ÿ/ÿ>"!ÿ,-607022ÿ/2,ÿ/ÿ2/.022/3ÿ
6234.ÿ,-607022ÿ0<ÿ.8-ÿ>"!ÿ,-607022ÿ07ÿF/7-,ÿ2E2ÿ/3.2229237ÿ>"!ÿ3/Bÿ/2,ÿ
.8-ÿ2/.022/3ÿ6234.ÿ,-607022ÿ22ÿ2/.022/3ÿ3/B4 ÿÿH-427.-02ÿ-9;8/70M-,ÿ.8-ÿ
,-704/F030.5ÿ2<ÿ;4-,06./F030.5ÿ/2,ÿ/ÿ4-,36.022ÿ02Eÿ6<2439ÿ782;;02?ÿ/2,ÿ4-0.-4/.-,ÿ
807ÿ;4-<-4-26-ÿ<24ÿ.8-ÿ2/.022/3ÿ3/Bÿ/;;42/684 ÿ
NOÿPQÿÿRSÿÿTUVWÿWQXYZÿ
[8-ÿ.84-7823,ÿ68206-\2<\3/Bÿ]3-7.022IB8-.8-4ÿ2/.022/3ÿ3/Bÿ78233,ÿ
/;;35ÿ/.ÿ/33ÿ02ÿ>"!ÿ;426--,02?7I8/7ÿ22.ÿF--2ÿ320<24935ÿ4-723=-,4E7ÿÿH3.ÿ
0<ÿ.8-ÿ/27B-4ÿ07ÿ5-7ÿ.8-ÿ.B2ÿ]3-7.0227ÿ.8/.ÿ937.ÿ<2332Bÿ/4-ÿJ/KÿB8/.ÿ6232.45L7ÿ
3/Bÿ78233,ÿ/;;35ÿ9-/202?ÿ82Bÿ0.ÿ78233,ÿF-ÿ,-60,-,ÿB8068ÿ6232.45L7ÿ3/Bÿ
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ÿ
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2-6-770.5ÿ-7;-60/335ÿ?0=-2ÿ.8-ÿ3/6Gÿ2<ÿ?32F/3ÿ8/49220M/.022ÿ2<ÿ3/B7ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4CK4ÿ
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;4-,06./F030.5ÿ02ÿ.8-ÿ>"!ÿ757.-9ÿ02ÿ.8/.ÿ;/4.0-7ÿB233,ÿG22Bÿ02ÿ/,=/26-ÿB8068ÿ2/.022/3ÿ
3/B7ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿÿB233,ÿ927.ÿ30G-35ÿ/;;354ÿÿ#.ÿB233,ÿ/372ÿ;4-=-2.ÿ<2439ÿ782;;02?ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4CK4ÿ
ÿE74ÿ^ÿ106.240/ÿ:237.-02\g803,4-77ÿRmÿPnocZpÿÿTUVWÿZÿÿqrsÿÿkcXQÿVZct
ÿÿPisYÿVYZÿÿUiÿuiZÿEÿ&4ÿv[4ÿ%4ÿ! 14ÿ797ÿ7wÿJ@&7ÿ/ÿ.84-7823,ÿ9/..-4ÿ
0.ÿ07ÿ09;24./2.ÿ.2ÿ22.-ÿ.8/.ÿ.8-ÿ>"!ÿ0.7-3<ÿ2-0.8-4ÿ4-]304-7ÿ;/2-307.7ÿ.2ÿ/;;35ÿ.8-ÿ3/Bÿ2<ÿ/25ÿ;/4.0633/4ÿ
2/.022ÿ224ÿ7-.7ÿ<24.8ÿ/25ÿ68206-ÿ2<ÿ3/Bÿ?30,-302-7ÿ<24ÿ;/2-307.74CK4ÿ
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,-.,ÿ/0ÿ01312,13449ÿÿ#5ÿ2-2/21ÿ26ÿ3.7ÿ89:;ÿ<.=ÿ3/2,.,1ÿ,-.,ÿ34/B661>15,ÿ>?310ÿ
@1ÿ?013ÿ,2ÿ01312,ÿ,-1ÿ3.70ÿ,-.,ÿ.>1ÿ.AA3/2.@31ÿ,2ÿ3/661>15,ÿ/00?104 ÿ
&ÿ>1C/17ÿ26ÿD"!ÿA.5130Eÿ2-2/21F26F3.7ÿ.AA>2.2-10ÿ/0ÿ22<A3/2.,13ÿ@=ÿ
,-1ÿ6.2,ÿ,-.,ÿA.5130ÿ.>1ÿ52,ÿ.37.=40ÿ1GA3/2/,ÿ.@2?,ÿ,-1ÿ.AA>2.2-10ÿ,-.,ÿ,-1=ÿ
.32A,ÿ/5ÿ01312,/5Hÿ.AA3/2.@31ÿ3.74 ÿÿI2<1,/<10ÿA.5130ÿ1GA>1003=ÿ0,.,1ÿ7-.44,ÿ
22?5,>=E0ÿ3.7ÿ,-1=ÿ.AA3/13ÿ.53ÿ7-.,ÿ3/>12,13ÿ,-1/>ÿ2-2/21ÿ26ÿ.AA3/2.@31ÿ3.7J ÿ
.,ÿ2,-1>ÿ,/<10ÿA.5130ÿ0/<A3=ÿ.AA3=ÿ.ÿA.>,/2?3.>ÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.7ÿ7/,-2?,ÿ1GA3./5/5Hÿ
7-.,ÿ313ÿ,-1<ÿ,2ÿ.32A,ÿ,-1ÿA.>,/2?3.>ÿ2-2/214 ÿÿ.5130ÿ02<1,/<10ÿ31C/01ÿ
0?@0,.5,/C1ÿ>?310ÿ6>2<ÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.7ÿ@?,ÿ32ÿ52,ÿ>161>ÿ,2ÿ,-1ÿ3.7ÿ2>ÿ0A12/6/2.33=ÿ
0,.,1ÿ,-.,ÿ,-1=ÿ.>1ÿ?0/5Hÿ.ÿA.>,/2?3.>ÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.74 ÿK12.?01ÿA.5130ÿ<.=ÿ.AA3=ÿ
L.5=ÿ>?310ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,-.,ÿ0,-1=ÿ311<ÿ.AA3/2.@31Mÿ,-1=ÿ32ÿ52,ÿ-.C1ÿ,2ÿN?0,/6=ÿ,-1ÿ
>?310ÿ,-.,ÿ,-1=ÿ.AA3=ÿ2>ÿ>161>ÿ,2ÿ,-1/>ÿ2>/H/54 ÿ
#5ÿ02<1ÿ312/0/250ÿA.5130ÿ-.C1ÿ1GA>10013ÿ,-1/>ÿ.<@/C.31521ÿ.@2?,ÿ
.AA3=/5Hÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.7ÿ@?,ÿ-.C1ÿ51C1>,-13100ÿ>161>>13ÿ,2ÿ,-1ÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.7ÿ,-.,ÿ
,-1=ÿ@13/1C13ÿ</H-,ÿ-.C1ÿ.AA3/134 ÿÿ#5ÿ251ÿ312/0/25ÿ.ÿA.513ÿ>122H5/O13ÿ,-.,ÿ
.ÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.7ÿ3/3ÿ.AA3=ÿ@?,ÿ,-1ÿA.513ÿ1GA>10013ÿ/,0ÿ-10/,.52=ÿ,2ÿ.AA3=ÿ,-1ÿ3.7ÿ
ÿ

ÿ494ÿPÿ'/33/0ÿ%4ÿQ4ÿ!1101ÿRS9:;TÿUÿVWWÿXWÿÿVYÿÿZ[ÿBÿ\]%DQ4ÿ%4ÿ
! 14ÿ7ÿ9 ÿ9 ÿB7ÿ^4B_4ÿ
ÿ4B4ÿ8ÿ̀.,ÿ7ÿ^La-/0ÿA>22100ÿ26ÿ.AA3=/5Hÿ,-1ÿ>?310ÿ26ÿ3/661>15,ÿ0,.,10ÿ,2ÿ31,1></51ÿ3/661>15,ÿ/00?10ÿ
-.0ÿ,-1ÿ62>@/33/5Hÿ5.<1ÿ26ÿ31A1b.H1ÿ.3,-2?H-ÿ/,ÿ/0ÿ02<1,/<10ÿ<2>1ÿ22332c?/.33=ÿ>161>>13ÿ,2ÿ.0ÿ
dA/2e/5HF.53F2-220/5H4EM_4ÿ
ÿ44ÿPÿÿ52,10ÿ44f ÿ.53ÿ.222<A.5=/5Hÿ,1G,4ÿ
ÿ444ÿPgÿ`;`ÿ.C/33/25ÿ&H152=ÿ#524ÿC4ÿh>115-2?01ÿ&H152=ÿ%,34ÿ'#]ÿ\.01ÿ$24ÿ" F ÿ
^"124ÿ6ÿ _ÿ-,,A8ii77747/A24/5,i.<2i15i32<./50i312/0/250i-,<3i i3 F 4-,<3ÿ^L0K1F
2.?01ÿ,-1ÿ\2<A3./5.5,0ÿ.53ÿ!10A25315,0ÿ.>1ÿ.33ÿ$17ÿj2>eÿ>10/315,0ÿ.53ÿ32ÿ@?0/5100ÿ/5ÿ$17ÿj2>eÿ
,-/0ÿ.513ÿ7/33ÿ.AA3=ÿ,-1ÿ/5,1>5.3ÿ0?@0,.5,/C1ÿ3.7ÿ26ÿ,-1ÿI,.,1ÿ26ÿ$17ÿj2>eÿ,-1ÿk131>.3ÿa>.31<.>eÿ
&2,ÿ.0ÿ.AA3/2.@31ÿ/5ÿ$17ÿj2>eÿ.53ÿ,-1ÿ23/2=ÿ.53ÿ!?310ÿ,-.,ÿH2C1>5ÿ,-/0ÿA>22113/5H4M_JÿQ=1>ÿI,2>10ÿ
%,34ÿC4ÿI/5H-ÿ'#]ÿ\.01ÿ$24ÿ" FB9ÿ^l?34ÿ ÿ _ÿ-,,A8ii77747/A24/5,i.<2i15i32<./50i312ÿ
/0/250i-,<3i i3 FB94-,<3ÿ^L#5ÿ,-101ÿ2/>2?<0,.5210ÿ,-1ÿA.513ÿ6/530ÿ,-.,ÿ/5ÿ.33/,/25ÿ,2ÿ,-1ÿ
23/2=ÿ,-1ÿ!?310ÿ.53ÿI?AA31<15,.3ÿ!?310ÿ,-1ÿ.AA3/2.@31ÿ3.7ÿ/0ÿ,-1ÿ3.7ÿ26ÿ,-1ÿI,.,1ÿ26ÿ$17ÿI2?,-ÿ
'.310ÿ&?0,>.3/.ÿ/523?3/5Hÿ&?0,>.3/.5ÿk131>.3ÿ3.74M_4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿPÿ`;`ÿkQ!ÿ\2>A4ÿC4ÿ$.,/C1ÿ&<4ÿ'.>>/2>ÿI22E=ÿ'#]ÿ\.01ÿ$24ÿ" 6F4Bÿ^l.54ÿ ÿ
7_ÿ-,,A8ii77747/A24/5,i.<2i15i32<./50i312/0/250i-,<3i 6i3 6F4B4-,<3ÿ^.AA3=/5HÿD5/,13ÿ
I,.,10ÿ,>.31<.>eÿ3.7_4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿm1361>ÿno9ÿ52,1ÿ6ÿ.,ÿ649ÿ^L.5130ÿ.>1ÿ.,ÿ31.0,ÿ/<A3/2/,3=ÿ.AA3=/5Hÿ,-1ÿ3.7ÿ26ÿ.ÿA.>,/2?3.>ÿ
22?5,>=ÿ,2ÿ31,1></51ÿ/00?10ÿ0?2-ÿ.0ÿ7-15ÿ.ÿ22<A3./5.5,ÿ-.0ÿ>/H-,0ÿ/5ÿ.ÿ<.>eÿ,-.,ÿ/0ÿ>1H/0,1>13ÿ/5ÿ
5.,/25.3ÿ,>.31<.>eÿ266/210ÿ2>ÿ?013ÿ/5ÿ32<10,/2ÿ22<<1>214M_4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿ8ÿ̀.,ÿ6474ÿÿ&3,-2?H-ÿ,-1ÿD"!ÿ3210ÿ52,ÿ>1c?/>1ÿ,-.,ÿA.5130ÿ.AA3=ÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.70ÿD"!ÿA.513ÿ
312/0/250ÿ.>1ÿ>.>13=ÿ22<A31,13=ÿ3/C2>213ÿ6>2<ÿ5.,/25.3ÿ3.704ÿÿ8ÿ̀ÿC15ÿ7-15ÿA.513/0,0ÿ32ÿ52,ÿ.AA3=ÿ
.5=ÿA.>,/2?3.>ÿ22?5,>=E0ÿ3.7ÿ21>,./53=ÿ,-1/>ÿ@.2eH>2?530ÿ</H-,ÿ/563?1521ÿ,-1/>ÿC/170ÿ25ÿ.53ÿ
.AA>2.2-10ÿ,2ÿ0?@0,.5,/C1ÿ/00?104ÿÿ8ÿ̀
ÿ ÿ̀Pÿÿ52,10ÿ 6fBÿ.53ÿ.222<A.5=/5Hÿ,1G,4ÿ
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,-./01-ÿ22334ÿ23-ÿ5/3-3617ÿ08/1ÿ63769/7-34ÿ:/9636/;ÿ867<ÿ671ÿ5;2=616231>?6ÿ
7<-ÿ5/3-3ÿ3-=-;7<-3-11ÿ327-@ÿ7</7ÿ63ÿ7<-ÿ5/;76.03/;ÿ./1-ÿ&017;/36/3ÿ3/8ÿ/5536-@ÿ
72ÿ7<-ÿ7;/@-9/;Aÿ;6B<71ÿ2:ÿ7<-ÿ.2953/63/37ÿ/3@7ÿ7</7ÿ7<-ÿ5/3-3ÿ2,-36-=-0@ÿ671ÿ
@-.61623ÿ08/1ÿ.2;;-.7ÿ03@-;ÿ&017;/36/3ÿ3/84> ÿÿ#3ÿ/327<-;ÿ@-.61623ÿ/ÿ5/3-3ÿ
631617-@ÿ7</7ÿ32ÿ3/7623/3ÿ3/8ÿ/5536-@ÿ63ÿ7<-ÿ./1-ÿ,07ÿ.23.30@-@ÿ7</7ÿ671ÿ/55;2/.<ÿ
63ÿ7<-ÿ-3@ÿ2/55-/;0-@ÿ72ÿ,
-ÿ.231617-37ÿ867<ÿ3/7623/3ÿ7;/@-9/;Aÿ3/81ÿ
C63.30@63Bÿ7</7Gÿ2:ÿ7<-ÿDEF> 9ÿ28<6.<ÿ8203@ÿ/5534ÿ72ÿ/34ÿ3-B/3ÿ5;2.--@63B1ÿ
63ÿ7<61ÿ./1-4> ÿÿH<-1-ÿ17/7-9-371ÿ1<28ÿ/7ÿ/ÿ9636909ÿ/3ÿ03@-;17/3@63Bÿ7</7ÿ
7<-;-ÿ96B<7ÿ,-ÿ129-ÿ=/30-ÿ63ÿ;-.23.6363BÿD"!ÿ@-.616231ÿ867<ÿ3/7623/3ÿ
3/84ÿ
#3ÿ./1-1ÿ63ÿ8<6.<ÿD"!ÿ5/3-31ÿ@6@ÿ@61.011ÿ7<-6;ÿ.<26.-ÿ2I:ÿ/5536./,3-ÿ3/8ÿ
7<-ÿ5/3-31ÿ01-@ÿ=/;6201ÿ.;67-;6/ÿ72ÿ1-3-.7ÿ7<-ÿ/5536./,3-ÿ3/84 ÿÿ#3ÿ129-ÿ./1-1ÿ
/ÿ5/3-3ÿ.<21-ÿ/5536./,3-ÿ3/8ÿ,/1-@ÿ23ÿ7<-ÿ5/;76-1Jÿ@296.63-14ÿÿK2;ÿ-L/953-ÿ
63ÿ7<-ÿ.36::B;--3<201-4.29ÿ./1- ÿ7<-ÿ5/3-3ÿ/5536-@ÿ63ÿ/@@67623ÿ72ÿ27<-ÿ236.4ÿ
/3@ÿ!03-1ÿ7</7ÿB2=-;3ÿ07<-ÿ5;2.--@63B> ÿ27<-ÿ637-;3/3ÿ10,17/376=-ÿ3/8ÿ2:ÿ
7<-ÿM7/7-ÿ2:ÿ$-8ÿN2;Aÿ0/3@ÿ7<-ÿK-@-;/3ÿH;/@-9/;Aÿ&.7ÿ/1ÿ/5536./,3-ÿ63ÿ$-8ÿ
N2;A>ÿ,-./01-ÿ27<-ÿO2953/63/371ÿ/3@6ÿ!-1523@-371ÿ/;-ÿ/33ÿ$-8ÿN2;Aÿ
;-16@-371ÿ/3@ÿ@2ÿ,0163-11ÿ63ÿ$-8ÿN2;A4> ÿÿM6963/;34ÿ63ÿ7<-ÿ94-;23363-4.29ÿ
ÿ
ÿ 64ÿ&01734ÿH;/@-ÿO299J3ÿ=4ÿ!-/@-;ÿ'#PÿO/1-ÿ$24ÿ" QG9ÿC$2=4ÿ ÿ Fÿ
<7758RR888486524637R/9.R-3R@29/631R@-.616231R<793R GR@ GQGI4<7934ÿ
ÿ 74ÿSTÿ
ÿ 94ÿO<-31-/ÿUÿ'-1796317-;ÿV2154ÿ$VMÿK203@4ÿH;017ÿ=4ÿ!-@923@ÿ'#PÿO/1-ÿ$24ÿ" GQGIÿ
C$2=4ÿ6ÿ GFÿ<7758RR888486524637R/9.R-3R@29/631R@-.616231R<793R GR@ GQGI4<7934ÿ
ÿ G4ÿSTÿ
ÿ 4ÿV-3:-;ÿWXYÿ327-ÿ6ÿ/7ÿ6I94ÿ
ÿ I4ÿZ[\ÿ\]]^ÿ_T̀ÿWXYÿ327-ÿ ÿ/7ÿaÿ647ÿC@61.01163Bÿ<28ÿ5/3-31ÿ</=-ÿ1-3-.7-@ÿ/ÿ
5/;76.03/;ÿ.2037;4J1ÿ3/8ÿ28<-;-ÿ7<-ÿ5/;76-1ÿ1</;-ÿ/ÿ.29923ÿ3/7623/3674ÿ/3@ÿ7<-ÿ6952;7ÿ2:ÿ/ÿ15-.6:6.ÿ
3/7623/3ÿ3/8ÿ.23.-57ÿ61ÿ5/;76.03/;34ÿB-;9/3-ÿ72ÿ/3ÿ6110-ÿ63ÿ@61507->F4ÿ
ÿTÿbcÿTdTÿM-;92ÿ#3.4ÿ=4ÿO/7/3417e"ÿ%%Oÿ'#PÿO/1-ÿ$24ÿ" Q96GÿCf034ÿ ÿ Fÿ
<7758RR888486524637R/9.R-3R@29/631R@-.616231R<793R R@ Q96G4<793ÿC2#:ÿ,27<ÿ5/;76-1ÿ/;-ÿ
;-16@-37ÿ63ÿ7<-ÿ1/9-ÿg0;61@6.7623ÿ7<-3ÿ67ÿ1--91ÿ8<2334ÿ/55;25;6/7-ÿ72ÿ.2316@-;ÿ7<-ÿ3/7623/3ÿ3/81ÿ2:ÿ7</7ÿ
g0;61@6.7623ÿ163.-ÿ5;-109/,34ÿ7<21-ÿ3/81ÿB2=-;3ÿ7<-ÿ5/;76-1Jÿ.23@0.7ÿ3-B/3ÿ;6B<71ÿ/3@ÿ527-376/3ÿ
36/,63676-14>F4ÿ
ÿ4ÿbÿ/=633623ÿ&B-3.4ÿ#3.4ÿ=4ÿh;--3<201-ÿ&B-3.4ÿ%7@4ÿ'#PÿO/1-ÿ$24ÿ" Q ÿC"-.4ÿ
6ÿ Fÿ<7758RR88848652R637R/9.R-3R@29/631R@-.616231R<793R R@ Q 4<7934ÿ
ÿ4ÿbÿSTÿ
ÿ4ÿbÿSTÿ
ÿ64ÿST?ÿWÿWÿ'2;7ÿUÿi63@ÿ1-;3/BÿE23;/@1<j<-ÿh9,VÿUÿO24ÿEhÿ=4ÿi-;B9/33ÿ'#PÿO/1-ÿ
$24ÿ" IQ66ÿC"-.4ÿÿ IFÿ<7758RR888486524637R/9.R-3R@29/631R@-.616231R<793R R@ Q
 4<793ÿC/553463Bÿh-;9/3ÿ3/8F?ÿh;052ÿ6.A63Bÿ/.AÿM4&4ÿ=4ÿ;215-;2ÿe2;/3ÿ'#PÿO/1-ÿ$24ÿ
" Q ÿC"-.4ÿÿ Fÿ<7758RR888486524637R/9.R-3R@29/631R@-.616231R<793R R@ Q
 4<793ÿC/553463Bÿ7<-ÿ3/8ÿ2:ÿM5/63F4ÿ
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,-./7ÿ01/ÿ2-3/3ÿ-2234/5ÿ601/ÿ3-7ÿ28ÿ01/ÿ90-0/ÿ28ÿ$/7ÿ92:01ÿ'-3/.ÿ&:.0;-34-ÿ
43,3:543<ÿ&:.0;-34-3ÿ=/5/;-3ÿ3-7>ÿ43ÿ-5540423ÿ02ÿ601/ÿ0?"!ÿ234,@ÿ01/ÿ
!:3/.ÿ-35ÿ9:223/A/30-3ÿ!:3/.>ÿB/,-:./ÿ01/ÿ2-;04/.ÿ7/;/ÿ52A4,43/5ÿ43ÿ
&:.0;-34-49ÿÿ#3ÿ01/ÿA@/;23343/4,2Aÿ,-./ÿ01/ÿ2-3/3ÿ<-C/ÿ32ÿ7/4<10ÿ02ÿ01/ÿ8-,0ÿ
01-0ÿ01/ÿ;/<4.0;-;ÿ7-.ÿ43ÿ01/ÿ?340/5ÿ90-0/.ÿ-35ÿD01-0ÿ601/ÿ54.2:0/5ÿ52A-43ÿ3-A/ÿ
4.ÿ-,,/..4B3/ÿ02ÿ#30/;3/0ÿ:./;.ÿ72;35745/4> ÿÿE1/ÿ8-,0ÿ01-0ÿ-ÿ;/<4.0;-;ÿ7-.ÿ
52A4,43/5ÿ43ÿ01/ÿ?340/5ÿ90-0/.ÿ7-.ÿ0-F/3ÿ4302ÿ-,,2:30ÿ43ÿ01/ÿ,334,2Aÿ,-./ÿ
71/;/ÿ-ÿ2-3/3ÿ5/,45/5ÿ01-0ÿ?494ÿ3-7ÿ.12:35ÿ-223@ÿ602ÿ01/ÿ/G0/30ÿ3//5/5>ÿ
B/,-:./ÿ601/ÿH2A23-43-30ÿ7-.ÿ-ÿ?494IB-./5ÿ,2;22;-0423ÿ-35ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ01/ÿ
0;/.2235/30.ÿ,12./ÿ02ÿ;/<4.0/;ÿ/-,1ÿ28ÿ01/ÿ54.2:0/5ÿ52A-43ÿ3-A/.ÿK01;2:<1ÿ-ÿ
?494ÿ;/<4.0;-;>J ÿ01/ÿ;/.2235/30.ÿ43ÿ01/ÿ,-./ÿ7/;/ÿ8;2Aÿ%/B-3234 ÿÿ#3ÿ.2A/ÿ
,-./.ÿ2-3/3.ÿ./3/,0/5ÿ01/ÿ3-7ÿ28ÿ01/ÿ,2:30;@ÿ23ÿ714,1ÿ-ÿ2-;0@ÿB-./5ÿ40.ÿ,3-4Aÿ
28ÿ;4<10.4 ÿÿ=2;ÿ/G-A23/ÿ43ÿ01/ÿ3/7L/-3-354B4Lÿ,-./ÿ01/ÿ2-3/3ÿ-2234/5ÿ01/ÿ
3-7ÿ28ÿ$/7ÿM/-3-35ÿ-35ÿ6;/3/C-30ÿ430/;3-0423-3ÿ3-7>ÿ02ÿ/C-3:-0/ÿ01/ÿ,2AA23ÿÿ
3-7ÿ;4<10.ÿ01-0ÿ01/ÿ,2A23-43-30NO/;ÿP-Q/.0@ÿ01/ÿR://3N-../;0/5ÿ43ÿ01/ÿ,-./4
ÿ
S4C/3ÿ01/ÿ/G2/;4/3,/ÿ28ÿ01/ÿ?"!ÿ2-3/3ÿ43ÿ01/ÿB-;,/323-4,2Aÿ,-./ÿ40ÿ4.ÿ
320ÿ.:;2;4.43<ÿ01-0ÿ.2A/ÿ?"!ÿ2-3/3.ÿ1-C/ÿ,12./3ÿ-2234,-B3/ÿ3-0423-3ÿ3-7ÿ43ÿ
34<10ÿ28ÿ01/ÿ34F/3@ÿ82;:AÿT-35ÿ01/;/82;/ÿ-3.2ÿ01/ÿ34F/3@ÿ-2234,-B3/ÿ3-7Uÿ28ÿ-ÿ
220/304-3ÿ.:B./V:/30ÿ,2:;0ÿ,-./4 ÿÿ'143/ÿ-ÿ,2:;0ÿ,1-33/3</ÿ28ÿ-ÿ?"!ÿ2-3/3ÿ
5/,4.423ÿ.12:35ÿ;/.:30ÿ43ÿ-ÿ,2:;0ÿ;/.2/,043<ÿ01/ÿ?"!W.ÿA434A-34.04,ÿ,124,/I
28I3-7ÿ;:3/ÿ,230-43/5ÿ43ÿ01/ÿ!:3/.ÿ82;ÿ01/ÿ?"! ÿ-ÿ,1-33/3</ÿ:35/;ÿ3-0423-3ÿ
3-7ÿ82;ÿ;/C/;./ÿ52A-43I3-A/ÿ14Q-,F43<ÿ-.ÿ7-.ÿ01/ÿ,-./ÿ43ÿB-;,/323-4,2A 6ÿ
ÿ
ÿ74ÿXÿP@/;ÿ902;/.ÿ%054ÿC4ÿ943<1ÿ'#YÿH-./ÿ$24ÿ" ID9ÿTZ:3@ÿ ÿ Uÿ
10028[[777474224430[-A,[/3[52A-43.[5/,4.423.[10A3[ [5 ID9410A34ÿ
ÿ94ÿ\]ÿ
ÿD4ÿ\]ÿ
ÿ4ÿH-B3/ÿ$/7.ÿ$/072;Fÿ%ÿ%%ÿC4ÿ^12:;4ÿ$-0W3ÿ&;B4ÿ=2;:AÿH3-4Aÿ$28ÿ=&  DD9ÿ
T"/,4ÿ9ÿ Uÿ10028[[7774-5;82;:A4,2A["2A-435/,4.423.[DD9410A4ÿ
ÿK4ÿXÿ\]ÿ
ÿ 4ÿX_ÿ]`]ÿO/;ÿP-Q/.0@ÿ01/ÿR://3ÿC4ÿ49P !ÿ'#YÿH-./ÿ$24ÿ"a#M I DÿTY,04ÿÿ Uÿ
10028[[777474224430[-A,[/3[52A-43.[5/,4.423.[10A3[ [5B4L I D410A34ÿ
ÿ 4ÿXÿ\]ÿ
ÿ 4ÿXÿa-;,/323-4,2Aÿ#3,4ÿC4ÿG,/3/304.4A2ÿ&@:30-A4/302ÿ"/ÿa-;,/323-ÿ ÿ=45ÿ9Dÿ9 ÿT601ÿ
H4;4ÿ UJÿbÿbÿG,/3/304.4A2ÿ&@:30-A4/302ÿ5/ÿa-;,/323-ÿC4ÿa-;,/323-4,2Aÿ#3,4ÿ'#YÿH-./ÿ
$24ÿ" I77ÿT&:<4ÿ6ÿ Uÿ10028[[777474224430[-A,[/3[52A-43.[5/,4.423.[10A3[ [5 I
77410A34ÿ
ÿ 4ÿXÿbcdÿ320/ÿ964ÿ
ÿ 64ÿXÿef]fg_ÿf]ÿ ÿ=45ÿ-0ÿ96Jÿbÿbÿbcdÿ320/ÿ7ÿ-35ÿ-,,2A2-3@43<ÿ0/G04ÿÿ=2;ÿ
-ÿ54.,:..423ÿ28ÿ01/ÿ&H&W.ÿ-2234,-0423ÿ43ÿ201/;ÿ,-./.ÿ.//ÿP4,1-/3ÿS/4.0ÿhijkÿl]mÿ66ÿa4H4ÿ%4ÿ
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,-.ÿ/01233ÿ45ÿ-ÿ622/3ÿ-773.458ÿ92/2,ÿ3-:ÿ-57;ÿ92332:458ÿ:<-30=0/ÿ6<2460>29>
3-:ÿ/230ÿ49ÿ-5.ÿ3<0ÿ92/2,ÿ3-:ÿ456329;014 ÿÿ?<0/092/0ÿ92/ÿ0@-,730ÿ45ÿ3<0ÿ
:2/3;:/013345890;0/-3425462,ÿ6-10 ÿ3<0ÿ7-503ÿ6430;ÿ3<0ÿA4B4ÿ622/31CÿD/06053ÿ
0@70/40560ÿ:43<ÿ14,43-/ÿ;4172301Eÿ-5;ÿ3<G0ÿA4B4ÿ;2,464301ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ7-/3401ÿ32ÿ
F21349.ÿ3<0ÿ7-503C1ÿ6<2460ÿ29ÿA4B4ÿ3-:4 ÿÿ#5ÿ3<0ÿ10/,2126H1462,ÿ6-10 ÿ
7-503413ÿI0/513045ÿF2134940;ÿ3<0ÿ-77346-3425ÿ29ÿA4B4ÿ3-:ÿ523ÿ253.ÿJ.ÿ3<0ÿA4B4ÿ
;2,464301ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ7-/3401ÿ-5;ÿ3<0ÿA4B4ÿ326-3425ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ/08413/-/ÿJ23ÿ-312ÿJ.ÿ3<0ÿ
72114J4343.ÿ3<-3ÿA4B4ÿ3-:ÿ:223;ÿJ0Lÿ-77340;ÿJ.ÿ-ÿA4B4ÿ622/3ÿ45ÿ-ÿ12J10K2053ÿ
6<-330580ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ7-503C1ÿ;06414254 ÿ
"030/,45458ÿ-77346-J30ÿ3-:ÿJ-10;ÿ25ÿ3<0ÿF2/41;463425ÿ45ÿ:<46<ÿ-ÿ321458ÿ
7-/3.ÿ,-.ÿ3-256<ÿ-ÿ6<-330580ÿ32ÿ-ÿA"!ÿ;0641425ÿ,-.ÿJ0ÿ7/2J30,-346ÿJ06-210ÿ
3<0/0ÿ,48<3ÿJ0ÿ,2/0ÿ3<-5ÿ250ÿF2/41;463425ÿ-=-43-J30ÿ92/ÿ126<ÿ-ÿ6<-3305804 ÿÿ
A5;0/ÿ3<0ÿA"!ÿ3<0ÿ62,73-45-53ÿ,213ÿ12J,43ÿ32ÿF2/41;463425ÿ45ÿD-3ÿ30-13ÿ250ÿ
17064940;ÿM232-3ÿN2/41;463425E ÿ:<46<ÿ,-.ÿJ0ÿD-3ÿ3<0ÿ326-3425ÿ29ÿ043<0/ÿO-Pÿ
3<0ÿ7/45647-3ÿ299460ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ!08413/-/ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ2/ÿOJPÿ3<0ÿ;2,-45>5-,0ÿ<23;0/C1ÿ
-;;/011ÿ-1ÿ1<2:5ÿ92/ÿ3<0ÿ/08413/-3425ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ;2,-45ÿ5-,04E ÿÿ&33<228<ÿ3<0ÿ
ÿ
! 14ÿ ÿ LQ6ÿO P4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿRÿSTUÿUVVWÿXYZÿ[\]ÿ5230ÿ ÿ-3ÿ^ÿ64646ÿOD#3ÿ41ÿ:4;03.ÿ/062854_0;ÿ3<-3ÿ5-3425-3ÿ
622/31ÿ-/0ÿ523ÿJ225;ÿJ.ÿA"!ÿ7-503ÿ;06414251ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ0&ÿ622/3ÿ6-10ÿ41ÿ8050/-33.ÿ-6H52:30;80;ÿ32ÿ
/07/01053ÿ-ÿ;0ÿ52=2ÿ<0-/458ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ6-10ÿ25;0/ÿ5-3425-3ÿ3-:4EP4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿ'2/3;ÿ'/0133458ÿ`0;4ÿ53C3ÿ#564ÿ=4ÿI21,-5ÿ'#aÿb-10ÿ$24ÿ"LL> ÿON-54ÿ6ÿ Pÿ
<3378cc:::4:4724453c-,6c05c;2,-451c;06414251c<3,3cLLLc;LLL> 4<3,34ÿ
ÿ G4ÿdYeÿ[ÿ[ÿ&,4ÿM051-ÿ%3;4ÿ=4ÿf0483ÿ'#aÿb-10ÿ$24ÿ" 7> 9ÿO&7/4ÿ6ÿ 7Pÿ
<3378cc:::4:4724453c-,6c05c;2,-451c;06414251c<3,3c 7c; 7> 94<3,34ÿ
ÿ 4ÿB0/,2ÿ#564ÿ=4ÿb-3-.313M"ÿ%%bÿ'#aÿb-10ÿ$24ÿ" >96GÿON23.ÿ ÿ Pÿ
<3378cc:::4:4724453c-,6c05c;2,-451c;06414251c<3,3c c; >96G4<3,34ÿ
ÿ L4ÿdYÿÿD0#9ÿ3<41ÿ-503ÿ:0/0ÿ32ÿ2/;0/ÿ3/-5190/ÿ!01725;053ÿ6223;ÿ7/0=053ÿ3<0ÿ3/-5190/ÿJ.ÿ943458ÿ1243ÿ
45ÿ?231-ÿaH3-<2,-ÿ-5;ÿ3<0ÿ-503ÿ94/,3.ÿJ0340=01ÿ3<-3ÿ3<0ÿ622/3ÿ:223;ÿ-773.ÿA4B4ÿ308-3ÿ7/45647301ÿ45ÿ
-5.ÿ126<ÿ6<-330580ÿ84=05ÿ3<-3ÿ-33ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ7-/3401ÿ-/0ÿJ-10;ÿ45ÿ3<0ÿA4B4ÿ-5;ÿ-33ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ625;263ÿ-3ÿ41120ÿ
2662//0;ÿ45ÿ3<0ÿA4B4ÿÿ#9ÿb2,73-45-53ÿ;22J31ÿ3<-3ÿ:223;ÿJ0ÿ3<0ÿ/01233ÿb2,73-45-53ÿ41ÿ29ÿ622/10ÿ9/00ÿ
32ÿ3013ÿ3<-3ÿ<.723<0141ÿJ.ÿ943458ÿ1243ÿ45ÿ-ÿA4B4ÿ622/3ÿ32ÿ30-/5ÿ:<03<0/ÿ3<0ÿ622/31ÿ:223;ÿ945;ÿ3<0ÿ
/08413/-3425ÿ-5;ÿ210ÿ29ÿ3<41ÿ"2,-45ÿ$-,0ÿ32ÿ=423-30ÿ3<0ÿ%-5<-,ÿ&63ÿ2/ÿ23<0/ÿ/030=-53ÿA4B4ÿ3-:14EÿÿdYÿÿ
#5ÿ-ÿ6-10ÿ45=23=458ÿ3<0ÿ;2,-45ÿ5-,0ÿ/458213-//4,2J4ÿI0/513045ÿ-/820;ÿ45ÿ9-=2/ÿ29ÿ-773.458ÿA4B4ÿ3-:ÿ
J-10;ÿ25ÿ3<0ÿA5430;ÿB3-301ÿJ0458ÿ3<0ÿ,232-3ÿF2/41;463425ÿ523:43<13-5;458ÿ3<0ÿ9-63ÿ3<-3ÿJ23<ÿ7-/3401ÿ
:0/0ÿ9/2,ÿ3<0ÿA5430;ÿg458;2,ÿO-33<228<ÿ3<0ÿ62,73-45-53ÿ;4;ÿ7/2=4;0ÿ-ÿA4B4ÿ-;;/011P4ÿÿB3-/H0.ÿ=4ÿ
I/-;30.ÿ$-3C3ÿ&/J4ÿ`2/2,ÿb3-4,ÿ$24ÿ`& 9 G67G7ÿO`0J4ÿ ÿ GPÿOI0/513045ÿ4ÿ;411053458ÿ
45ÿ7-/3Pÿ<3378cc:::4-;/92/2,462,c;2,-45;06414251cG67G74<3,4ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿRÿhiÿA"!ÿ!2301ÿ[\]ÿ5230ÿ94ÿ
ÿ 4ÿdYÿ-3ÿjÿOJPO@44P4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿdYÿ-3ÿjÿ4ÿÿ$230ÿ3<-3ÿ/08413/-/1ÿ92/ÿ3<0ÿ462,ÿ4503ÿ-5;ÿ42/8ÿ;2,-451ÿ;2ÿ523ÿ<-=0ÿ32ÿJ0ÿ326-30;ÿ45ÿ
3<0ÿA5430;ÿB3-3014ÿÿRÿdYÿÿ&1ÿ29ÿ 6ÿ3<0/0ÿ:0/0ÿD2=0/ÿ048<3.ÿ462,ÿ-5;ÿ4503ÿ/08413/-/1ÿ45ÿ3:053.>3</00ÿ
62253/401ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ-5;ÿ-77/2@4,-303.ÿ10=053.ÿ42/8ÿ/08413/-/1ÿ45ÿ3:053.>250ÿ62253/401ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ22314;0ÿ29ÿ3<0ÿ
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+2,-3./0.01ÿ/2ÿ3/3435ÿ12ÿ267,/1ÿ12ÿ2035ÿ204ÿ869/2:/+1/20 ÿ1;4ÿ3.<2ÿ2=ÿ21;49ÿ
869/2:/+1/202ÿ,.5ÿ+94.14ÿ>9260:2ÿ=29ÿ-49220.3ÿ869/2:/+1/20ÿ=29ÿ.ÿ:2,./0ÿ0.,4?
943.14:ÿ3.<26/1ÿ.0:ÿ26+;ÿ3.<2ÿ+.0ÿ2@499/:4ÿ1;4ÿA"!ÿ!6342ÿ.0:ÿ1;4ÿ
+2,-3./0.01B2ÿ+;2/+4ÿ2=ÿ869/2:/+1/2046ÿÿ&::/0>ÿ12ÿ1;4ÿ+2,-34C/15ÿ/2ÿ1;.1ÿ=29ÿ
4.+;ÿ869/2:/+1/20ÿ.ÿA"!ÿ-.043ÿ,621ÿ:4+/:4ÿ<;41;49ÿ/1ÿ</33ÿ.--35ÿ1;4ÿ
869/2:/+1/20B2ÿ26721.01/@4ÿ3.<ÿ29ÿ.--35ÿ1;4ÿ869/2:/+1/20B2ÿ+;2/+4?2=?3.<ÿ96342ÿ
12ÿ:4149,/04ÿ<;/+;ÿ0.1/20.3ÿ3.<ÿ,/>;1ÿ.--35ÿ/=ÿ.ÿ+2691ÿ<494ÿ12ÿ.--35ÿ1;4ÿ
+;2/+4?2=?3.<ÿ9634247ÿ
&2ÿ12ÿ1;4ÿ/22642ÿ1;.1ÿ2;263:ÿ74ÿ:4+/:4:ÿ.++29:/0>ÿ12ÿ1;4ÿ0.1/20.3ÿ3.<ÿ1;.1ÿ
/2ÿ2434+14:ÿ1;494ÿ.94ÿ1<2ÿ+.14>29/42ÿ2=ÿ/22642ÿ/0ÿA"!ÿ-92+44:/0>249ÿÿD;4ÿ
=/921ÿ+.14>29F5ÿ+20+4902ÿ1;4ÿ4C/2140+4ÿ@.3/:/15ÿ.0:ÿ2<0492;/-ÿ2=ÿ
19.:4,.932E ÿ19.:4,.932ÿ>/@4ÿ+2,-3./0.012ÿ9/>;12ÿ60:49ÿ1;4ÿA"!ÿ.0:ÿ
942-20:4012Bÿ19.:4,.932ÿ,.5ÿ;43-ÿ421.73/2;ÿ942-20:401B2ÿ34>/1/,.14ÿ/01494212ÿ
/0ÿ.ÿ:/2-614:ÿ:2,./0ÿ0.,44 ÿÿ @40ÿ-.043/212ÿ<;2ÿ;.@4ÿ-92,214:ÿ.0ÿ
.61202,262ÿA"!ÿ/0149-941.1/20ÿ</1;ÿ02ÿ.--3/+.1/20ÿ2=ÿ0.1/20.3ÿ3.<ÿ.>944ÿ
1;.1ÿ1;4ÿ4C/2140+4ÿ@.3/:/15ÿ.0:ÿ2<04G92;/-ÿ2=ÿ19.:4,.932ÿ,621ÿ74ÿ.224224:ÿ
.++29:/0>ÿ12ÿ22,4ÿ0.1/20.3ÿ3.<4 ÿÿD;4ÿ24+20:ÿ+.14>295ÿ2=ÿ/22642ÿ
ÿ

A0/14:ÿH1.1424IÿÿJ/036ÿK<.0>ÿLÿÿMNOMÿÿPÿQRÿÿSTUÿVLWXYUVÿÿ
ZÿM[[\ÿÿÿ]TÿM\ÿ ÿJ4ÿ^&!HK&%%ÿJ4ÿ_`^AD !ÿaÿ#$b`4ÿ%4ÿ977ÿ996ÿc 6d4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿZeYOÿYfLÿLf[ÿ0214ÿ9ÿ.1ÿgÿc7dcC//dÿc021/0>ÿ1;.1ÿ1;4ÿA"!ÿ!6342ÿ2=ÿ92+4:694ÿ2035ÿ
94h6/94ÿ267,/22/20ÿ12ÿ204ÿ2-4+/=/4:ÿ^616.3ÿJ69/2:/+1/20d4ÿ
ÿ 64ÿPÿ 9/+ÿ^/21492@/+;ÿÿYTÿifLS\ÿÿeTÿjTLÿZSÿÿMNOMÿ
! 1#H#`$k% l&%ÿcb474ÿ6ÿ 7dÿ;11-28kk94@/2/2034>.34+2,k/0149041?3.<549k/0?94,?869/2:/+1/20?=29?
:2,./0?0.,42?60:49?1;4?.+-.kEÿLÿLÿ^/+;.43ÿm60ÿ%/6ÿifLS\ÿO\SVLÿÿÿYTÿ
O\SVLÿMVLÿeTÿjTLÿ ÿ^#_K4ÿD % _`^^4ÿaÿD _K4ÿ%4!4ÿ69Fÿ6G9ÿc 6dÿc/0:/+.1/0>ÿ
1;.1ÿ/0ÿ94,ÿ869/2:/+1/20ÿ-92@/:4:ÿ=29ÿ60:49ÿ1;4ÿ&_&ÿ4C140:2ÿ22ÿ=.9ÿ.2ÿ12ÿ-21401/.335ÿ/0=9/0>4ÿ20ÿ
/01490.1/20.3ÿ22@494/>015d4ÿ
ÿ 74ÿPÿH49,2ÿ#0+4ÿ@4ÿ_.1.5321^"ÿ%%_ÿ'#`ÿ_.24ÿ$24ÿ" ?96FÿcJ635ÿÿ dÿcn0';494ÿ
1;494ÿ/2ÿ22,4ÿh6421/20ÿ.7261ÿ1;4ÿ3.<2ÿ1;.1ÿ,.5ÿ.--35ÿ1;40ÿ.ÿ.043ÿ2;263:ÿ.322ÿ+202/:49ÿ1;4ÿ32+.1/20ÿ
2=ÿ,616.3ÿ869/2:/+1/20ÿ.0:ÿ1;4ÿ+20=3/+1ÿ2=ÿ3.<2ÿ-9/0+/-342ÿ1;.1ÿ<263:ÿ74ÿ.--3/4:ÿ75ÿ+26912ÿ/0ÿ1;.1ÿ
869/2:/+1/20ÿ2/0+4ÿ1;.1ÿ/2ÿ1;4ÿ869/2:/+1/20ÿ/0ÿ<;/+;ÿ1;4ÿ+26912ÿ,.5ÿ74ÿ.234:ÿ12ÿ+202/:49ÿ1;4ÿ-.91/42ÿ
942-4+1/@4ÿ9/>;12ÿ/=ÿ.ÿ+;.3340>4ÿ/2ÿ=/34:ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4Id4ÿ
ÿ 94ÿPÿÿ02142ÿ o6ÿ.0:ÿ.++2,-.05/0>ÿ14C14ÿ
ÿ F4ÿPÿZeYOÿLf[ÿ0214ÿ9EÿLÿLÿÿ02142ÿ6o6Fÿ.0:ÿ.++2,-.05/0>ÿ14C14ÿ
ÿ 4ÿPÿSpÿ
ÿ G4ÿPqÿpVpÿ99ÿK2624ÿ&22B0ÿ%1:4ÿ@4ÿ^29>.0ÿ'#`ÿ_.24ÿ$24ÿ" F?69ÿcJ.04ÿÿ dÿ
;11-8kk<<<4</-24/01k.,+k40k:2,./02k:4+/2/202k;1,3k Fk: F?69ÿcnD9.:4,.932ÿc</1;ÿ.ÿ=4<ÿ
4C+4-1/202dÿ.94ÿ75ÿ1;4/9ÿ@495ÿ0.1694ÿ0.1/20.3ÿ9/>;12ÿ</1;ÿ0.1/20.3ÿ2+2-44ÿÿ#1ÿ/2ÿ:/==/+631ÿ12ÿ244ÿ;2<ÿ1;4ÿ
4C/2140+4ÿ.0:ÿ4C1401ÿ2=ÿ19.:4,.93ÿ9/>;12ÿ+.0ÿ74ÿ.224224:ÿ21;49ÿ1;.0ÿ75ÿ94=4940+4ÿ12ÿ32+.3ÿ3.<4ÿÿ&322ÿ
1;4ÿ=.+1ÿ1;.1ÿ19.:4,.93ÿ9/>;12ÿ+.0ÿ2035ÿ;.@4ÿ.ÿ0.1/20.3ÿ=260:.1/20ÿ/2ÿ22,41;/0>ÿ1;.1ÿ;.2ÿ320>ÿ7440ÿ
241134:ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4Id4ÿ
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+,-2./011+1ÿ033ÿ223+4ÿ5116+1ÿ22ÿ735-3ÿ,0252,03ÿ307ÿ.5832ÿ0//3946ÿ
#,ÿ23+ÿ:5412ÿ-02+8249ÿ2:ÿ5116+1ÿ0,;ÿ:24ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ240;+.04<1ÿ
-2./305,0,2=1ÿ240;+.04<ÿ4+851240252,ÿ6,;+4ÿ23+ÿ307ÿ2:ÿ0,9ÿ>6451;5-252,ÿ7533ÿ
16::5-+ÿ22ÿ1327ÿ-2./305,0,2=1ÿ458321ÿ5,ÿ23+ÿ240;+.04<46ÿÿ'#?ÿ?@+4@5+7ÿ2:ÿ
'#?ÿ0,+3ÿ15+71ÿ2,ÿA+3+-2+;ÿB"!ÿC6+1252,1ÿD'#?ÿ?@+4@5+7ÿ4Eÿ,22+1ÿ
2302ÿF023+ÿ>6451;5-252,D1Eÿ73+4+ÿ23+ÿ240;+.04<ÿ51ÿ@035;ÿ51ÿ,22ÿ-2,15;+4+;ÿ
4+3+@0,2ÿ22ÿ/0,+3ÿ011+11.+,24G6ÿÿ&,9ÿ5,@035;529ÿ2:ÿ-2./305,0,2=1ÿ240;+.04<ÿ
13263;ÿ,22ÿ0::+-2ÿ0ÿB"!ÿ/0,+3=1ÿ:5,;5,8ÿ2:ÿ-26./305,0,2=1ÿ458321ÿ01ÿ32,8ÿ01ÿ
23+ÿ458321ÿ0451+ÿ:42.ÿ0ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ240;+.04<4 ÿÿ&1ÿ0ÿ/0,+3ÿ,22+;ÿ5,ÿ23+ÿ
2+,+45:+4-2.ÿ-01+ÿ0ÿB"!ÿ/42-++;5,8ÿ51ÿ,22ÿ0ÿ/42/+4ÿ/42-++;5,8ÿ22ÿ-3033+,8+ÿ
23+ÿ@035;529ÿ2:ÿ0ÿ-2./305,0,2=1ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ240;+.04<H66ÿ4023+4ÿ0ÿ@035;529ÿ
-3033+,8+ÿ1
3263;ÿI+ÿ306,-3+;ÿ7523ÿ23+ÿ,0252,03ÿ240;+.04<ÿ4+851240252,ÿ
062324529467ÿÿJ27+@+4ÿ01ÿ23+ÿI04-+32,04-2.ÿ-01+ÿ;+.2,12402+1ÿ23+ÿ-325-+ÿ2:ÿ
4<ÿ-0,ÿI+ÿ
0ÿ/0425-6304ÿ307ÿ22ÿ011+11ÿ23+ÿ+K512+,-+ÿ0ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ240;+.0
6
9
;+245.+,203ÿ22ÿ23+ÿ6325.02+ÿ262-2.+ÿ2:ÿ0ÿ;2.05,ÿ,0.+ÿ;51/62+H ÿ23+ÿ'#?ÿ
/0,+3ÿ5,ÿ23+ÿI04-+32,04-2.ÿ-01+ÿ0--+/2+;ÿ0ÿ240;+.04<ÿ4+851240252,ÿ6,;+4ÿ
A/0,513ÿ307ÿI62ÿ23+ÿB4A4ÿ0//+3302+ÿ-26426ÿP5,ÿLMNMOÿ0//35+;ÿB4A4ÿ307ÿ
22ÿ011+11ÿ23+ÿ+K512+,-+ÿ2:ÿ23+ÿ240;+.04<4 ÿ
&1ÿ2//21+;ÿ22ÿ-01+1ÿ2:ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ240;+.04<1ÿ73+4+ÿB"!ÿ/0,+31ÿ
ÿ

ÿ6NÿQÿÿ,22+1ÿ9R99ÿ0,;ÿ0--2./0,95,8ÿ2+K24ÿ
ÿ64ÿQÿSTUÿUVVWÿXNYÿZ[\ÿ,22+ÿ ÿ02ÿ]ÿ444ÿÿ^3+4+ÿ04+ÿ+K-+/252,1ÿ:24ÿ12.+ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ
240;+.04<1ÿI+-061+ÿF/0,+31ÿ2+,;ÿ22ÿ-04+:6339ÿ4+@5+7ÿ-+4205,ÿ29/+1ÿ2:ÿ0622.025-_6,+K0.5,+;ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ
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ÿ664ÿQÿK-.24ÿl0I53;2ÿ#,16304ÿ;+ÿ^+,+45:+ÿfÿ42.2-52,ÿK2+4524ÿ;+ÿ^+,+45:+ÿA4&4ÿ@4ÿq6/52+4ÿ
'+IÿA+4@14ÿ%2;4ÿ'#?ÿl01+ÿ$24ÿ" n77ÿDA+/24ÿrÿ Eÿ322/8__777475/245,2_0.-_+,_;2.05,1_ÿ
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2+,;ÿ22ÿ-04+:6339ÿ4+@5+7ÿ-+4205,ÿ29/+1ÿ2:ÿ0622.025-_6,+K0.5,+;ÿ4+8512+4+;ÿ240;+.04<1ÿ16-3ÿ01ÿBAÿ1202+ÿ
4+851240252,1ÿD01ÿ2//21+;ÿ22ÿBAÿ:+;+403ÿ4+851240252,1E4GE4ÿ
ÿ694ÿQÿZ[\ÿ,22+ÿ6Pÿ0,;ÿ0--2./0,95,8ÿ2+K24ÿ
ÿ6P4ÿQÿ`NÿÿB4A4ÿ307ÿ701ÿ5,ÿ:0-2ÿ23+ÿ307ÿ2:ÿ23+ÿ.62603ÿ>6451;5-252,ÿ22ÿ735-3ÿ23+ÿLMÿ
-2./305,0,2ÿ16I.522+;4ÿÿe04-+32,04-2.ÿ#,-4ÿ@4ÿK-+3+,2515.2ÿ&96,20.5+,22ÿ;+ÿe04-+32,0ÿ ÿs4;ÿ
9Pÿ9rÿD623ÿl544ÿ E4ÿÿ^3+ÿB4A4ÿ0//+3302+ÿ-2642ÿ0//35+;ÿB4A4ÿ307ÿ,22ÿI+-061+ÿ52ÿ701ÿ23+ÿ307ÿ2:ÿ23+ÿ
.62603ÿ>6451;5-252,ÿI62ÿI+-061+ÿ23+ÿ-2642ÿ;+-5;+;ÿ23+ÿ-01+ÿI01+;ÿ2,ÿ0ÿ-061+ÿ2:ÿ0-252,ÿI426832ÿ6,;+4ÿ
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,--./0ÿ12,1ÿ13,40/,35-ÿ,30ÿ6,374ÿ8"!ÿ9,:03-ÿ/7
;21ÿ,--0--ÿ120ÿ6,37471<ÿ2=ÿ
.:30;7-10304ÿ13,40/,35-ÿ>,-04ÿ2:ÿ:,172:,3ÿ3,?46ÿÿ,:03-ÿ/7;21ÿ1.3:ÿ12ÿ
:,172:,3ÿ3,?ÿ12ÿ40103/7:0ÿ=23ÿ0@,/930ÿ?201203ÿ120ÿ=.:A172:,371<ÿ23ÿ
;02;3,927A,3ÿ:,1.30ÿ2=ÿ,ÿ/,35ÿ?733ÿ30:403ÿ120ÿ/,35ÿ7:6,37446BÿÿC23ÿ-.A2ÿ,ÿ
40A7-72:ÿ,ÿ8"!ÿ9,:03ÿ/,<ÿ,993<ÿ120ÿ:,172:,3ÿ37,?ÿ2=ÿ120ÿA2.:13<ÿ=23ÿ?27A2ÿ
120ÿ.:30;7-10304ÿ13,40/,35ÿ37;21-ÿ,30ÿA3,77/04 ÿ.:30--ÿ,ÿ9,:03ÿ.-0-ÿ-2/0ÿ
,.12:2/2.-ÿ7:1039301,172:ÿ2=ÿ120ÿ8"!4 ÿ
D20ÿA227A0ÿ2=ÿ,97937A,>30ÿ3,?ÿA,:ÿ,3-2ÿ>0ÿ30306,:1ÿ=23ÿ120ÿ,--0--/0:1ÿ2=ÿ
30-92:40:1-Eÿ37;21-4 ÿÿ8:403ÿ120ÿ8"!ÿ,ÿ30-92:40:1E-ÿF37;21-ÿ23ÿ30;717/,10ÿ
7:1030-1-Gÿ7:ÿ,ÿ42/,7:ÿ:,/0ÿ/,<ÿ>0ÿ06740:A04ÿ><ÿ,ÿ-22?7:;ÿ12,1ÿ,ÿ30-92:40:1ÿ
F2,0-ÿ>00:ÿA2//2:3<ÿ5:2?:Gÿ.:403ÿ120ÿ42/,7:ÿ:,/047ÿÿ&ÿ30-92:40:1ÿ
/7;21ÿ>0ÿA2//2:3<ÿ5:2?:ÿ?7122.1ÿ22347:;ÿ,ÿ13,40/,35ÿ,:4ÿ120ÿ2?:03-279ÿ
2=ÿ,ÿ6,374ÿ13,40/,35ÿ><ÿ71-03=ÿ420-ÿ:21ÿ-.==7A0ÿ12ÿ-22?ÿ12,1ÿ,ÿ30-92:40:1ÿ7-ÿ
A2//2:3<ÿ5:2?:ÿ.:403ÿ120ÿ13,40/,35ÿ.:30--76ÿ120ÿ30-92:40:1ÿ2,-ÿ,A1.,33<ÿ
>00:ÿA2//2:3<ÿ5:2?:ÿ.:403ÿ120ÿ13,40/,354 ÿÿH2/0ÿ30;7-13,:1-ÿ303<ÿ2:ÿ,ÿ
ÿ
ÿ64ÿIÿJKLÿLMMNÿOPQÿRSTÿ:210ÿ ÿ,1ÿUÿ4VÿRÿRWÿPXPÿD.@042-ÿY<ÿ!2-0ÿ64ÿ$.:0Zÿ
$,1E3ÿ&3>4ÿC23./ÿ[3,7/ÿ$24ÿC& \ B76ÿ]&.;4ÿ\ÿ ^ÿ21198__???4,43=23./4A2/_42/,7:ÿ
40A7-72:-_B76421/4ÿ
ÿ6B4ÿIÿD,13,ÿ,4-4ÿ64ÿD,13,ÿ%144ÿ$,1E3ÿ&3>4ÿC23./ÿ[3,7/ÿ$24ÿC& B B96Bÿ]C0>4ÿ7ÿ ^ÿ
21198__???4,43=23./4A2/_"2/,7:40A7-72:-_B96B421/ÿ]:217:;ÿ12,1ÿF120ÿ`.0-172:ÿ2=ÿ?201203ÿ,ÿ
?234ÿ7-ÿ;0:037Aÿ7-ÿ:21ÿ;0:03,33<ÿ30306,:1ÿ=23ÿ9.392-0-ÿ2=ÿ127-ÿ=73-1ÿ030/0:1ÿ2=ÿ120ÿ237A<ÿ0@A091ÿ7:ÿ-2ÿ
=,3ÿ,-ÿ,ÿA2/93,7:,:1ÿ,110/91-ÿ12ÿ40/2:-13,10ÿ37;21-ÿ7:ÿ,ÿ13,40/,35ÿ,>-0:1ÿ,ÿ13,40/,35ÿ30;7-13,172:ÿ
]-2/017/0-ÿA,3304ÿaA2//2:ÿ3,?Eÿ13,40/,35ÿ37;21-^4G^4ÿ
ÿ74ÿIÿRSTÿ:210ÿ VÿRÿRÿC03790ÿ64ÿ!0;7-103=3<4A2/ÿ'#bÿ[,-0ÿ$24ÿ" 7cB9Bÿ]"0A4ÿ
Bÿ 7^ÿ21198__???4?79247:1_,/A_0:_42/,7:-_40A7-72:-_21/3_ 7_4 7cB9B421/3ÿ]F8:30;7-10304ÿ
13,40/,35ÿ37;21-ÿ42ÿ:21ÿ0@7-1ÿ7:ÿ-2/0ÿ:0>.32.-ÿ?,<ÿ,A32--ÿ120ÿ>30,412ÿ2=ÿ120ÿA2.:1370-ÿ7:ÿ?27A2ÿ,ÿ
A2/93,7:,:1ÿ93260-ÿ71ÿ2,-ÿ,ÿ309.1,172:4ÿÿD20-0ÿ37;21-ÿ403760ÿ=32/ÿ:,172:,3ÿ3,?-ÿ,:4ÿ42ÿ:21ÿ0@7-1ÿ
47623A04ÿ=32/ÿ-.A2ÿ3,?-4G^VÿC,-272:164A2/ÿd/>eÿ64ÿb37Aÿ'#bÿ[,-0ÿ$24ÿ" 7cBB6ÿ]"0A4ÿÿ
7^ÿ21198__???4?79247:1_,/A_0:_42/,7:-_40A7-72:-_21/3_ 7_4 7cBB6421/3ÿ]F[2//2:ÿ3,?ÿ
37;21-_.:30;7-10304ÿ13,40/,35ÿ37;21-ÿ42ÿ:21ÿ0@7-1ÿ2:ÿ,ÿ?2334c?740ÿ>,-7-4ÿÿD20<ÿ/,<ÿ23ÿ/,<ÿ:21ÿ0@7-1ÿ7:ÿ
-90A7=7Aÿf.37-47A172:-4ÿÿ#1ÿ7-ÿ=23ÿ120ÿ[2/93,7:,:1ÿ12ÿ740:17=<ÿ120ÿf.37-47A172:ÿ23ÿf.37-47A172:-ÿ7:ÿ?27A2ÿ
120ÿ37;21-ÿ,30ÿ,330;04ÿ12ÿ,37-0ÿPÿ4ÿ4ÿ4G^4ÿ
ÿ74ÿ%067:0ÿRSTÿ:210ÿ6ÿ,1ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ74ÿIÿÿ:210ÿ77ÿ,:4ÿ,AA2/9,:<7:;ÿ10@14ÿ
ÿ74ÿghiKÿRSTÿ:210ÿ9ÿ,1ÿjÿ6],^]77^4ÿ
ÿ764ÿIÿkPÿÿD20ÿ30`.730/0:1ÿ12,1ÿ,ÿ30;7-13,:1ÿ>0ÿ5:2?:ÿ.:403ÿ120ÿ-,/0ÿ:,/0ÿ,-ÿ120ÿ42/,7:ÿ:,/0ÿ
7-ÿ2=10:ÿ2039=.3ÿ12ÿ30;7-13,:1-ÿ?22ÿ2234ÿ:2ÿ30;7-10304ÿ13,40/,35-ÿkPÿ>.1ÿ120ÿ30`.730/0:1ÿ/,<ÿ2039ÿ
40=0,1ÿ120ÿ30;7-13,172:ÿ2=ÿ42/,7:ÿ:,/0-ÿ12,1ÿ,30ÿ>,-04ÿ2:ÿ603<ÿ30A0:1ÿ30;7-13,172:-ÿ2=ÿ:0?ÿ13,40/,35-ÿ
23ÿ21203ÿ30;7-13,172:-ÿ2=ÿ13,40/,35-ÿ12,1ÿ2,60ÿ:21ÿ>00:ÿ.-04ÿ><ÿ120ÿ30;7-13,:1ÿ,:4ÿ120ÿ30;7-13,:1ÿ7-ÿ:21ÿ
A2//2:3<ÿ5:2?:ÿ><ÿ120ÿ13,40/,354ÿÿIÿd234/,:ÿH,A2-ÿlÿ[24ÿ64ÿ'0603-ÿ$,1E3ÿ&3>4ÿC23./ÿ[3,7/ÿ
$24ÿC& 9 Bÿ]$264ÿ ÿ 9^ÿ21198__???4,43=23./4A2/_"2/,7:40A7-72:-_B421/4ÿÿ
e2?0603ÿ:21ÿ0603<ÿ:0?ÿ23ÿ30A0:1ÿ13,40/,35ÿ30;7-13,172:ÿ?733ÿ>0ÿ40137/0:1,3ÿ12ÿ,ÿ30;7-13,:1E-ÿA,-0Vÿ
>2:,ÿ=740ÿ9309,3,172:-ÿ12ÿ.-0ÿ,ÿ42/,7:ÿ:,/0ÿ7:A3.47:;ÿ2>1,7:7:;ÿ,ÿ:0?ÿ13,40/,35ÿ30;7-13,172:ÿ/7;21ÿ
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,-./01.-2ÿ-0345,-.,426ÿ,2ÿ5728ÿ,704-ÿ-437,5ÿ.6/ÿ3034,41.,0ÿ46,0-05,5ÿ46ÿ.ÿ/21.46ÿ
6.10ÿ46ÿ87497ÿ9.50ÿ4,ÿ:092105ÿ41;2-,.6,ÿ,2ÿ.ÿ;.603ÿ,2ÿ/0,0-1460ÿ87497ÿ
92<6,-=>5ÿ,-./01.-2ÿ-0345,-.,426?.6/ÿ87497ÿ92<6,-=>5ÿ3.8?,70ÿ;.603ÿ8433ÿ
.;;3=877ÿ.6035ÿ.990;,ÿ-0345,-.6,>5ÿ,-./01.-2ÿ-0345,-.7,9426ÿ.5ÿ@.34/ÿA.5ÿ,70=ÿ/2ÿ
46ÿ,70ÿ9.50ÿ2Bÿ.ÿ921;3.46.6,>5ÿ-0345,0-0/ÿ,-./01.-2C ÿ:<,ÿ.ÿ;.603ÿ1<5,ÿ1.20ÿ
.ÿ50;.-.,0ÿ.55055106,ÿ2Bÿ870,70-ÿ.ÿ-0345,-.6,ÿ45ÿ9211263=ÿ26286ÿ46ÿ,70ÿ
;.-,49<3.-ÿ,0--4,2-=ÿB2-ÿ87497ÿ,70ÿ-0345,-.6,ÿ2865ÿ,70ÿ,-./01.-247Dÿ
#,ÿ45ÿ46,0-05,463ÿ,2ÿ62,0ÿ,7.,ÿ921;3.46.6,5ÿ872ÿ-03=ÿ26ÿ,704-ÿ-0345,0-0/ÿ
,-./01.-25ÿ1.=ÿ5,433ÿ3250ÿE"!ÿ/45;<,05ÿ4Bÿ,704-ÿ,-./01.-25ÿ926545,ÿ2Bÿ
3023-.;749.3ÿ6.105Fÿ46ÿ/45;<,05ÿ:0,8006ÿ92110-94.3ÿ06,0-;-4505ÿ,70ÿ
3023-.;749.3ÿ6.,<-0ÿ27BGÿ.ÿ,-./01.-2ÿ1.=ÿ703;ÿ,2ÿ/0B0.,ÿ.ÿ921;3.46,47ÿÿ#6ÿ,70ÿ
60<540/30-4921ÿ9.50 ÿB2-ÿ465,.690ÿ,70ÿ3023-.;749.3ÿ6.,<-0ÿ2Bÿ921;3.46.6,>5ÿ
6.10ÿ703;0/ÿ,70ÿ-05;26/06,ÿ;-0@.43ÿ26ÿ,70ÿ455<0ÿ2Bÿ-05;26/06,>5ÿ-437,5ÿ.6/ÿ
3034,41.,0ÿ46,0-05,5ÿ:09.<50ÿ.ÿ;.603ÿ.3-00/ÿ84,7ÿ-05;26/06,>5ÿ926,906,426ÿ,7.,ÿ
,70ÿ921;3.46.69,ÿ92<3/ÿ62,ÿ1262;234H0ÿ.ÿ3023-.;749.3ÿ6.104 ÿÿ#6ÿ,70ÿ
52-034921ÿ9.50 ÿ.ÿ;.603ÿ,222ÿ,70ÿ3023-.;749.3ÿ6.,<-0ÿ2Bÿ.ÿ6.10ÿ46,2ÿ.992<6,ÿ
ÿ

5<BB490ÿ,2ÿ5728ÿ.ÿ-0345,-.6,>5ÿ-437,5ÿ.6/ÿ3034,41.,0ÿ46,0-05,5ÿ4Bÿ,70ÿ-0345,-.6,ÿ;-2@05ÿ.ÿ<50ÿ2-ÿ
I/01265,-.:30ÿ;-0;.-.,4265ÿ,2ÿ<50ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,70ÿ/21.46ÿ6.10ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿ,2ÿ1.20ÿ.ÿ:26.ÿB4/0ÿ2BB0-463ÿ2Bÿ322/5ÿ.6/ÿ
50-@49054JÿÿKLMNÿOPQÿ62,0ÿ9ÿ.,ÿRÿ6A9CA4CFÿOÿOSÿTUTÿV;.-2ÿ$0,82-25ÿ%,/4ÿ@4ÿW3.,,ÿ$.,>3ÿ&-:4ÿ
X2-<1ÿY3.41ÿ$24ÿX& 9 GG ÿAZ<3=ÿDÿ Cÿ7,,;8[[8884./-B2-<14921["21.46/09454265[ÿ
GG 47,14ÿ
ÿ774ÿ\ÿ]N^ÿ^__`ÿaTbÿOPQÿ62,0ÿ ÿ.,ÿcÿ444ÿÿI.6035ÿ7.@0ÿ-092364H0/ÿ,7.,ÿ.ÿ
-05;26/06,>5ÿ;-42-ÿ-0345,-.,426ÿ2Bÿ.ÿ,-./01.-2ÿ87497ÿ92--05;26/5ÿ,2ÿ.ÿ/21.46ÿ6.10ÿ8433ÿ2-/46.-43=ÿ
5<;;2-,ÿ.ÿB46/463ÿ2Bÿ-437,5ÿ2-ÿ3034,41.,0ÿ46,0-05,5ÿ46ÿ,7.,ÿ/21.46ÿ6.10ÿB2-ÿ;<-;2505ÿ2Bÿ,70ÿ50926/ÿ
030106,4JÿÿdTÿ
ÿ794ÿ\SÿTUTÿ&Y ÿ%,/4ÿ@4ÿ'0:e.349ÿ106,<-05ÿ%%Yÿ$.,>3ÿ&-:4ÿX2-<1ÿY3.41ÿ$24ÿ
X&  666ÿA&;-4ÿÿ Cÿ7,,;8[[8884./-B2-<14921["21.46/09454265[66647,1ÿAI&ÿ
E"!ÿ;-2900/463ÿ45ÿ.6ÿ41;-2;0-ÿB2-<1ÿ46ÿ87497ÿ,2ÿ5002ÿ46@.34/.,426ÿ2-ÿ/45-03.-/ÿ2Bÿ.ÿ/<3=ÿ455<0/ÿ
B0/0-.3ÿ,-./01.-2ÿ-0345,-.,4264JC4ÿ
ÿ7D4ÿ\SÿTUTÿW.6f<0ÿg2,,463<0-ÿV&ÿ@4ÿg2,,4630-ÿ'#hÿY.50ÿ$24ÿ" 6i6ÿAh9,4ÿ6ÿ 6Cÿ
7,,;8[[888484;2446,[.19[06[/21.465[50.-97[,0j,4k5;l9.50m" 6i6ÿAI-0@42<5ÿ;.6035ÿ7.@0ÿ
/093460/ÿ,2ÿB46/ÿ-05;26/06,>5ÿ-437,5ÿ2-ÿ3034,41.,0ÿ46,0-05,5ÿ46ÿ.ÿ/21.46ÿ6.10ÿ26ÿ,70ÿ:.545ÿ2Bÿ.ÿ
92--05;26/463ÿ,-./01.-2ÿ-0345,-.,426ÿ870-0ÿ,70ÿ2@0-.33ÿ94-9<15,.6905ÿ/01265,-.,0ÿ,7.,ÿ5<97ÿ
,-./01.-2ÿ8.5ÿ2:,.460/ÿ;-41.-43=ÿ,2ÿ94-9<1@06,ÿ,70ÿ.;;349.,426ÿ2Bÿ,70ÿE"!4JC4ÿÿIn70ÿ0j45,0690ÿ2Bÿ.ÿ
-05;26/06,ÿ,-./01.-2ÿ/205ÿ62,ÿ4ÿ4ÿ4ÿPopqÿ926B0-ÿ-437,5ÿ2-ÿ3034,41.,0ÿ46,0-05,5ÿ26ÿ,70ÿ
-05;26/06,4Jÿÿ]N^ÿ^__`ÿaTbÿOPQÿ62,0ÿ ÿ.,ÿcÿ444ÿ
ÿ74ÿ\ÿÿ62,05ÿ7Gr9ÿ.6/ÿ.9921;.6=463ÿ,0j,4ÿ
ÿ7G4ÿ$0<540/30-ÿ@4ÿs<32.-64ÿ'#hÿY.50ÿ$24ÿ" iD9GÿAX0:4ÿ7ÿ Cÿ7,,;8[[888484;2446,[.19[ÿ
06[/21.465[/09454265[7,13[ [/ iD9G47,134ÿ
ÿ94ÿdTÿ
ÿ94ÿV2-03ÿY24ÿ@4ÿ"21.460ÿV.305ÿ%,/4ÿ$.,>3ÿ&-:4ÿX2-<1ÿY.50ÿ$24ÿX&  G99D6ÿAe.-4ÿÿ
Cÿ7,,;8[[8884./-B2-<14921[/21.46/09454265[G99D647,14ÿ
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,-./ÿ01ÿ2.302.2ÿ1-41ÿ1-.ÿ5.672/2./1ÿ202ÿ/21ÿ431ÿ0/ÿ842ÿ9401-49ÿ
:-.ÿ6.32/2ÿ341.;25<ÿ29ÿ066=.6ÿ12ÿ,-03-ÿ/4102/43ÿ34,ÿ>4<ÿ4773<ÿ06ÿ1-.ÿ
32/1./102=6ÿ341.;25<ÿ1-41ÿ32?.56ÿ433ÿ066=.6ÿ21-.5ÿ1-4/ÿ1-.ÿ.@061./3.ÿ?430201<ÿ
4/2ÿ2,/.56-07ÿ29ÿ1542.>45A6ÿB9ÿC.3102/ÿ&ÿ482?.ÿ5.9.55.2ÿ12ÿ2067=1.6ÿ1-41ÿ
32/3.5/.2ÿ6=3-ÿ21-.5ÿ066=.64ÿD25ÿ.@4>73.ÿ,-./ÿ466.660/;ÿ4ÿ5.;06154/1E6ÿ
3.;010>41.ÿ0/1.5.616ÿ0/ÿ4ÿ22>40/ÿ/4>.ÿ62>.ÿF"!ÿ74/.36ÿ-946?.ÿ14A./ÿ0/12ÿ
4332=/1ÿG1-.ÿ/2/32>>.53043ÿ95..ÿ67..3-ÿ9405ÿ=6.ÿ2.9./6.HB ÿ6=3-ÿ74/.36ÿ
1=5/.2ÿ12ÿ62=53.6ÿ29ÿ/4102/43ÿ4/2I25ÿ0/1.5/4102/43ÿ34,ÿ12ÿ.?43=41.ÿ9405ÿ=6.497ÿÿ
J2,.?.5ÿ21-.5ÿ74/.36ÿ-994?.ÿ2064;5..2ÿ4/2ÿ-4?.ÿ0/6061.2ÿ2/ÿ4/ÿ4=12/2>2=6ÿ
2.90/0102/ÿ29ÿ9405ÿ=6.B ÿ2/.ÿ6=3-ÿ74/.3ÿ/21.2ÿ925ÿ.@4>73.ÿ1-41ÿG01-.ÿ
>.4/0/;ÿ029ÿ9405ÿ=6.ÿ6-2=32ÿ14A.ÿ0/12ÿ4332=/1ÿ;./.543ÿ750/3073.6ÿ29ÿ34,ÿ025ÿ
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55;%"0ÿ7N-8ÿ13,ÿ-,Fÿ6;%"0ÿ379,ÿ02K631ÿF7C0ÿ12ÿ./,9,-1ÿ2/ÿ:212671,ÿ13,ÿ
53703,04 ÿ
;3,ÿ,DD2/10ÿ12ÿ./,9,-1ÿ2/ÿ:212671,ÿ13,ÿ53703,0ÿ+,1F,,-ÿ82:72-ÿ-7:,0ÿ7-8ÿ
-7122-733CL./21,51,8ÿ73.37-K:,/2N573ÿ8,026-7122-0ÿ379,ÿ522-528,8ÿF213ÿ026-0ÿ
2Dÿ1,//212/2732O7122-ÿ2-ÿ13,ÿ"$A4 ÿÿA2:,ÿ2Dÿ13,ÿ026-0ÿ/,371,ÿ12ÿ13,ÿ,DD2/10ÿ12ÿ
./,9,-1ÿ2/ÿ:212671,ÿ820.K1,0ÿ29,/ÿ82:72-ÿ-7:,0ÿ+,1F,,-ÿ3238,/0ÿ2Dÿ82DD,/,-1ÿ
-7122-733CL./21,51,8ÿ73.37-K:,/2573ÿ8,026-7122-0ÿ0K53ÿ70ÿ28,-12573ÿ
1/78,:7/P0ÿ/,6201,/,8ÿ2-ÿ1F2ÿ52K-1/2,0ÿ2/ÿ1/78,:7/P0ÿ/,6201,/,8ÿ2-ÿ13,ÿ07:,ÿ
52K-1/CÿD2/ÿ82DD,/,-1ÿ53700,0ÿ2Dÿ622804Nÿ
;320ÿ7/1ÿ/,92,F0ÿ13,ÿ1,//212/2732O7122-ÿ026-0ÿ2-ÿ1F2ÿ571,62/2,08ÿ;3,ÿD2/01ÿ
ÿ

ÿ94ÿQÿRSÿÿ44A4ÿ37Fÿ20ÿ-21ÿ13,ÿ2-3Cÿ-7122-73ÿ37Fÿ1371ÿ7DD,510ÿ82:72-ÿ-7:,ÿ820.K1,ÿ/,023K122-04ÿÿQÿ
?,3D,/ÿTUVÿ-21,ÿ6ÿ71ÿ6N94ÿÿ'213ÿ13,ÿ./232D,/7122-ÿ2Dÿ82:72-0ÿ57:,ÿ7ÿ./232D,/7122-ÿ2Dÿ820.K1,ÿ
/,023K122-ÿ.23252,04ÿÿQÿWXYTZÿÿ[\ÿ]\Tÿ'<!%"ÿ#$; %%4ÿ!<4ÿ<!^4ÿ311.8__FFF4F2.24ÿ
2-1_7:5_,-_5,-1,/_D7`_82:72-0431:3a9ÿb3701ÿ92021,8ÿ&./4ÿ ÿ c4ÿA2:,ÿ2Dÿ13,ÿ55;%"ÿ7-8ÿ-,Fÿ6;%"ÿ
/,6201/2,0ÿ782.1,8ÿ13,ÿ4"!ÿF213ÿ-2ÿ537-6,0ÿ+K1ÿ213,/0ÿ:282D2,8ÿ13,ÿ4"!ÿ12ÿ0,/9,ÿ13,ÿ.7/125K37/ÿ
2-1,/,010ÿ2Dÿ13,ÿ/,6201/2,0ÿ7-8_2/ÿdK/20825122-0ÿF213ÿF3253ÿ13,ÿ;%"0ÿ7/,ÿ70025271,8ÿb2Dÿ7-Cc4ÿÿQeÿSfSÿ
[\ÿ]\ÿ[TVUÿgTUÿQhiÿÿjUkÿjRÿVÿlhÿ[\Tÿmiil[Tnÿ'<!%"ÿ
#$; %%4ÿ!<4ÿ<!^4ÿ311.8__FFF4F2.242-1_7:5_,-_82:72-0_55138_ÿb3701ÿ92021,8ÿ&./4ÿ ÿ c4ÿÿ&0ÿ
8205K00,8ÿ2-ÿA,5122-ÿ#14Mÿ13,ÿ:282D257122-ÿ2Dÿ13,ÿ4"!ÿ02:,12:,0ÿ52-02010ÿ2Dÿ2-1/28K52-6ÿ7ÿ53225,L
2DL37Fÿ./292022-ÿ2/ÿ7ÿ./292022-ÿ6292-6ÿ7ÿ./,D,/,-5,ÿ12ÿ2F-,/0ÿ2Dÿ1/78,:7/P0ÿ7-8ÿ213,/ÿ/26310ÿ12ÿ
73.37-K:,/2573ÿ8,026-7122-0ÿ1371ÿ7/,ÿ/,6201,/,8ÿ6/7-1,8ÿ2-ÿ2/ÿ/,526-2O,8ÿ+Cÿ7ÿ.7/125K37/ÿ52K-1/C4ÿÿQÿ
TUVÿ-21,0ÿNNo6ÿ7-8ÿ7552:.7-C2-6ÿ1,G14ÿ
ÿH4ÿQÿTUVÿ7/1ÿ#14ÿ
ÿ4ÿQÿTUVÿ-21,ÿ9ÿÿHo9ÿ7-8ÿ7552:.7-C2-6ÿ1,G14ÿ
ÿN4ÿQÿTUVÿ7/1ÿ###4ÿ
ÿN4ÿQÿfkÿ'#<ÿ;? ÿ@&$&^ @ $;ÿ<>ÿ#$; !$ ;ÿ$&@ Aÿ&$"ÿ&""! AA A8ÿ
#$; %% I;4&%ÿ!< !;Bÿ#AA4 AÿHoÿbNNNcÿ311.8__FFF4F2.242-1_,G.2/1_021,0_FFF_7:5_,-_8250_ÿ
/,.2/1LD2-734.8Dÿb8205K002-6ÿ13,ÿ2-1,/D75,ÿ+,1F,,-ÿ13,ÿ"$Aÿ7-8ÿ2-1,33,51K73ÿ./2.,/1Cc4ÿ
ÿN4ÿQÿRSÿ
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+,-./201ÿ+22343-3ÿ25ÿ3464-,-4223ÿ22ÿ-7.ÿ/0,2-42/ÿ25ÿ04/7-3ÿ-2ÿ826,423ÿ,28ÿ
ÿ0./43-0,-422ÿ
826,42ÿ2,6.39ÿ-7.ÿ3464-,-4223ÿ,0.ÿ:;43-ÿ42-2ÿ826,42ÿ2,6.
>
.34/4:434-1ÿ0.<;40.6.2-3ÿ,28ÿ42-2ÿ2.=ÿ826,42ÿ8.3./,-422ÿ0;3.34 ÿÿ?7.ÿ3.+228ÿ
+,-./201ÿ+22343-3ÿ25ÿ,8@;3-6.2-3ÿ-2ÿ8>43A;-.ÿ0.323;-422ÿA234+4.3ÿ-7,-ÿ6,B.ÿ-7.ÿ
A234+4.3ÿ620.ÿ/.2/0,A74+,331ÿ,=,0.4 ÿ
CDÿÿÿEFGÿHFIJÿEKLMGÿ
?7.ÿ0./43-04.3ÿ25ÿ326.ÿ?%"3ÿ2A-.8ÿ-2ÿ,82A-ÿ-.004-204,3ÿ0.3-04+-4223ÿ42ÿ-7.40ÿ
826,42ÿ2,6.ÿ0./43-0,-422ÿ.34/4:434-1ÿ0.<;40.6.2-34>6ÿÿ?1A4+,331ÿ3;+7ÿ
0.3-04+-4223ÿ,AA.,0ÿ520ÿ826,423ÿ-7,-ÿ7,N.ÿ326.ÿ-.004-204,>73ÿ342B9ÿ326.ÿ25ÿ-7.ÿ
++?%"3ÿ,0.ÿ-7.ÿA046,01ÿ.O,6A3.3ÿ25ÿ-743ÿ,AA02,+74 ÿÿ$2-ÿ,33ÿ++?%"ÿ
0./43-04.3ÿ42-028;+.8ÿ520ÿ,33ÿ82>6,
42ÿ3.N.33ÿ.34/4:434-1ÿ0.<;40.6.2-3ÿ-7,-ÿ
9
42+3;8.8ÿ-.004-204,3ÿ0.3-04+-42239 ÿ326.ÿ++?%"3ÿ-7,-ÿ7,N.ÿ22ÿ-.004-204,3ÿ
0.3-04+-4223ÿ22ÿ826,42ÿ2,6.ÿ0./43-0,-422ÿ.34/4:434-1ÿ22ÿ-7.40ÿ-2AP3.N.3ÿ826,42ÿ
7,N.ÿ3.+228P3.N.>Q3ÿ826,423ÿ22ÿ=74+7ÿ0./43-0,-422ÿ43ÿ0.3-04+-.8ÿ42+3;842/ÿ22ÿ,ÿ
-.004-204,3ÿ:,3434 ÿ
?7.ÿ+26A3.O4-1ÿ25ÿ-7.ÿ0./43-0,-422ÿ0.<;40.6.2-3ÿN,04.39ÿ520ÿ.O,6A3.ÿ-7.ÿ
"26,42ÿ$,6.ÿ!./43-0,-422ÿR.0N4+.ÿ&/0..6.2-ÿ520ÿ-7.ÿ&3/.04,2ÿ48Sÿ826,42ÿ
3-,-.3ÿ346A31ÿ-7,-ÿ826,42ÿ2,6.3ÿ22ÿ-7.ÿ826,42ÿ6,1ÿ:.ÿ0./43-.0.8ÿ2231ÿ:1ÿ
ÿ

ÿ>4ÿTÿÿR.+-422ÿ14&4ÿ
ÿ>4ÿTÿÿR.+-422ÿ14U4ÿ
ÿ>64ÿTÿÿ22-.3ÿ>V7ÿ,28ÿ,++26A,2142/ÿ-.O-4ÿ
ÿ>74ÿTÿÿ22-.3ÿ V7ÿ,28ÿ,++26A,2142/ÿ-.O-4ÿ
ÿ>94ÿTÿÿ22-.ÿ>Qÿ,28ÿ,++26A,2142/ÿ-.O-4ÿ
ÿ>Q4ÿHDFDÿWKLJÿCGXYÿZLGGG[CILÿ\MGÿ]+0ÿ7--A38^^===424+4+0^A0./;2-,3P
50.+;.2-.3^,+.0+,P8.P82642423ÿ_3,3-ÿN434-.8ÿ&A04ÿÿ `ÿ_.OA3,4242/ÿ-7.ÿ8455.0.2+.ÿ:.-=..2ÿ-2AP
3.N.3ÿ826,423ÿ,28ÿ3.+228P3.N.3ÿ826,423`9ÿabcGÿR1$ ?ÿ7--A8^^===43N2.-420/43N^3N2.-4A7Ad;03eÿ
Af/0,34A7Aÿ_3,3-ÿ;A8,-.8ÿg;31ÿ7ÿ >`ÿ_N434-42/ÿ-7.ÿN,042;3ÿ3.+228P3.N.3ÿ826,423ÿ=4-742ÿ3ÿR,3N,820ÿ
43Nÿ826,42`9ÿhiEjÿEFGÿacGÿkl$mÿnl$mÿ#$? !$ ?ÿ! m#R?!&?#l$ÿol!l!&?#l$ÿ
%#p#? "ÿ_q.:4ÿ ÿ `ÿ7--A38^^===47B40+47B^+22-.2-4@3Adr48e rs]^9ÿ_843+;3342/ÿ3.+228P3.N.3ÿ
826,42ÿ2,6.3ÿ42ÿ3.+-422ÿ46ÿ25ÿ-7.ÿ0./43-0,-422ÿA234+4.3`9ÿTLttFÿ\cLMGÿ4pu$#oÿ_$2N4ÿ7ÿ
9`ÿ7--A38^^===46124+461^.2^3;AA20-42/82+;6.2-4A7Aÿ_A02N4842/ÿ,ÿ343-ÿ25ÿ3.+228Pÿ,28ÿ-7408P3.N.3ÿ
826,42ÿ2,6.3`9ÿMÿCILÿDvwÿ\MÿxMGÿ! m#R?!u4pyÿ7--A38^^===40./43-0146O^@35^ÿ
3-,-4+f+22-.2-^826,42^826,42f5,<4@35ÿ_3,3-ÿN434-.8ÿ&A04ÿÿ `ÿ_.OA3,4242/ÿ-7.ÿ4pyÿ826,42ÿ
+3,33454+,-4223`9ÿELGÿ$lp#$ ?ÿ_g;2.ÿ 6`ÿ7--A38^^22642.-PA028434,6,S22,=34+26^=AP
+22-.2-^;A32,83^ 7^^!;3.3fg;2.f 64A85ÿ_8.54242/ÿ-7.ÿ52;0ÿ3.N.33ÿ25ÿ826,42ÿ2,6.3`9ÿGÿGÿ
&343-,40ÿ,12.ÿrÿ",N48ÿq4O3.0ÿCLGÿz{DL|}ÿÿ"lp&#$ÿ$&p ÿ%&'ÿ&$"ÿ!&o?#o 8ÿ&$ÿ
#$? !$&?#l$&%ÿk&$"Ullnÿ7 ÿ77ÿ_?203-.2ÿU.--42/.0ÿrÿ&33./0,ÿ',88.33ÿ.834ÿ8ÿ.84ÿ 7`ÿ
_343-42/ÿ&;3-0,34,~3ÿ3;:P826,423`9ÿk2Pk1;2ÿ$,76ÿÿEtLIcÿÿiÿz{DX|}ÿÿ"lp&#$ÿ$&p ÿ
%&'ÿ&$"ÿ!&o?#o 8ÿ&$ÿ#$? !$&?#l$&%ÿk&$"UllnÿQ7QÿQ9V9ÿ_?203-.2ÿU.--42/.0ÿrÿ&33./0,ÿ
',88.33ÿ.834ÿ8ÿ.84ÿ 7`ÿ_.OA3,4242/ÿ-7.ÿ!.A;:34+ÿ25ÿn20.,~3ÿ3;:P826,423`4ÿ
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+,-././,0ÿ,0.123/03,4ÿ/-ÿ.3,ÿ526-.78ÿ,/.3,7ÿ319/-:ÿ1ÿ3,:13ÿ7,;7,0,-.1./2-ÿ/-ÿ.3,ÿ
526-.78ÿ2@7ÿ319/-:ÿ4256<,-.ÿ00/5ÿ=60./>8/-:ÿ;72;,7.8ÿ7/:3.0ÿ2>ÿ-1<,ÿ/-ÿ
&3:,7/14? ÿÿ!,0.7/5./2-0ÿ>27ÿ.3,ÿA1-14/1-ÿ451ÿ42<1/-ÿ-1<,ÿ7,:/0.71./2-ÿ17,ÿ
>27<631.,4ÿ/-ÿ1ÿ<653ÿ<27,ÿ4,.1/3,4ÿ<1--,7Bÿ7,:/0.71-.0ÿ<60.ÿ<,,.ÿ.3,ÿ
52-4/./2-0ÿ.31.ÿ17,ÿ4,.1/3,4ÿ/-ÿ1ÿ0,;@1@71.,ÿ4256<,-.ÿ,-./.3,4ÿCDÿ
EFGÿHIJKFÿÿHLFF4 ÿ
M,77/.278N210,4ÿ7,:/0.71./2-ÿ,3/:/2/3/.8ÿ7,O6/7,<,-.0ÿ9178ÿ>27ÿ4/>>,7,-.ÿ
55M%"04 ÿÿM8;/513ÿ7,O6/7,<,-.0ÿ/-5364,ÿ2-,ÿ27ÿ<27,ÿ2>ÿ.3,ÿ>2332P/-:8ÿ
5/./Q,-03/; ÿ;,7<1-,-.ÿ7,0/4,-5, ÿ1-4R27ÿ7,0/4,-5, ÿ/-ÿ1ÿ5,7.1/-ÿ526-.78ÿ
ÿ

ÿ@4ÿ" STA!&M#Aÿ! UV%#AÿTWÿ&%X !#&ÿS#$#YM!ZÿTWÿ[#X[ !ÿ "UA&M#T$ÿ&$"ÿYA#$M#W#Aÿ
! Y &!A[ÿ! Y &!A[ÿA $M !ÿT$ÿYA#$M#W#Aÿ&$"ÿM A[$#A&%ÿ#$WT!S&M#T$ÿ"TS&#$ÿ$&S ÿ
T%#AZÿ WT!ÿM[ ÿ &%X !#&$ÿ ATU$M!Zÿ AT" ÿ MTÿ % 1 %ÿ "TS&#$ÿ 4"\ÿ7ÿ] ^ÿ
3..;8RRPPP4-/544QR,-R/<1:,0R;4>_-/5R5317.,4;4>4ÿ
ÿ@@4ÿA&$&"#&$ÿ#$M !$ Mÿ! X#YM!&M#T$ÿ&UM[4ÿA&$&"#&$ÿ! Y $A ÿ! `U#! S $MYÿWT!ÿ
! X#YM!&$MYÿÿ3..;08RR5/71451R0/.,0R4,>163.R>/3,0R;623/5R;23/58R5;77,:/0.71-.0N,-4;4>ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ451ÿ
!,O6/7,<,-.04ÿ
ÿ 4ÿaÿÿ-2.,0ÿ b7ÿ1-4ÿ1552<;1-8/-:ÿ.,c.4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿaÿ451ÿ!,O6/7,<,-.0ÿFJdÿ-2.,ÿ@@ÿ1.ÿBÿTWW#A#&%ÿ4[Uÿ"TS&#$ÿ! X#YM!Zÿ"TS&#$ÿ
! X#YM!&M#T$ÿ!U% Yÿ&$"ÿ!TA "U! Yÿÿÿ] e^ÿ3..;8RRPPP442<1/-436R42<1/-R-:3/03R0Q12138Q1.ÿ
R0Q12138Q1.4;4>ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ436ÿ!63,0BÿfÿHLFÿHIJKFÿ4#ÿ"TS&#$ÿ! X#YM!Zÿ
3..;08RRPPP4/,474/,R7,:/0.,7N1N42<1/-R7,:/0.71./2-N7,O6/7,<,-.0Rÿ]310.ÿ9/0/.,4ÿ&;74ÿÿ ^ÿ
03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ4/,ÿ!,O6/7,<,-.0BÿaJDÿgKÿhKÿHLFÿHLJÿ4Y&ÿY&U"#ÿ$ M'T!iÿ
#$WT!S&M#T$ÿA $M !ÿ]S174ÿ ÿ ^ÿ3..;8RRPPP4-/5401R,-R9/,PR7,:631./2-ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ401ÿ
!,:631./2-BÿgKÿhKÿHLFÿMU$#Y#&$ÿ#$M !$ Mÿ&X $AZÿ3..;8RRPPP47,:/0.7,4.-R,-R/-4,c4ÿ
;3;j762k 96l0762k 9ÿ]310.ÿ9/0/.,4ÿ&;74ÿÿ ^ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ4.-ÿ!,:/0.71./2-BÿJFmgÿhnJFÿ
HIJKFÿEGoÿ4UYÿ3..;8RRPPP41226.460R;23/5/,0R60.34N-,c60N7,O6/7,<,-.0ÿ]310.ÿ9/0/.,4ÿ&;74ÿ
ÿ ^ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ460ÿ23/584ÿÿ
ÿ 4ÿaÿKFÿDÿCDFÿÿgKÿhKÿHLFÿDÿaJddÿÿÿfpLÿqÿDÿÿ
aJprqFÿ! X#YM !4VXÿÿ3..;08RRPPP47,:/0.,742:R60,7R0.1./5R763,0R,-R/-4,c43.<3sÿ]310.ÿ6;41.,4ÿt1-4ÿ
ÿ ^ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ42:ÿM,7<0Bÿ451ÿ!,O6/7,<,-.0ÿFJdÿ-2.,ÿ@@ÿ1.ÿBÿ436ÿ!63,0ÿFJdÿ-2.,ÿ ÿ
1.ÿBÿgKÿhKÿEGoÿÿfÿ$T!#"ÿ3..;08RRPPP4-27/44-2R,-R7,:,39,7uRÿ-19-,;23/./uus3/-uÿ
]310.ÿ6;41.,4ÿ",54ÿÿ e^ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ4-2ÿ23/58Bÿ460ÿ23/58ÿFJdÿ-2.,ÿ 4ÿ
ÿ 4ÿaÿHLFÿÿgKÿhKFÿvLKÿV !SU"&$#Aÿ3..;08RR<842,7<641-/542<R3,:13Rÿ
3,:13_.,7<043.<3ÿ]310.ÿ<24/>/,4ÿt6-,ÿ7ÿ 9^ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ42<ÿ&:7,,<,-.Bÿ4Uÿ"TS&#$ÿ$&S ÿ
! X#YM!&M#T$ÿ T%#AZÿ ÿ 3..;08RR,67/44,6R<,4/1R>/3,7_;623/5R1R>,R1>,>e1N75N6e7N7N
47>2,4>>R7,:/0.71./2-_;23/58_,-4;4>ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿUÿ! X#YM!&M#T$ÿT%#AZBÿ&W$#Aÿ$&S#$Xÿ
T%#AZÿWT!ÿW! $A[ÿ$ M'T!iÿ#$WT!S&M#T$ÿA $M! 6ÿ] 9^ÿ3..;08RRPPP41>-/54>7R<,4/10R4256<,-.0Rÿ
A147,_3,:13R&>-/5_$1</-:_23/58_ 9_1 $4;4>ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ4W!ÿT%#AZBÿM[ ÿX&SV#&ÿ
3..;8RRPPP4-/54:<R3.<3;1:,0R:<N;23/5843.<ÿ]310.ÿ9/0/.,4ÿ&;74ÿÿ ^ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ4:<ÿ23/5/,0Bÿ
HLFÿHIJKFÿ4#"ÿ&$"#ÿ3..;08RR4,94;1-4/4/4R,-R42<1/-R7,:/0.71./2-N7,O6/7,<,-.0Rÿ]310.ÿ
9/0/.,4ÿ&;74ÿÿ ^BÿKFÿDÿCDFÿwfxyÿvddDnÿz{ÿgKÿHJFÿ#!$#Aÿ
3..;08RRPPP4-/54/7RM,7<0_1-4_A2-4/./2-0_/7_&;;,-4/c__"2<1/-_!63,0ÿ]310.ÿ9/0/.,4ÿ&;74ÿÿ
^ÿ03,7,/-1>.,7ÿ4/7ÿM,7<0Bÿ4/,ÿ!,O6/7,<,-.0ÿFJdÿ-2.,ÿ Bÿÿ|ÿKFÿDÿCDFÿ
i!$#Aÿ3..;8RRu7-/54274u7R=0;R,-:R42<1/-R;23/584=0;ÿ]310.ÿ9/0/.,4ÿ&;74ÿÿ ^ÿ]17./53,0ÿ6ÿ1-4ÿ7^Bÿ
4\&"$&ÿ4\&ÿY AT$"ÿ% 1 %ÿ"TS&#$ÿX $ !&%ÿT%#AZÿ@ÿ] 7^ÿ3..;08RRPPP4Q14-1427:4Q1R6;32140Rÿ
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+2,ÿ-./0,.3ÿ12,32-3ÿ.-4ÿ5-62,12,.9/52- 6ÿ,2753/,./52- 7ÿ.-482,ÿ23/.9353:;2-/ÿ
5-ÿ.ÿ62,/.5-ÿ620-/,<ÿ+2,ÿ2-/5/5234 ÿÿ#-ÿ/:2ÿ6.32ÿ2+ÿ/:2ÿ420ÿ.-4ÿ4+,ÿ42;.5-3ÿ+2,ÿ
2=.;132ÿ/:2ÿ235759535/<ÿ2=/2A-43ÿ/2ÿ.33ÿ>ÿ,23542-/3ÿ.-4ÿ/:2ÿ,23542-/3ÿ2+ÿ.ÿ+2?ÿ
2/:2,ÿ0,212.-ÿ620-/,523@ ÿ35;53.,3<ÿ5-ÿ/:2ÿ6.32ÿ2+ÿ/:2ÿB037.,5.-ÿ497ÿ.-4ÿ
C0-7.,5.-ÿ4:0ÿ42;.5-3ÿ-2/ÿ2-3<ÿB037.,5.-3ÿ2,ÿC0-7.,5.-3ÿ90/ÿ.33ÿ >ÿ
65/5D2-3ÿ.-4ÿ2-/5/523ÿ;.<ÿ,2753/2,4 ÿÿE2;2ÿ326.3ÿ1,232-62ÿ;.<ÿ92ÿ,2F05,24ÿ+2,ÿ
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7
7
221ÿ0A7:.B30ÿ4.:
>17> ÿ4.03/2-1,0 ÿ4,<? ÿ426:C: ÿ4B:176 ÿ4D-0/0? ÿ
4172 ÿ63766967Fÿ46<>,0<9ÿ4871239ÿ4370, 9ÿ:,>ÿ4G-017?99ÿ:33ÿ9:;0ÿ6-?9ÿ
106817?872,64 ÿÿH-8ÿ89010ÿ:10ÿ:362ÿ28901ÿ,03ÿ45%"6ÿ89:8ÿ9:;0ÿ2B80>ÿ,28ÿ8927ÿ
7.B260ÿ801178217:3ÿ106817?872,6ÿ2,ÿ1047681:872,ÿ03747/7378<8ÿ890ÿ4C203, ÿ

ÿ

ÿ74ÿIJKKÿLMNOÿPMJÿ#Q&$$ÿ988B68RR33347?:,,4214R67806R>02:-38R27306R83>6R.:>17>Rÿ
.:>17>=:4.8=B>2=.:<6=0,4B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ TÿSUB0?727?:872,ÿT4ÿ
ÿ74ÿLMNÿVWOÿ'''4X %HYZ!$ ÿS[-3<ÿÿ 7Tÿ\ÿ988B68RR,7?4.03/2-1,0R3B=
?2,80,8R-B32:>6R 7RRE=!047681:872,=237?<4B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ T4ÿ
ÿ764ÿIOWÿ]^_NÿVWOÿY'$#5ÿ988B8RR333423,784,<?RB237?706R,<?`,0A-6`ÿB237?<4B9BÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ
&B14ÿÿ T4ÿ
ÿ774ÿINaÿLMNOÿPMJÿ#Q&$$ÿFÿ988B68RR33347?:,,4214R67806R>02:-38R27306R83>6R26:C:R26:C:=
:4.8=B>2=660B6=0,4B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ T4ÿ
ÿ794ÿIbNÿLMNÿPMJÿ#Q&$$ÿ9 ÿ988B68RR33347?:,,4214R67806R>02:-38R27306R83>6RB:176Rÿ
B:176=:4.8=B>2= c:,6=0,4B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ T4ÿ
ÿ7E4ÿdÿLMNÿVWNÿ4eZ H Qÿ\ ÿ988B8RR104768104D-0/0?R3B=?2,80,8R-B32:>6R 6Rÿ
FR>28eZ H Q`f0,01:3̀!047681:872,`237?706`' H4B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ T4ÿ
ÿ74ÿ4ÿLMNÿVWNÿ$#Q4!#YÿS"0?4ÿ9ÿ 9Tÿ988B8RR,7?4172R0,43769RB237?706RÿSgÿT4ÿ
ÿ7F4ÿINhNNÿLMNÿVWOÿ"Y54U'#UUÿS&-44ÿÿ 7Tÿ988B68RR3334,7?463766R>:.R,7?R0,R>2C-ÿ
.0,80R63766=237?<=!047681:872,=237?<=0>7872,=>4B>24>23,32:>4B>2R63766=237?<=!047681:872,=237?<=
0>7872,=04B>2ÿSgÿ4Tÿ
ÿ94ÿ4NOKOÿLMNÿVWOÿ33346<>,0<ÿS[-3<ÿFÿ 7Tÿ988B68RR,7?46<>,0<R3B=?2,80,8R-B32:>6Rÿ
6RERE=!047681:872,=237?<4B>2ÿSgÿ64T4ÿ
ÿ94ÿdÿd_KNÿÿiMÿjbÿKÿk_WÿÿÿIÿblmnÿoJÿ45#!Y%ÿ
988B8RR3334,7?487123R.0>7:R9 R40,01:3=4-7>037,06`;`=871234B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ TÿSgÿ4T4ÿ
ÿ94ÿdÿd_KNÿÿiMÿjbÿKÿk_WÿÿÿIpq]ÿblmnÿoJÿ4'#$ÿ
988B68RR3334,7?4370,R370,RB237?706R0,R 96`40,01:3=4-7>037,06`;74B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ
TÿSgÿ4T4ÿ
ÿ94ÿoJÿ]JÿLMNÿKÿjNÿVWOÿkÿrIs_Wtÿ" u5ÿvY!ÿ QY$4ÿ&vv&#!Uÿ
988B8RR3334>28G-017?94?9R:66086RB>2RG-017?9="2.:7,=$:.0=!047681:872,=:,>=Z60=237?<4B>2ÿ S3:68ÿ
;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ TÿSgÿT4ÿ
ÿ964ÿiÿN_bÿ,2806ÿ7\9ÿ:,>ÿ:??2.B:,<7,4ÿ80A84ÿ
ÿ974ÿqMwOÿVWOÿÿÿmoÿIaÿ"Y5xY %$ÿ988B68RR>284C203,R>,6`C203,R68:87?R-B32:>6Rÿ
3747/7378<`237?<`C203,4B>2ÿS3:68ÿ;76780>ÿ&B14ÿÿ T4ÿ
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4,-.2/-99ÿ4201,-2-93ÿ4420/239ÿ456.-798ÿ-,9ÿ4/202:-;-3ÿ92;-1,7ÿ:-56ÿ
,2ÿ46<<142</=>-769ÿ<674<1?412,74 ÿ
#,ÿ-991412,ÿ42ÿ<6?6,4ÿ6@-;A367ÿ2Bÿ4:6ÿ46<<142</=>-769ÿ<674<1?412,7ÿ2Bÿ4:6ÿ
,62ÿ.C%"7ÿB2<ÿ92;-1,ÿ,-;6ÿ<6.174<-412,ÿ24:6<ÿ<6?6,4ÿ965632A;6,47ÿ-372ÿ
65196,?6ÿ-ÿ:61.:46,69ÿ76,7141514/ÿ42ÿ4:6ÿ9636.-412,ÿ2Bÿ92;-1,7ÿ-,9ÿ4:36ÿ
<6.174<-412,ÿ2Bÿ92;-1,ÿ,-;67ÿ214:ÿ46<<142<1-3ÿ2<ÿ.62.<-A:1?-3ÿ;6-,1,.74 ÿÿ
C:17ÿ:61.:46,69ÿ76,7141514/ÿ4<-,73-467ÿ1,42ÿ4:6ÿ<D367ÿB2<ÿ<6.1746<1,.ÿ92;-1,ÿ
,-;67ÿ2,ÿ72;6ÿ??C%"7ÿ-,9ÿ72;6ÿ,62ÿ.3C%"7E>24:ÿ??C%"7ÿ-,9ÿ,62ÿ.C%"7ÿ
214:ÿ-,9ÿ214:2D4ÿ46<<142<1-3ÿ;6-,1,.4 ÿÿF1,?6ÿ  ÿ<6.174<167ÿ:-56ÿ:-9ÿ42ÿ
<676<56ÿ?2D,4</ÿ-,9ÿ?6<4-1,ÿ46<<142</ÿ,-;67Gÿ656,ÿ,2,=46<<142<1-3ÿC%"7ÿ;D74ÿ
?2;A3/ÿ214:ÿ4:17ÿ<6HD1<6;6,4436ÿÿI2<ÿ6@-;A36ÿ4:6ÿ44<-563ÿ<6.174</ÿ-.<669ÿ,24ÿ
42ÿ;-06ÿ?2D,4</ÿ,-;67ÿ-5-13->36ÿB2<ÿ<6.174<-412,ÿ-7ÿ76?2,9=36563ÿ92;-1,ÿ
,-;67437ÿÿF2;6ÿC%"7ÿ:-56ÿ<676<569ÿ46<<142<1-3ÿ92;-1,ÿ,-;67ÿB2<ÿ<6.174<-412,ÿ
>/ÿA-<41?D3-<39ÿ<6.174<-,47ÿ7D?:ÿ-7ÿ32?-3ÿ-D4:2<14167ÿ-,9ÿ?2;;D,-3ÿ
-772?1-412,7 ÿ2<ÿ:-56ÿ-332269ÿ4:676ÿ<6.174<-412,7ÿ2,3/ÿ214:ÿ4:6ÿ?2,76,4ÿ2Bÿ
ÿ

ÿ994ÿJKLÿMNÿONÿPKQÿRSQÿTUVÿWXD,6ÿ ÿ 6Yÿ:44A78ZZ2224.;2<6.174</4ÿ
?2;Z6,Z.624397Z"IZ$-.2/-["2;-1,[$-;6[!6.174<-412,[231?1674A9BÿW\ÿ4Y4ÿ
ÿ934ÿJ]^ÿ MNÿ ONÿ PKQÿ RSQÿ 4V_#$&'&ÿ WXD,6ÿ 9ÿ 6Yÿ
:44A8ZZ222461./24?24̀AZ6,Z1;-.67ZV01,-2-["2;-1,[$-;6[!6.174<-412,[231?1674A9BÿW\ÿ4Y4ÿ
ÿ94ÿJ]LÿMNÿONÿPKQÿRSQÿTUVÿWXD,6ÿ ÿ 6Yÿ:44A78ZZ2224.;2<6.174</4ÿ
?2;Z6,Z.624397Z"IZC20/2["2;-1,[$-;6[!6.174<-412,[231?1674A9BÿW3-74ÿ5171469ÿ&A<4ÿÿ Yÿ
W\ÿ4Y4ÿ
ÿ984ÿJaKQÿRSQÿ41 T&Fÿ:44A8ZZ2224,1?456.-7ZA231?167ZÿW3-74ÿ5171469ÿ&A<4ÿÿ YÿW\ÿÿ4Y4ÿ
ÿ34ÿJL]NÿMNÿONÿPKQÿRSQÿTUVÿWXD,6ÿ ÿ 6Yÿ:44A78ZZ2224.;2<6.174</4ÿ
?2;Z6,Z.624397Z"IZb202:-;-["2;-1,[$-;6[!6.174<-412,[231?1674A9BÿW\ÿ4Y4ÿ
ÿ34ÿcdÿJKJÿJeLÿMNÿONÿPKQÿRSLÿ4f&b !$ÿ:44A8ZZ,1?4>-/6<,Z-77647ZA231?167Zÿ
$TZ"2;-1,=$-;6=!6.174<-412,=231?/=6,.317:4A9BÿW3-74ÿ5171469ÿ&A<4ÿÿ YÿW\ÿW>YY4ÿ
ÿ34ÿI2<ÿ-ÿ?<141HD6ÿ2Bÿ4:6ÿ91BB6<6,?67ÿ1,ÿ#g&$$h7ÿ-AA<2-?:67ÿ42ÿ4:6ÿA<246?412,ÿ2Bÿ.62.<-A:1?-3ÿ46<;7ÿ
-4ÿ4:6ÿ42Aÿ36563ÿ-,9ÿ3226<ÿ365637ÿ2Bÿ4:6ÿ"$Fÿ766ÿI2<<674ÿQijÿ,246ÿ7ÿ-4ÿ64ÿ
ÿ34ÿcÿÿ,2467ÿ36kÿ-,9ÿ-??2;A-,/1,.ÿ46@44ÿ
ÿ364ÿPKQLÿlKNÿ#g&$$ÿ:44A78ZZ,62.439741?-,,42<.Z71467Z96B-D34ZB1367Z-.<66;6,47Z-.<66;6,4ÿ
=-AA<2569=8-̀,6=6,4A9BÿW3-74ÿ5171469ÿ&A<4ÿÿ YÿWFA6?1B1?-412,ÿ7ÿ\ÿ6Y4ÿÿV,ÿ4:6ÿ?2,4<256<7/ÿ
7D<<2D,91,.ÿ#g&$$h7ÿA<6B6<6,41-3ÿ4<6-4;6,4ÿ2Bÿ?2D,4<167hÿ.256<,;6,4ÿ1,46<6747ÿ766ÿI2<<674ÿQijÿ,246ÿ
7ÿ-4ÿ3k4ÿÿV,ÿ4:6ÿ<676<569ÿ.62.<-A:1?-3ÿ-,9ÿ.62A23141?-3ÿ,-;67ÿ1,ÿ4:6ÿ46Dÿ92;-1,ÿ766ÿC2<746,ÿ
f6441,.6<ÿÿmijÿjnoaÿMNÿpJiqÿÿ"VU&#$ÿ$&U ÿ%&'ÿ&$"ÿ!&gC#g 8ÿ&$ÿ
#$C !$&C#V$&%ÿr&$"fVV_ÿÿ7k9ÿWC2<746,ÿf6441,.6<ÿsÿ&336.<-ÿ'-99633ÿ6974ÿ9ÿ694ÿ 7Y4ÿ
ÿ374ÿ4aÿPKQLÿRSQÿC!&%%#&$g ÿ! T#FC!bÿUTUC4ÿgVU&$bÿW"6?4ÿ 9Yÿ
:44A8ZZ22244<-56344<-563Z"I7ZF6A46 C<-563231?167=I1,-34A9BÿW\ÿ44Y4ÿ
ÿ394ÿmJKJÿJeLÿMNÿONÿPKQÿRSLÿQijÿ,246ÿ3ÿ-4ÿ\ÿ3GÿJSLÿMNÿONÿ
PKQÿlKNÿ4gbÿC%"ÿ! T#FC!bÿ:44A8ZZ2224,1?4?/Z<D367<6.4:4;ÿW3-74ÿ5171469ÿ&A<4ÿÿ
YÿW\ÿ743Y4ÿ
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32,-3ÿ-./0212/234455ÿÿ6273ÿ13824/1234ÿ0-93ÿ:13,3.;3;ÿ3</2133=ÿ/03ÿ13824/1-/22<ÿ
2>ÿ,31/-2<ÿ83281-:02,ÿ<-734?ÿ>21ÿ3@-7:33ÿ/03ÿ!.334ÿ-<;ÿ2352,234ÿ>21ÿ/03ÿ438ÿ
;27-2<ÿ3@,3.;3ÿ>127ÿ13824/1-/22<ÿ-33ÿ,2.</1=ÿ-<;ÿ,2/=ÿ<-734 ÿ/03ÿ4:/ÿ13824/1=ÿ
;234ÿ<2/ÿ-332Aÿ13824/1-/22<4ÿ2>ÿ,31/-2<ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ<-7345Bÿ-<;ÿ/03ÿ13824/1=ÿ
2>ÿ/03ÿ;27-2<ÿ4C22ÿ13431934ÿ;27-2<ÿ<-734ÿ/0-/ÿ-13ÿDE:12/3,/3;ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ
2<;2,-/22<44 ÿ
#F&$$G4ÿ43<42/292/=ÿ/2ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ<-734ÿ0-4ÿ134.3/3;ÿ>127ÿ,2.</1234ÿ
92421=ÿF2772//33ÿ922,2<8ÿ
A2/02<ÿ/03ÿ>21.7ÿ2>ÿ#F&$$G4ÿH2931<73</-3ÿ&;


/0321ÿ2</3134/ÿ2<ÿ:12/3,/2<8ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ<-7344 ÿÿI2A3931ÿ,2.</1234ÿ-13ÿ<2/ÿ
.<2/3;ÿ2<ÿ-33ÿ:12/3,/22<4ÿ>21ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ<-734?ÿ2<3ÿ3@-7:33ÿ24ÿ/03ÿ32<8E
1.<<2<8ÿ;24:./3ÿC3/A33<ÿ/03ÿD<2/3;ÿ6/-/34ÿ-<;ÿ/03ÿ.12:3-<ÿD<22<ÿ2931ÿ/03ÿ
:12/3,/22<ÿ2>ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ2<;2,-/22<4ÿ-<;ÿ:-1/2,.3-13=ÿ2931ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ
2<;2,-/22<4ÿ>21ÿA2<34ÿA02,0ÿ0-4ÿ,-.43;ÿ>.1/031ÿ;24-813373</4ÿ2931ÿ4.>>2,23</ÿ
339334ÿ2>ÿ:12/3,/22<ÿ>21ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ2<;2,-/22<4ÿ2<ÿ<3Aÿ8J%"4ÿ:-1/2,.3-13=ÿ
2<ÿ/03ÿ4A2<3ÿ-<;ÿ492<ÿ;27-2<44 ÿ
KLÿÿÿMNOPÿQNPÿ
J03ÿ-<-3=424ÿ2>ÿ/3112/212-32R-/22<ÿ402.3;ÿ<2/ÿ3<;ÿA2/0ÿ13824/1-/22<ÿ
33282C232/=ÿ13S.21373</4ÿ21ÿ:12/3,/22<ÿ>21ÿ83281-:02,-3ÿ<-734ÿ2<ÿ/03ÿ;3338-/22<ÿ
ÿ

ÿ554ÿTÿUNÿVÿWXNÿÿÿQYNÿÿLYXÿMUÿZUNÿ$#FH"ÿ[&.84ÿ7ÿ
\ÿ0//:8]]AAA4<2,48;]/31744:0:ÿ[^ÿ49\4ÿ
ÿ54ÿ438ÿ!.334ÿNPOÿ<2/3ÿ Bÿ-/ÿ_ÿ74ÿ
ÿ5B4ÿLOÿMUÿZUÿQYNÿQPNÿ"$64Jÿ[`.<3ÿ9ÿ 6\ÿ0//:48]]AAA4;<44:/]>2E
/24]8,-]13824/1-/22<a1.334a4:/a7955976;>36B-C4:;>4ÿ
ÿ4ÿLbÿMUÿZUÿcdeÿ4f#gÿ0//:8]];2,:3-=314<3/] 9595Ef22E;27-2<E<-73E:232,=E9EE
3-4/E.:;-/3E7-=E E 6E4/-1/2<8E;2/E3/;EC22E;27-2<E<-73E:232,=E9EE-4E2>E E7-=E 6E40/73ÿ
[3-4/ÿ.:;-/3;ÿh-=ÿ ÿ 6\ÿ[^ÿ7\4ÿ
ÿ4ÿTiWÿTjUNÿkTlkmYÿcONÿH&Fÿ6 F! J&!#&Jÿ n6ÿ[&.84ÿ Bÿ 6\ÿ
0//:48]]8-,A3C42,-<<4218];24:3-=]8-,A3C]H&Fo'21p2<8oH12.:o/2o @-72<3o/03o12/3,/22<o2>o
H3281-:02,o$-734o2<o-<=oq./.13o @:-<422<o2>o8J%"4r:13923As]BB6699]6B66]H&Ft
H32E<-734t 'Ht Et '21p2<8t -:314t 4:;>?ÿNÿNÿ&4ÿh2,0-33ÿq1227p2<ÿkÿ
kÿueÿvuwxÿkÿwÿyÿ6ÿIgD64ÿ%4ÿ! 14ÿBÿ9n97ÿ[ 6\4ÿÿg<ÿ,2.</1234Gÿ3-13231ÿ2</3134/ÿ2<ÿ
<-/22<-3ÿzC1-<;2<8{ÿ2<ÿ/03ÿ,2</3@/ÿ2>ÿ/03ÿ"$6ÿ433ÿXLÿ-/ÿ6n64ÿ
ÿ4ÿuÿ6,2//ÿH3123<ÿ|ÿF0124/2:031ÿ-44-13332ÿWYNÿÿTYOdÿXdNÿ}TN~ÿÿ
ÿWÿÿÿWiZZÿZÿTdÿOjÿMUNÿg!H4ÿ#$JG%ÿH gH!&I#F&%ÿ#$"#F&J#g$6ÿ
$ J'g!ÿÿ[ 9\ÿ0//:8]]AAA421282<E824,27]27-834]4/21234]"q4]<83240]212H#<a.C32,-/22<4a ÿ
]H#a8J%"4a`&$ 9a' fa1 !6#g$4:;>ÿ[z'2/02<ÿ/03ÿH&Fÿ/0313ÿ24ÿ2<822<8ÿ;24-813373</ÿ
C3/A33<ÿ/03ÿD464ÿ-<;ÿ&.4/1-32-<ÿ82931<73</4ÿ2<ÿ/03ÿ2<3ÿ0-<;ÿ-<;ÿ/03ÿDÿ-4ÿA333ÿ-4ÿ9ÿ2/031ÿ,2.</1234ÿ
2<ÿ/03ÿ2/031ÿ0-<;ÿ2931ÿA03/031ÿ/0313ÿ24ÿ4.>>2,23</ÿ:12/3,/22<ÿ>21ÿH#4ÿ2<ÿ/03ÿ<3Aÿ8J%"4ÿ-<;ÿ2<ÿ4A2<3ÿ
-<;ÿ492<ÿ2<ÿ:-1/2,.3-14{\4ÿ
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,-.ÿ/01234/,422-ÿ5/26033034ÿÿ"27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ.235840ÿ/03238422-ÿ23ÿ,-2490/ÿ
,:0-80ÿ49/2819ÿ;9269ÿ5/0<0/0-60ÿ7,=ÿ>0ÿ12:0-ÿ42ÿ/01234/,-43ÿ6;92ÿ9,:0ÿ>8234ÿ
40//242/2,3ÿ4203ÿ;249ÿ,ÿ40//242/=ÿ49,4ÿ23ÿ,33262,40.ÿ;249ÿ,ÿ?%"4 ÿÿ&ÿ5/0<0/0-60ÿ
7,=ÿ>0ÿ12:0-ÿ49/2819ÿ02490/ÿ,ÿ.27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ/01234/,422-ÿ,1/0070-4ÿ2/ÿ,ÿ
.27,2-ÿ.235840ÿ/03238422-ÿ52326=47ÿÿ?923ÿ/2840ÿ42ÿ40//242/2,32@,422-ÿ2<ÿ,ÿ?%"ÿ
72194ÿ>0ÿ5/0<0/,>30ÿ2<ÿ/01234/203ÿ.2ÿ-24ÿ;,-4ÿ42ÿ2/ÿ7834ÿ-24ÿ.236/272-,40ÿ
,1,2-34ÿ3270ÿ,55326,-43ÿ92-ÿ490ÿ.27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ/01234/,422-ÿ5/26033ÿ>,30.ÿ2-ÿ
,55326,-43Aÿ-,422-,324=4 ÿÿ#4ÿ23ÿ,332ÿ,ÿ/2840ÿ49,4ÿ6,-ÿ03272-,40ÿ63,3903ÿ>04;00-ÿ
/21943ÿ42ÿ2.0-426,3ÿ,359,-870/26,3ÿ.0321-,422-3ÿ49,4ÿ0B234ÿ8-.0/ÿ490ÿ3,;3ÿ2<ÿ
.2<<0/0-4ÿ628-4/2034Cÿ
?2ÿ34/0-1490-ÿ490ÿ62--06422-ÿ>04;00-ÿ,ÿ.27,2-ÿ,-.ÿ,ÿ5,/42683,/ÿ40//242/=ÿ
3270ÿ.27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ/01234/,422-ÿ,1/0070-43ÿ,-.D2/ÿ.235840ÿ/03238422-ÿ52326203ÿ
2-638.0ÿ,ÿ5/2:2322-ÿ49,4ÿ2.0-42<203ÿ490ÿ628-4/=ÿ;9230ÿ3,;ÿ;233ÿ>0ÿ,55326,>30ÿ42ÿ
.27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ.23584034 ÿÿ'9230ÿ490ÿE"!ÿ23ÿ3230-4ÿ2-ÿ490ÿ692260ÿ2<ÿ
ÿ

ÿ4ÿFÿÿ-2403ÿ6GCÿ,-.ÿ,66275,-=2-1ÿ40B44ÿ
ÿ64ÿFÿHIJKÿLMNÿ-240ÿ9Oÿÿ-240ÿ7ÿ,-.ÿ,66275,-=2-1ÿ40B44ÿ
ÿ74ÿFÿ,4/26PÿQ033=ÿRSTTÿKLÿÿUVÿHWÿÿHSÿISXYSÿ
ILNMXJLMÿCÿZ !Q % [ÿ? \]4ÿ%4^4ÿÿ_ÿ̀ aOÿHIJKÿLMNÿ-240ÿ9Oÿÿ-2403ÿ9G
6ÿ,-.ÿ,66275,-=2-1ÿ40B44ÿ
ÿ94ÿFÿbVcÿdeefgÿ#$?A%ÿ&hhA$ÿij!ÿ?] ÿ!j? \?#j$ÿjiÿ#$? %%4ÿ!j4ÿ&##ÿ_9ÿ̀j644ÿ
aÿ94458DD,255242/1D;5k62-40-4D8532,.3D 7DDDZ2-.0/45.<ÿ`l?90ÿ66?%"ÿ/01234/,422-ÿ3=34073ÿ
39283.ÿ-24ÿ.236/272-,40ÿ,72-1ÿ.27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ/01234/,-43ÿ>,30.ÿ2-ÿ4902/ÿ-,422-,324=4ma4ÿ
ÿC4ÿFÿÿ-240ÿ ÿ,-.ÿ,66275,-=2-1ÿ40B4ÿ`5/2:2.2-1ÿ30:0/,3ÿ0B,75303ÿ2<ÿ/01234/,422-ÿ
,1/0070-43ÿ,-.ÿ.235840ÿ/03238422-ÿ52326=ÿ,1/0070-43ÿ49,4ÿ2-638.0ÿ692260k2<k3,;ÿ5/2:2322-3a4ÿ
ÿ4ÿFÿIRYnÿISÿSLÿWÿnWLÿ" $#\ÿ944538DD;;;4.0-264.0D0-D.27,2-k40/73k
,-.k62-.2422-3Dÿ̀3,34ÿ:23240.ÿ&5/4ÿÿ aÿ̀oÿ_`aaOÿSLÿWÿnWLÿÿÿJTÿÿHLÿÿÿ
pWcÿISÿYSÿ"Qk]jh?q&h? !ÿ̀"064ÿ_ÿ Caÿ944538DD;;;4.Pk92347,340/4.PD0-D40/73ÿ̀oÿ6aOÿ
pMÿISÿYSÿJTLÿSLÿWÿnWLÿE!#"4Eÿ944538DD08/2.408D70.2,D<230/r58>326Dÿ
0_D,>D0_,>6.0k96k6<,k>,,k.>9>6.<D40/73r,-.r62-.2422-3r0-45.<ÿ`3,34ÿ:23240.ÿ&5/4ÿÿ
aÿ̀oÿ6aOÿILNMÿJLMÿKstÿÿÿISÿYSLÿupvÿ#q ÿ944538DD;;;4-2642/D"23ÿ
5840r!03238422-r2326=r2/ÿ`3,34ÿ:23240.ÿ&5/4ÿÿ aÿ`wÿaOÿYSLÿNÿÿnÿnMVÿWÿ
SsxÿWÿJWÿ0JMLÿÿÿnMVÿYycÿSÿnÿ $#\4\E ÿ
94458DD;;;4-26468D.2687r.044595z.26r2.{|254{ÿ`3,34ÿ:23240.ÿ&5/4ÿÿ aÿ`,/44ÿ4aOÿ
JTLÿJML}ÿJMLÿÿÿUsÿÿISÿYSLÿHWÿÿLÿnMtÿnWÿNÿ
~ÿISÿup~vÿ#h!& %ÿ#$? !$ ?ÿ&hhj\#&?#j$ÿ94458DD;;;4232642/1423D<2303D.263D#hj\k
#%r!01234/,422-r!8303r:49r $%#h]rkr44 C45.<ÿ`3,34ÿ85.,40.ÿ"064ÿ Caÿ`oÿ aOÿ
JTMSÿWÿFLSÿUWSLÿWÿnLÿWÿÿJLÿÿYSLÿWÿISLÿLVÿ
pVÿÿISWÿFUnXUWSÿ0JTMÿÿÿUWSLÿFtLSÿÿÿnsLÿ
JTÿÿISÿYSLÿHWÿpVÿ! #h?!j4Z!ÿ`h0544ÿ ÿ aÿ944538DD/01234/24>/D.272-22Dÿ
3,62k,.7k/0183,70-4249473ÿ̀,/44ÿ9aÿ090/02-,<40/ÿpVÿJTMS4ÿ
$24ÿ,33ÿ692260k2<k3,;ÿ5/2:2322-3ÿ2-ÿ.27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ/01234/,422-ÿ,1/0070-43ÿ.264,40ÿ490ÿ3,;ÿ42ÿ>0ÿ
,55320.ÿ2-ÿ.2358403ÿ>04;00-ÿ,ÿ.27,2-ÿ-,70ÿ/01234/,-4ÿ`,ÿ/0352-.0-4aÿ,-.ÿ,ÿ62753,2-,-44ÿÿFÿpTpÿ
SLÿWÿnWLÿ$#\4?q ÿ94458DD;;;4-26447D40/7349473ÿ̀3,34ÿ:23240.ÿ&5/4ÿÿ aÿ̀wÿ a4ÿh270ÿ
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,--3./,031ÿ3,2 33ÿ4251ÿ26718ÿ9.4-:61ÿ81423:6.2;ÿ-23./.14ÿ92ÿ.;/3:91ÿ/72./1<2=<
3,2ÿ-82>.4.2;44 ÿÿ?7141ÿ26718ÿ9.4-:61ÿ81423:6.2;ÿ-23./.14ÿ1@.46ÿ=28ÿ4251ÿ
925,.;4ÿ27241ÿ81A.468.14ÿ9.9ÿ;26ÿ,92-6ÿ671ÿB"!ÿ0:6ÿ8,6718ÿ/81,619ÿ4-1/.,33C<
6,.32819ÿ9.4-:61ÿ81423:6.2;ÿ-23./.14ÿ62ÿ81=31/6ÿ671.8ÿ22;
ÿ.;6181464ÿ28ÿ671ÿ.;6181464ÿ
2=ÿ671ÿ6188.628Cÿ2.67ÿ27./7ÿ671ÿ925,.;4ÿ,81ÿ3.;D1943ÿÿ?71ÿ/72./1ÿ2=ÿ671ÿ3,2ÿ
2=ÿ671ÿ6188.628Cÿ,4ÿ671ÿ3,32ÿ,--3./,031ÿ62ÿ925,.;ÿ;,51ÿ9.4-:614ÿ.4ÿ4682;Aÿ
1>.91;/1ÿ2=ÿ671ÿ.;61814644 ÿ
&--3C.;Aÿ671ÿ3,2ÿ2=ÿ,ÿ-,86./:3,8ÿ/2:;68CÿA.>14ÿ814-1/6ÿ62ÿ671ÿ8.A764ÿ67,6ÿ
-8261/6ÿ,3-7,;:518./,3ÿ914.A;,6.2;4ÿ67,6ÿ,81ÿ81A.461819ÿA8,;619ÿ28ÿ81/2A;.E19ÿ
0Cÿ67,6ÿ-,86./:3,8ÿ/2:;68C43ÿÿ!14-1/6ÿ/,;ÿ,342ÿ01ÿ,/7.1>19ÿ271;ÿ,ÿ9.4-:61ÿ
81423:6.2;ÿ-23./Cÿ-82>.914ÿ=28ÿ,ÿ-81=181;/1ÿ=28ÿ8.A764ÿ62ÿ,3-7,;:518./ÿ
914.A;,6.236;4ÿ67,6ÿ,81ÿ81A.461819ÿA8,;619ÿ28ÿ81/2A;.E19ÿ0Cÿ,ÿ-,86./:3,8ÿ
/2:;68C4 ÿÿF28ÿ1@,5-31ÿ671ÿ4.1ÿ9.4-:61ÿ81423:6.2;ÿ-23./Cÿ-82>.914ÿ-8261/6.2;ÿ
=28ÿ22;184ÿ2=ÿG-8261/619ÿ.91;6.=.184Hÿ27./7ÿ,81ÿ91=.;19ÿ,4ÿ68,915,8D4ÿ67,6ÿ,81ÿ
-8261/619ÿ.;ÿ#813,;9ÿA12A8,-7./,3ÿ.;9./,6.2;4ÿ67,6ÿ,81ÿ-8.5,ÿ=,/.1ÿ-8261/619ÿ.;ÿ
#813,;9ÿ28ÿ-1842;,3ÿ;,514ÿ2.67ÿ,ÿ81-:6,6.2;ÿ.;ÿ#813,;9437ÿÿ&;ÿ22;18ÿ2=ÿ,ÿ
-8261/619ÿ.91;6.=.18ÿ5,Cÿ/7,331;A1ÿ,ÿ925,.;3ÿ9;,51ÿ67,6ÿ.4ÿ.91;6./,3ÿ28ÿ
5.431,9.;A3Cÿ4.5.3,8ÿ62ÿ671ÿ-8261/619ÿ.91;6.=.184 ÿ
ÿ

/72./1<2=<3,2ÿ-82>.4.2;4ÿ.;ÿ81A.468,6.2;ÿ,A81151;64ÿ/2;/18;ÿ2;3Cÿ671ÿ-82/144ÿ2=ÿ81A.468,6.2;ÿ,;9ÿ
-261;6.,3ÿ9.4-:614ÿ016211;ÿ,;ÿ,--3./,;6ÿI28ÿ81A.468,;6Jÿ,;9ÿ671ÿ81A.468,84ÿÿKLÿMNMÿOMPÿ"1Q27;ÿ>4ÿ?71ÿ
4?1ÿR28-4ÿ#;6S34ÿ67ÿF4ÿT:--4ÿ9ÿ3 ÿ3UVÿI$4"4ÿ#334ÿ J4ÿ
ÿ34ÿKÿWXYÿ,864ÿ###ÿ,;9ÿ#14ÿ
ÿ34ÿKÿWXYÿ;261ÿÿ,;9ÿ,//25-,;C.;Aÿ61@64ÿ
ÿ34ÿKÿWXYÿ;261ÿÿ,;9ÿ,//25-,;C.;Aÿ61@6Pÿÿ;261ÿ3ÿ,;9ÿ,//25-,;C.;Aÿ61@6PÿWÿWLÿ
MNMÿ",>.9ÿ&ÿT.52;ÿZÿ[\Y]ÿZ^WWÿÿ_ÿ̀Wÿa]WWÿ̀Oÿÿ̀\ÿa\bc\ÿ
aWYXbdWXÿe]^ÿ7ÿf4R4ÿ%4ÿ! 14ÿ97ÿ9V93ÿI J4ÿ
ÿ34ÿKÿdNWÿZN\ÿ$#Rÿ&gÿ766-8hh2224;./4,Ah,A81151;64765ÿI3,46ÿ>.4.619ÿ&-84ÿÿ
JÿI4131/6.;Aÿ671ÿ3,24ÿ2=ÿ671ÿB;.619ÿT6,614ÿR,3.=28;.,ÿ,;9ÿ$12ÿi28Dÿ=28ÿ,ÿ//?%"ÿ,442/.,619ÿ2.67ÿ
671ÿ.43,;9ÿ;,6.2;ÿ2=ÿ&;6.A:,ÿ,;9ÿf,80:9,JÿIjÿ J4ÿÿ&3672:A7ÿ671ÿ,--3./,031ÿ3,2ÿ67,6ÿ.4ÿ4131/619ÿ;119ÿ
;26ÿ01ÿ671ÿ3,2ÿ2=ÿ671ÿ/2:;68Cÿ28ÿ26718ÿk:8.49./6.2;ÿ2.67ÿ27./7ÿ671ÿ?%"ÿ.4ÿ,442/.,619ÿ6C-./,33Cÿ.6ÿ2.33ÿ
01ÿ671ÿ/2:;68CS4ÿ3,24ÿÿOMPÿWÿWÿa\ÿc\ÿdNWÿ\WÿOÿlOWLÿWXYÿ;261ÿÿ
,;9ÿ,//25-,;C.;Aÿ61@64ÿ
ÿ34ÿKÿT.52;ÿWXYÿ;261ÿ3ÿ,6ÿ33V94ÿ
ÿ364ÿKÿR255.44.2;ÿ!1A:3,6.2;ÿU6h 6ÿ2=ÿÿ&-8.3ÿ 6ÿ%,C.;Aÿ"22;ÿ:03./ÿ23./Cÿ!:314ÿ
R2;/18;.;Aÿ671ÿ#5-3151;6,6.2;ÿ,;9ÿF:;/6.2;4ÿ2=ÿ671ÿ41:ÿ?2-ÿ%1>13ÿ"25,.;ÿ,;9ÿ671ÿ8.;/.-314ÿ
g2>18;.;Aÿ!1A.468,6.2;ÿ 6ÿm4Q4ÿI%ÿ9Jÿ6 ÿ6UÿI,864ÿIJJPÿMnÿdNX\ÿWXYÿ;261ÿÿ,6ÿ,864ÿ
I,JPÿ\WÿOÿlOWÿÿdNWÿZYY]nÿÿÿYbopÿa\ÿMWÿ##T4T ÿIq,CÿUÿ
7Jÿ766-48hh2224..4441h92/4h!1A.46818.;A4>.33D28r1;A4-9=ÿIsÿU4J4ÿ
ÿ374ÿaWYXÿdWXÿe]^ÿ#ÿ"mq&#$ÿ! g#T?!iÿ766-48hh2224.1984.1h9.4-:61<81423:6.2;hÿI3,46ÿ
>.4.619ÿ&-84ÿÿ JÿIsÿ4J4ÿ
ÿ394ÿKÿOMÿ,6ÿjÿ44PÿÿWÿWLÿMNMÿdNXÿÿÿZpÿaWYXÿdWXÿe]OXÿ
ÿÿM\ÿa\ÿm!g&$#T&?#m$ÿqm$"#&% ÿ" ÿ%&ÿ!m!#t?tÿ#$? %% R?B %% ÿIQ:;1ÿ ÿ 7Jÿ
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+,-ÿ./,-ÿ0ÿ123456,ÿ7,3235622-ÿ423289ÿ12,3ÿ-26ÿ3606,ÿ0ÿ47,:,7,-8,ÿ:27ÿ0ÿ
4076285307ÿ825-679;3ÿ6701,<07=3ÿ2-6,747,60622-ÿ2:ÿ6/,ÿ423289ÿ>9ÿ0ÿ123456,ÿ7,?
3235622-ÿ40-,3ÿ<09@ÿ7A,3536ÿ2-ÿ6/,ÿ47,:,7,-6203ÿ67,06<,-6ÿ2:ÿ6/,ÿ6701,<07=3ÿ2:ÿ0ÿ
4076285307ÿ825-6794 ÿÿB27ÿ,C0<43,ÿ6/,ÿ405ÿ"23456,ÿ!,3235622-ÿ23289ÿ12,3ÿ-26ÿ
34,82:9ÿ./06ÿ6701,<07=ÿ30.ÿ3/2531ÿ04439ÿ62ÿ033,33@ÿ6/,ÿ,C236,-8,ÿ0-1ÿ+0321269ÿ
2:ÿ0ÿ82<4302-0-6;3ÿ6701,<07=ÿ27ÿ3,7+28,ÿ<07=4 ÿÿB27ÿ7,D236,7,1ÿ<07=3ÿ
1,82322-3ÿ>9ÿ40-,33ÿ2-2620339ÿ+072,1ÿ>56ÿ,+,-650339ÿ0ÿ82-3,-353ÿ.03ÿ7,08/,1ÿ
6/06ÿ-26ÿ2-39ÿ6701,<07=3ÿ7,D236,7,1ÿ2-ÿ&53670320ÿ>56ÿ0332ÿE0ÿ6701,<07@=@ÿ
7,D236,7,1ÿ256321,ÿ2:ÿ&53670320ÿ30623:2,3ÿ6/,ÿ7,F527,<,-63ÿ2:ÿ6/,ÿ232894G ÿ
0-,33ÿ/0+,ÿ0332ÿ/,31ÿ/2.,+,7ÿ6/06ÿ2:ÿ0ÿ82<4302-0-6ÿ>03,3ÿ263ÿ82<4302-6ÿ2-ÿ
0-ÿ5-7,D236,7,1ÿ6701,<07=ÿ6/,ÿ82<4302-0-6ÿE<536ÿ,360>323/ÿ6/06ÿ26ÿ/03ÿ
5-7,D236,7,1ÿ6701,<07=ÿ72D/63ÿ2-ÿ&53670320Gÿ0-1ÿ<,7,ÿE,+21,-8,ÿ6/06ÿ06/,ÿ
82<4302-0-66ÿ/03ÿ5-7,D236,7,1ÿ6701,<07=ÿ72D/63ÿ256321,ÿ2:ÿ&53670320ÿ23ÿ
2-35::282,-64G ÿ
&ÿ47,:,7,-8,ÿ:27ÿ0ÿ825-679;3ÿ6,772627203ÿ72D/63ÿ358/ÿ03ÿ6/,ÿ72D/63ÿ62ÿ0ÿ
6701,<07=ÿ<,0-3ÿ6/06ÿ2-ÿ0ÿ123456,ÿ2+,7ÿ0ÿ12<02-ÿ-0<,ÿ>,6.,,-ÿ6.2ÿ40762,3ÿ
./,7,ÿ2-39ÿ2-,ÿ40769ÿ2.-3ÿ0ÿ6701,<07=ÿ2-ÿ6/,ÿ47,:,77,1ÿ825-679ÿ6/06ÿ23ÿ
21,-62803ÿ27ÿ82-:532-D39ÿ32<2307ÿ62ÿ6/,ÿ12<02-ÿ-0<,ÿ358/ÿ40769ÿ.233ÿ47,+023ÿ2-ÿ
6/,ÿ123456,ÿ2:ÿ26ÿ23ÿ6/,ÿ30.ÿ2:ÿ6/,ÿ6,7726279ÿ6/06ÿD2+,7-3ÿ6/,ÿ123456,46ÿÿ#:ÿ:27ÿ
,C0<43,ÿ2-ÿ6/,ÿ,424/2-,0<43482<ÿ803,ÿ6/,ÿD2+,7-2-Dÿ30.ÿ2-ÿ6/,ÿ12<02-ÿ
-0<,ÿ123456,ÿ/01ÿ>,,-ÿH4I4ÿ30.ÿ6/,ÿ82<4302-0-6ÿJ2>32-ÿ./2ÿ2.-,1ÿ6/,ÿH4I4ÿ
6701,<07=ÿ.2531ÿ/0+,ÿ47,+023,1ÿ2+,7ÿ6/,ÿK/2-,3,ÿ7,342-1,-6ÿ./2ÿ2.-,1ÿ6/,ÿ
ÿ

/6648LL...4.24242-6L0<8L:7L12<02-3L753,3L88631L<0L-,.753,34/6<3ÿMNÿ M0OM2OOPÿQRSSTÿUÿ
VSÿWÿUÿÿXUUÿYZ[SÿX\]Qÿ^U_Qÿ]ÿÿ`RÿQÿXQ[Sÿÿ^a\ÿ
UÿYSU\ÿUÿ^QRSTÿXbcRUSÿUÿdSQÿ]ÿe\[QÿUÿV\ÿfcÿÿ
dTUaÿUÿYgQÿdQ]UÿÿXQ]hÿij_Xklmÿ0764ÿÿ/6648LL...412<2-2234,3L12<2-223L326,3L12<2ÿ
-223L:23,3L@A 9A A441:ÿM3036ÿ+2326,1ÿ&474ÿÿ OÿM0764ÿO4ÿ
ÿ@A4ÿkÿanÿo0300=2ÿp260>,ÿXqqaÿSRÿY]nÿYSÿÿÿrUsÿ
Y\QQÿUÿt\QÿÿH4ÿH !uvÿ!#KvÿwHI4ÿ%4x4ÿÿ9ÿM OÿME0I2<,ÿ2:ÿ6/,ÿ23353670622-3ÿ
2-12806,1ÿ033ÿ825-672,3ÿ07,ÿ2-/,7,-639ÿ2-6,7,36,1ÿ2-ÿ4726,862-Dÿ27ÿD2+2-Dÿ47,:,7,-6203ÿ67,06<,-6ÿM>26/ÿ
82-38225339ÿ27ÿ5-82-38225339Oÿ62ÿ6/,27ÿ12<,3628ÿ:27<3ÿ036/25D/ÿ+072253ÿ2-6,7-0622-03ÿ0D7,,<,-63ÿ07,ÿ
354423,1ÿ62ÿ67,06ÿ033ÿ2-6,33,86503ÿ4724,769ÿ,F50339ÿ7,D0713,33ÿ2:ÿ6/,ÿ32578,ÿ2:ÿ263ÿ272D2-4GO4ÿ
ÿ@4ÿ_RÿVQ]Rÿ^QRÿYSnÿiRV^Ymÿ4&H"&ÿM&474ÿ7ÿ 9Oÿ/66438LL...40510427D405L4232ÿ
82,3L2-1,C?2:?45>323/,1?423282,3L 9L 9?LÿMNÿ6M0OO4ÿ
ÿ@@4ÿ&-17,.ÿB4ÿK/72362,ÿRVyÿzqq{ÿÿYÿ|{QÿÿkSUÿRV^Yÿ}RQQÿ~Qÿ
XUÿijRVyÿRV^Yÿzqq{ÿ_lmÿ4&H"&ÿMx539ÿ 6Oÿ/66438LL...40510427D405L423282,3L05174Lÿ
05174?2+,7+2,.L4&ÿMNÿ4&O4ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿU_ÿ06ÿNÿ4w4ÿÿB27ÿ0ÿ87262803ÿ82<<,-6079ÿ2-ÿ6/23ÿ2-6,747,60622-ÿ2:ÿ405"!ÿ3,,ÿ&340-0ÿ!29ÿÿ
&36/0:ÿo07322:ÿyÿdSÿUÿd\]qÿ^q{ÿÿRV^YÿUÿV^YÿV\ÿe\ÿVSQÿ
@ÿM79Oÿx4ÿvBÿ'v!%"ÿ#$u %%4ÿ!v4ÿ ÿ 79ÿM 9O4ÿ
ÿ64ÿkÿQR]ÿ-26,ÿ@Aÿ0-1ÿ0882<40-92-Dÿ6,C64ÿ
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+,-./0-,1ÿ23ÿ4523-46 ÿ63./,ÿ6474ÿ3-8ÿ+5/ÿ9-3/3ÿ82:3.ÿ5-;/ÿ<2;/3ÿ9,/=/6,/3>/ÿ
+2ÿ+5/ÿ6474?,/<2@+/,/.ÿ+,-./0-,1ÿ2;/,ÿ+5/ÿ4523/@/?,/<2@+/,/.ÿ+,-./0-,14 ÿ
720/ÿ.20-23ÿ3-0/ÿ.2@9:+/ÿ,/@23:+223ÿ9232>2/@ÿ9,2+/>+ÿ32+ÿ233Aÿ
+,-./0-,1@ÿB:+ÿ-3@2ÿ2+5/,ÿ-395-3:0/,2>-3ÿ./@2<3-+223@ÿ,/<2@+/,/.ÿ6<,6-3+/.ÿ2,ÿ
9,2+/>+/.ÿ23ÿ-ÿ<2;/637ÿ>2:3+,Aÿ@:>5ÿ-@ÿ</2<,-952>-3ÿ23.2>-+223@4 ÿÿ#3ÿ+5/ÿ
>5-09-<3/42/ÿ>-@/ ÿ-ÿ'#Cÿ9-3/3ÿ,/>2<32D/.ÿE45-09-<3/Fÿ-@ÿ-ÿE,2+/>+6/.9ÿ
#./3+2=2/,Fÿ+5-+ÿ/3G2A@ÿ9,2+/>+223ÿ:3./,ÿ+5/ÿ42/ÿ"2@9:+/ÿ!/@23:+223ÿ232>A ÿ
-3.ÿ+5/ÿ>2093-23-3+ÿH+5/ÿI,/3>5ÿ+,-./ÿ-@@2>2-+223ÿ2=ÿ45-09-<3/ÿ9,2.:>/,@Jÿ
9,/;-23/.ÿ23ÿ+5/ÿ>-@/ÿ2;/,ÿ+5/ÿ,/@923./3+ÿH-ÿ45-09-<3/ÿ.2@+,2B:+2,ÿ32>-+/.ÿ23ÿ
#,/3-3.ÿ+5-+ÿ2092,+/.ÿ45-09-<3/ÿ23+2ÿ#,/3-3.J46Kÿÿ&ÿ=/8ÿA/-,@ÿ3-+/,ÿ+5/ÿ@-0/ÿ
>2093-23-3+ÿ32@+ÿ-ÿ>-@/ÿ2;/,ÿ+5/ÿ.20-23ÿ>5-09-<3/4>2ÿB/>-:@/ÿ-ÿ'#Cÿ9-3/3ÿ
23ÿ+5-+ÿ>-@/ÿ>23>3:./.ÿ+5-+ÿ:3./,ÿ+5/ÿ6"!ÿ852>5ÿ<2;/,3/.ÿ+5/ÿ>-@/ÿ
E</2<,-9562>-3ÿ23.2>-+223@ÿ-@ÿ@:>5ÿ,/0-23ÿ2:+@2./ÿ+5/ÿ@>29/ÿ2=ÿ+5/ÿ
06"!4F ÿ
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,-2,ÿ6./Q0123ÿ7-.56ÿB-4,4ÿ40/.26Cÿ2.ÿ271-.<26-ÿ.-=-.ÿ72ÿ019623/3ÿ,-2,./019ÿB-4,4ÿ
4=.C4 ÿ
#7ÿ26ÿ022473-66ÿ72ÿ?-8/7-ÿ72?/9ÿ<1-71-.ÿ71-ÿ"$;ÿ52,17ÿ1/:-ÿ8-4-=27-?ÿ=.25ÿ
7/E24,ÿ/ÿ?2==-.-47ÿ/00.2/31ÿ72ÿ7-..272.2/3279ÿ=.25ÿ276ÿ8-,24424,Rÿ=2.ÿ-O/503-ÿ
71-ÿ7-..272.2/3ÿ32527/72246ÿ2=ÿ4/7224/339D.-,267-.-?ÿ7./?-5/.E6ÿ52,17ÿ1/:-ÿ8--4ÿ
.-0323/7-?ÿ24ÿ71-ÿ"$;ÿ89ÿ/332<24,ÿ33@%"6ÿ72ÿ.-,267-.ÿ2439ÿ72ÿ71-ÿ2<4-.B6Cÿ2=ÿ
/ÿ7./?-5/.Eÿ24ÿ24-ÿ33@%"ÿ32>47.9ÿ71-ÿ?25/24ÿ4/5-6ÿ71/7ÿ32..-6024?ÿ72ÿ71/7ÿ
4/7224/339D.-,267-.-?ÿ7./?-5/.Eÿ24ÿ71/7ÿ32>47.94ÿÿS6-.ÿ8-32-=ÿ71/7ÿ7-..272.2/339D
324E-?ÿ?25/246ÿ/4?ÿ?25/24ÿ4/5-6ÿ.-=-.ÿ72ÿ/37>/3ÿ019623/3ÿ,-2,./019ÿB/ÿ8-32-=ÿ
ÿ

ÿ6 4ÿT2..-67ÿUVWÿ427-ÿ7ÿ/7ÿ6ÿBJ0X9ÿ.-6-.:24,ÿ32>47.9ÿ/4?ÿ7-..272.9ÿ4/5-6ÿ/4?ÿ89ÿ2502624,ÿ/ÿ
3246-47ÿ.-G>2.-5-47ÿ24ÿ271-.ÿ,-2,./0123ÿ4/5-6ÿ#M&$$ÿ241-.-4739ÿ:/32?/7-6ÿ,2:-.45-476Nÿ33/256ÿ72ÿ
,-2,./0123ÿ4/5-64KC4ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿYÿ267-3ÿUVWÿ427-ÿÿ/7ÿ7ÿBJ@1-ÿ#&$&ÿ26ÿ427ÿ24ÿ71-ÿ8>624-66ÿ2=ÿ?-32?24,ÿ<1/7ÿ26ÿ/4?ÿ<1/7ÿ
26ÿ427ÿ/ÿ32>47.94KC4ÿ
ÿ664ÿYÿÿ427-6ÿ67ZQ4ÿ
ÿ674ÿYÿ 9ÿ[ M"ÿ! [!@ÿUVWÿ427-ÿLÿ/7ÿ7ÿB42724,ÿ71-ÿJ0.26ÿ/4?ÿ3246ÿ72ÿ328-./32624,ÿ
.-G>2.-5-476ÿ=2.ÿ.-,267-.24,ÿ/ÿ?25/24ÿ4/5-KC4ÿÿ@1-ÿ!-02.7ÿ427-?ÿ71-ÿ0266283-ÿ12,1-.ÿ32676ÿ2=ÿ
/?524267-.24,ÿ.-67.237-?ÿ?25/24ÿ6967-56ÿ8>7ÿ/362ÿ71-ÿ0266283-ÿ026272:-ÿ-==-376ÿ2=ÿ6>31ÿ6967-56ÿ24ÿ
J3>.824,ÿ398-.D6G>/7724,ÿ24324-ÿ=./>?ÿ/4?ÿ247-33-37>/3ÿ0.20-.79ÿ:223/722464Kÿÿ\]ÿÿ@1-ÿ!-02.7ÿ/362ÿ
5-47224-?ÿ71-ÿ:/3>-ÿ2=ÿ71-ÿ6967-56ÿ24ÿJ0.2:2?024,ÿ/66>./43-ÿ72ÿ3246>5-.6ÿ/4?ÿ3250/42-6ÿ71/7ÿ71-9ÿ
/.-ÿ?-/324,ÿ<271ÿ3-,2725/7-ÿ323/339D8/6-?ÿ-47272-64Kÿÿ\]ÿ
ÿ694ÿYÿT.225E24ÿUVWÿ427-ÿÿ/7ÿ6Z664ÿ
ÿ6L4ÿ@2927/ÿF272.ÿ;/3-6ÿS4;4ÿ#434ÿ:4ÿ@/8/.2ÿ9ÿT4?ÿLÿLQÿBQ71ÿM2.4ÿ C4ÿ
ÿ64ÿ\4ÿ
ÿ6Q4ÿ\]ÿH>?,-ÿI2A246E2ÿ2024-?ÿ71/7ÿ>6-.6Nÿ-O0-37/72246ÿ52,17ÿ8-ÿ?2==-.-47ÿ24ÿ3/6-6ÿ2=ÿ?25/24ÿ4/5-6ÿ
2=ÿ71-ÿJ7./?-5/.E4325Kÿ790-4ÿÿ\]RÿUÿUÿ^_``ÿabÿ^UVcÿdUeÿfgÿÿ#M&$$ÿÿ
BH>4-ÿ 9Cÿ177068hh<<<423/4442.,h4-<6h/442>43-5-47DD 9D9D D-4ÿB=2332<ÿJ0>83261-?Kÿ
190-.324EC4ÿ
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,-ÿ./00,.20,13ÿ2,3/3,.4ÿ,-ÿ.56/ÿ"$67ÿ8,95.ÿ51:/ÿ,-;0/1</3ÿ.5/ÿ:13=/ÿ22ÿ
./00,.20,1334>3,-?/3ÿ3281,-<4 ÿÿ@=.ÿ,2ÿ1-4ÿ<=;5ÿA/3,/2ÿ/:/0ÿ/B,<./3ÿ,.ÿ,<ÿ-2Cÿ
92-/Dÿ3/<E,./ÿ.5/ÿ./00,.20,13,F1.,2-ÿ22ÿ.5/ÿ"$6ÿ=</0<ÿ10/ÿ=-3,?/34ÿ.2ÿ51:/ÿ
1-3G20ÿ91,-ÿ;2-2,3/-;/ÿ,-ÿ1ÿ./00,.20,13ÿ2,3/3,.4ÿ,-ÿ.5/ÿ"$6ÿ9,:/-ÿ.5/ÿE1.;5C20?ÿ
22ÿ3281,-<ÿ1-3ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/<ÿ.51.ÿ51:/ÿ20ÿ32ÿ-2.ÿ51:/ÿ9/2901E5,;13ÿ
0/<.0,;.,2-<ÿ1-3G20ÿE0/2/0/-;/<4ÿ
H5/ÿE0/:13/-.ÿ=</ÿ22ÿ</10;5ÿ/-9,-/<ÿA4ÿ=</0<ÿ.2ÿ-1:,91./ÿ.5/ÿ,-./0-/.ÿC,33ÿ
3,?/34ÿE0/:/-.ÿ1-ÿ,-;0/1</3ÿ=</0ÿ;2-2,3/-;/ÿ,-ÿ./00,.20,13ÿ2,3/3,.4ÿ22ÿ.5/ÿ"$64ÿÿ
&3.52=95ÿ3281,-<ÿ1-3ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/<ÿ8,95.ÿE314ÿ1ÿ023/ÿ,-ÿ</10;5ÿ/-9,-/ÿ
13920,.58<6ÿ=</0<ÿ32ÿ-2.ÿ./-3ÿ.2ÿ0/8/8A/0ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/<ÿA=.ÿ01.5/0ÿ1ÿ
;28A,-1.,2-ÿ22ÿ</10;5ÿ./08<ÿ.51.ÿ3/13ÿ.2ÿ.5/ÿ3/<,0/3ÿ</10;5ÿ0/<=3.<ÿ.502=95ÿ.5/ÿ
=</ÿ22ÿ1ÿ</10;5ÿ/-9,-/4ÿÿ628/
ÿ13:/0.,</0<ÿ32ÿ=</ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/<ÿ.2ÿ1..01;.ÿ=</0ÿ
.0122,;ÿ.2ÿ<E/;,2,;ÿC/A<,./<6 ÿ1-3ÿ1-ÿ/8E,0,;13ÿ<.=34ÿC2=33ÿA/ÿ0/I=,0/3ÿ.2ÿ
3/./08,-/ÿC5/.5/0ÿ13:/0.,</8/-.<ÿ,-;0/1</ÿ3,0/;.ÿC/A<,./ÿ.0122,;ÿ20ÿC5/.5/0ÿ
=</0<ÿ0/1;5ÿC/A<,./<ÿ.502=95ÿ.5/ÿ=</ÿ22ÿ1ÿ</10;5ÿ/-9,-/ÿ/:/-ÿ12./0ÿ:,/C,-9ÿ1-ÿ
13:/0.,</8/-.ÿ.51.ÿ,-;3=3/<ÿ1ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/4ÿ
J</0ÿ;2-2,3/-;/ÿ,-ÿ./00,.20,13ÿ2,3/36,.4ÿ22ÿ.5/ÿ"$6ÿ8,95.ÿA/ÿ,00/E101A34ÿ32<.ÿ
1<ÿ210ÿ1<ÿ.5/ÿE/02/;.ÿ,3/-.,.4ÿ1EE021;5 ÿ,<ÿ;2-;/0-/3K=</0<ÿE02A1A34ÿ32ÿ-2.ÿ
/BE/;.ÿ.51.ÿ1ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/ÿ2-ÿ1ÿ3281,-ÿ.51.ÿ1ÿE0,20,ÿ1EE/10<ÿ.2ÿA/ÿ./00,.20,1334ÿ
3,-?/3ÿ<=;5ÿ1<ÿ4:/91<ÿ1;.=1334ÿ51<ÿ1-4ÿ;2--/;.,2-ÿ.2ÿ1ÿE31;/ÿ;133/3ÿ1/91<4ÿÿ
@=.ÿ.2ÿ.5/ÿ/B./-.ÿ.51.ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/<ÿ8,95.ÿ<.,33ÿA/ÿ,8E20.1-.ÿ220ÿ13:/0.,<,-9ÿ
3,0/;.ÿ.0122,;ÿ1-3ÿ</10;5ÿ/-9,-/ÿ0/<=3.<ÿ,.ÿ8,95.ÿA/ÿE2<<,A3/ÿ.2ÿ22<./0ÿ,-6;06/1</3ÿ
=</0ÿ;2-2,3/-;/ÿA1</3ÿ2-ÿ1ÿ;4A/0<E1;/ÿ/B./-<,2-ÿ22ÿE54<,;13ÿE31;/4 ÿÿL20ÿ
/B18E3/ÿ.5/ÿ0/9,<.04ÿ22ÿ4:/91<ÿ1EE10/-.34ÿ,-:/<./3ÿ<,9-,2,;1-.ÿ/2220.ÿ,-ÿ
A=,33,-9ÿ.5/6ÿ-7/Cÿ3281,-ÿ1<ÿ1ÿ<E1;/ÿC,.5ÿ1ÿ<23,3ÿ0/E=.1.,2-K1ÿM9223ÿ1330/<<Nÿ
.2ÿ82:/ÿ.24 ÿÿ%,?/ÿ1-4ÿ-/CÿE54<,;13ÿ-/,95A205223ÿ.5/ÿ;4A/0<E1;/ÿ/B./-<,2-ÿ
ÿ

ÿ6 4ÿOPÿQRQÿ1 !#6#S$ÿ@ $ L#H6ÿ&$"ÿ@&!!#!6ÿTLÿ@!#$S#$Sÿ&ÿ6U&%%ÿ@J6#$ 66ÿT$%#$ 8ÿ
 !6 VH#1 6ÿL!TUÿS%T@&%ÿ6U&%%ÿ@J6#$ 66 6ÿ6ÿW 7ÿ5..E<8GGCCC43-X2=0-134;28G!/</10;5>
<8133>A=<,-/<<></E./8A/0 4E324ÿ
ÿ64ÿT-ÿ.5/ÿ=-;/0.1,-.4ÿ1A2=.ÿ.5/ÿ1;.=13ÿC/,95.ÿ9,:/-ÿ.2ÿ3281,-<ÿ1-3ÿ3281,-ÿ-18/<ÿ,-ÿ</10;5ÿ
/-9,-/ÿ13920,.58<ÿ<//ÿYZ[ÿ10.ÿ##4ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿOÿH &V\ÿ1 S&6ÿ5..E8GG./1;5:/91<4;;<34-/.GÿW31<.ÿ:,<,./3ÿ&E04ÿÿ 74ÿÿWL20ÿ/B18E3/ÿ.5/ÿ
V310?ÿV2=-.4ÿ6;5223ÿ",<.0,;.ÿ51<ÿA//-ÿ=<,-9ÿM./1;54:/91<Nÿ5/1:,34ÿ,-ÿ,.<ÿ;18E1,9-ÿ.2ÿ1..01;.ÿ./1;5/0<ÿ
.2ÿ%1<ÿ1/91<ÿ$1474ÿ
ÿ6 4ÿL20ÿ,-22081.,2-ÿ2-ÿ.5/ÿME/02/;.ÿ,3/-.,.4Nÿ1EE021;5ÿ<//ÿYZ[ÿ10.ÿ##4ÿ
ÿ664ÿL20ÿ,-22081.,2-ÿ2-ÿ.5/ÿM/B./-<,2-ÿ22ÿ.5/ÿE54<,;13ÿ<E1;/Nÿ1EE021;5ÿ<//ÿYZ[ÿ10.ÿ##4ÿ
ÿ674ÿ"1-,/3ÿ!2.5A/09ÿ]^Rÿ_`[Rÿa`YÿÿbYÿcRRRÿdÿeRYÿfRYÿ%&6ÿ
1 S&6ÿ6J$ÿWg=34ÿ ÿ 77ÿ5..E<8GG31<:/91<<=-4;28G-/C<G 7GX=3G G32.>:/91<>7 >C/A<,./<>
=</>3281,->32;13G4ÿ
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2,ÿ-./ÿ01-2ÿ2,ÿ%34ÿ1/534ÿ637ÿ5317ÿ6.3836-/8ÿ3--836-175ÿ97/15.:284;ÿ<.2ÿ9=2>/ÿ
17;ÿ-2ÿ3442613-/ÿ<1-.ÿ-./ÿ31,/4-23/ÿ28ÿ2-./8ÿ34?/6-4ÿ62772-/@ÿ:2ÿ-./ÿ
7/15.:28.22@4ÿÿA./ÿ@2=317ÿ:/62=/4ÿ37ÿ/B-/74127ÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ?.241633ÿ?336/ÿ37@ÿ
=32ÿ:/62=/ÿ3ÿ:837@ÿ2,ÿ1-4ÿ2<7469ÿ
C7/ÿ1=?28-37-ÿ6.3836-/814-16ÿ2,ÿ3ÿ9522@ÿ3@@8/44;ÿ17ÿ-./ÿ?.241633ÿ<283@ÿ14ÿ
-.3-ÿ-./ÿ3@@8/44ÿ:/ÿ8/313:3/Dÿ-./ÿ3@@8/44ÿ4.2E3@ÿ1@/7-1,2ÿ3ÿ41753/ÿ?336/ÿ37@ÿ
33<324ÿ-./ÿ43=/ÿ?336/ÿ37@ÿ/>/8227/ÿ1763E@175ÿ-./ÿ=313=37ÿ4.2E3@ÿ:/ÿ3:3/ÿ
-2ÿ3263-/ÿ-./ÿ?336/4ÿÿ#7ÿ-./ÿ"$Fÿ-./ÿ8/313:131-2ÿ2,ÿ@2=317ÿ73=/4ÿ34ÿ3@@8/44/4ÿ
-.3-ÿ1@/7-1,2ÿ3263-1274ÿ27ÿ-./ÿ17-/87/-ÿ37@ÿ-./18ÿ3E-./7-161-2ÿ14ÿ-./ÿ=24-ÿ
1=?28-37-ÿ34?/6-ÿ2,ÿE4/8ÿ627,1@/76/4ÿÿA./ÿ4/6E81-2ÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ"$Fÿ14ÿ-./8/,28/ÿ
?383=2E7-ÿ-2ÿ-./ÿ,E-E8/ÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ17-/87/-ÿ37@ÿ14ÿ2,ÿ41571,1637-ÿ6276/87ÿ-2ÿ
-/6.71633ÿ/B?/8-4ÿ:/63E4/ÿ2,ÿ3--36G4ÿ27ÿ-./ÿ"$Fÿ4E6.ÿ34ÿ17-/87/-ÿ?82-2623ÿ
471,,175ÿ37@ÿ4?22,175ÿ@/7133ÿ2,ÿ4/8>16/ÿH"2FIÿ"$Fÿ3=?31,163-127ÿ636./ÿ
?21427175ÿ37@ÿ8/514-838ÿ.1J36G17546KÿÿC7ÿ-./ÿ314-ÿ2,ÿ?81281-1/4ÿ-./ÿ3E-./7-161-2ÿ
2,ÿ281517ÿ=E4-ÿ:/ÿ?336/@ÿ.15./8ÿ-2@32ÿ-.37ÿ-./ÿ-/881-28133ÿ,1@/31-2ÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ"$F4ÿ
1##4ÿÿ0C$0%LF#C$Fÿ
A/881-281331M3-127ÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ17-/87/-ÿ.34ÿ://7ÿ:2-.ÿ53281,1/@ÿ37@ÿ>131,1/@46ÿÿ
A./ÿ=3J281-2ÿ2,ÿE4/84ÿ3??/38ÿ-2ÿ/7J22ÿ-./ÿ627>/71/76/ÿ2
,ÿ326331M/@ÿ
3@>/8-14175ÿ326331M/@ÿ627-/7-ÿ37@ÿ3263-127N:34/@ÿ4/8>16/446OÿÿPE-ÿ34ÿ
5/23263-127ÿ<.16.ÿ/73:3/4ÿ-./ÿ627>/71/76/ÿ-E874ÿ17-2ÿ5/2:326G175ÿ-./ÿ
627>/71/76/ÿ:/62=/4ÿ3ÿ4-831-J36G/-ÿ-.3-ÿ68/3-/4ÿ27317/ÿ:28@/84ÿ-.3-ÿ6?68/>/7-ÿ
E4/84ÿ,82=ÿ366/44175ÿ42=/ÿ17-/87/-ÿ627-/7-ÿ,82=ÿ-./ÿE4/84Qÿ3263-1274 ÿÿA./ÿ
1768/34/@ÿE4/ÿ2,ÿ6186E=>/7-127ÿ2,ÿ5/2:32666G175ÿ4E55/4-4ÿ-.3-ÿE4/84ÿ38/ÿ
@14?3/34/@ÿ<1-.ÿ-./4/ÿ7/<ÿ-/881-28133ÿ31=1-44 ÿÿ'.13/ÿ5/2:326G175ÿ3332<4ÿ
627-/7-ÿ?82>1@/84ÿ-2ÿ62=?32ÿ<1-.ÿ-./18ÿ-/881-2813332N@/6,617/@ÿ815.-4ÿ37@ÿ
2:3153-1274ÿ1-ÿE7@/8=17/4ÿ-./ÿ532:33ÿ73-E8/ÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ17-/87/-4 ÿ
RE4-ÿ34ÿ-./ÿ-/881-281331M3-127ÿ2,ÿ-./ÿ17-/87/-ÿ17ÿ5/7/833ÿ.34ÿ?241-1>/ÿ37@ÿ
ÿ
ÿ694ÿS1554ÿTUVÿ72-/ÿOOÿ3-ÿWÿ644ÿH9&3-.2E5.ÿ-./8/ÿ14ÿ72ÿ-83@/=38Gÿ4-3-E4ÿ3--36./@ÿ-2ÿ3ÿ@2=317ÿ
73=/ÿ<./7ÿ1-ÿ14ÿ144E/@ÿ-.82E5.ÿ1-4ÿE4/ÿ3ÿ@2=317ÿ73=/ÿ637ÿ36XE18/ÿ4/627@382ÿ=/37175ÿ17ÿ-./ÿ/2/4ÿ2,ÿ
-./ÿ17-/87/-ÿ6274E=/84;I4ÿ
ÿ6K4ÿYÿ04ÿ&#FS'&!Z&ÿ[4ÿF4ÿF&$$#"S&$ÿ\ÿP&%&R#ÿ!&R$"!&$ÿ"$FÿF 0L!#AZ8ÿ$ "ÿ&$"ÿ
!C% ÿ#$ÿAS ÿ0C$A ]AÿC^ÿ0%CL"ÿ0C[LA#$_ÿ `ÿH 6I4ÿ
ÿ64ÿYÿTUVÿ38-ÿ1DÿTÿTaÿbcbÿ!3@17ÿ\ÿ'357/8ÿTUVÿ72-/ÿÿ3-ÿO9`O4ÿ
ÿ6O4ÿYÿTUVÿ38-ÿ##4ÿ
ÿ664ÿYÿTUVÿ72-/4ÿ6`7ÿ7ÿ37@ÿ3662=?372175ÿ-/B-4ÿ
ÿ664ÿYÿA81=:3/ÿTUVÿ72-/ÿ6ÿ3-ÿ674ÿ
ÿ664ÿYÿA81=:3/ÿTUVÿ72-/ÿ6ÿ3-ÿ74ÿ
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,-./012-ÿ/34-503ÿ32ÿ6/3ÿ06-ÿ0-7710271/318/012,ÿ29ÿ06-ÿ"$:466ÿÿ#9ÿ;3-73<ÿ
-=4-50/012,3ÿ5/,ÿ30133ÿ>-ÿ1,93;-,5-?ÿ>@ÿ06-17ÿ-=4-71-,5-3ÿ2,ÿ06-ÿ1,0-7,-0ÿ10ÿ
A1.60ÿ30133ÿ>-ÿ42331>3-ÿ927ÿ55B%"3ÿ/,?ÿ,-Cÿ0-7710271/33@D31,E-?ÿ.B%"3ÿ06/0ÿ
6/2-ÿ0-7710271/3ÿ7-30715012,3ÿ2,ÿ7-.1307/012,ÿ/,?ÿ47-9-7-,5-3ÿ927ÿ,/012,/3ÿ71.603ÿ
1,ÿ?134;0-ÿ7-323;012,ÿ02ÿ./1,ÿ7-4;0/012,3ÿ927ÿ0-7710271/3ÿ91?-310@4ÿÿ#9ÿ02.-06-7ÿ
C106ÿ0-7710271/3ÿ91?-310@ÿ06-3-ÿB%"3ÿ5/,ÿ3/9-.;/7?ÿ/;06-,01510@ÿ29ÿ271.1,ÿ06-ÿ
52A>1,/012,ÿ52;3?ÿ9230-7ÿ;3-7ÿ7-31/,5-ÿ2,ÿ06-ÿB%"3ÿ/,?ÿ5/;3-ÿ;3-73ÿ02ÿ2/3;-ÿ
?2A/1,66ÿ6,/A-3ÿ2,ÿ06-3-ÿB%"3ÿA27-ÿ61.63@ÿ06/,ÿ?2A/1,ÿ,/A-3ÿ2,ÿ206-7ÿ
B%"34 ÿÿ&3062;.6ÿ06-ÿ4-79-50ÿ1?-,010@ÿ/4472/56ÿA1.60ÿ57-/0-ÿ7-.1307/012,ÿ
-31.1>1310@ÿ7-F;17-A-,03ÿ06/0ÿC2;3?ÿ>-ÿ022ÿ7-30715012-ÿ/,ÿ-=0-,312,ÿ29ÿ06-ÿ
46@315/3ÿ34/5-ÿ/4472/56ÿA1.60ÿ>71,.ÿ4231012-ÿ7-3;303ÿ19ÿ06-ÿ-=0-,312,ÿ13ÿ
3E1339;33@ÿ?-31.,-?ÿ/,?ÿA/,/.-?ÿA-/,1,.ÿ06/0ÿ/ÿ?2A/1,ÿ13ÿ5;3012/0-?ÿ/3ÿ/ÿ
>7/,?ÿ60667/0ÿ;3-73ÿ5/,ÿ1?-,019@ÿ/3ÿ/ÿ5@>-734/5-ÿ-=0-,312,ÿ29ÿ/ÿE,2C,ÿ46@315/3ÿ
34/5-4 ÿ
G710153ÿ3--ÿ,-./012-ÿ/34-503ÿ29ÿ"$:ÿ0-7710271/318/012,ÿ1,ÿ06-ÿ1,57-/3-?ÿ
1,93;-,5-ÿ29ÿ.22-7,A-,03ÿ2,ÿ06-ÿ1,0-7,-04669ÿÿB-7710271/318/012,ÿ.12-3ÿ
.22-7,A-,03ÿ.7-/0-7ÿ244270;,101-3ÿ02ÿ1,93;-,5-ÿ?-51312,3ÿ2,ÿC62ÿA/@ÿ7-.130-7ÿ
/ÿ?2A/1,ÿ6,6/HA-ÿ1,ÿ/ÿ.12-,ÿ?2A/1,ÿ/,?ÿC6/0ÿ71.603ÿC133ÿ7-5-12-ÿ47-9-7-,01/3ÿ
07-/0A-,04 ÿÿI22-7,A-,0ÿ42C-7ÿ22-7ÿ?2A/1,3ÿA/@ÿ/33130ÿ.22-7,A-,03ÿ1,ÿ
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